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ABSTRACT 

Purpose-—The purpose of the study was to investigate the 

individual differences in the interpretive process of eleventh grade 

students in reading the short story. 

Source of Data—A sample of twenty-eight high school juniors, 

fourteen of whom were low level readers and foxirteen high level readers, 

furnished the data. High level readers were the better readers of the 

short story, and the low level readers were the less able readers. The 

bases for the selections were the scores made on the comprehension 

questions answered after reading the short story used in this research# 

The data came from (1) the tape recorded interviews in which each student 

explored the reading process that he used in reading the short story by 

giving introspective and retrospective answers to both structured and 

unstructured questions5 (2) the questionnaire which explored the inte

gration of the short story into the personal life of the reader within a 

ten day period after reading the storyj and (3) five other questionnaires 

which explored factors related to 1he interpretive process, familiarity 

with short story writers and short stories, attitudes toward reading, and 

attitudes toward reading short stories* 

Major Conclusions—1« Students' processes of interpreting the 

short story could be identified through their verbal responses to general 

and specific questions concerning the interpretive process. 

vii 
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2. There were individual differences in the interpretive process 

within, as well as between, the low level and the high level readers, 

3. The high level readers were familiar with more short stories 

than were the low level readers. 

U. The high level readers were familiar with more short story-

writers than were the low level readers. 

5. (a) The attitude of high level readers toward reading short 

stories was not significantly different from that of low level readers, 

(b) The attitude of high level readers toward reading in general was 

significantly different from that of low level readers. 

6. There were significant differences between the low and the 

high level readers in their grasp of the literal meaning of the short 

story. 

7. There were significant differences between the low and the 

high level readers in their grasp of the iirqolied meaning of the short 

story. 

8« Both low level readers and high level readers integrated to 

some extent the ideas from the short story with their personal develop

ment. They also examined and modified points of view after reading the 

story. No significant differences were present between the responses of 

the two groups in reporting integration of the ideas of the short story 

into their personal lives. It is probable that no significant differences 

were obtained in these respects because of the inadequacy of available 

measuring instruments* 



Some Specific Findings—•!. When reading the short story students 

were most often concerned with the stuc^y of the characters. 

2. Edgar Allan Poe was the most familiar short story writer; 

Mark Twain, second in familiarity. 

3. "The Tell-Tale Heart" was the best known short story; "The 

Pit and the Pendulum," second. 

I;. Of the low level readers 92.3 percent said they desired to 

improve their reading; 100 percent of the high level readers made the 

same comment. 

5. Certain characteristics in reading the short story differen

tiated the high level and the low level readers. The more adept readers 

were better able to 

a. Understand symbolism 

b. Understand similes and metsqphors 

c. Widerstand words through context 

d. Recognize the problem faced by the characters 

e. Recognize the significance of the title 

f. Make comparisons with similar experiences 

g. See the author's background reflected in his work 

h. Notice clues to setting 

i. Sense the mood of the story 

j. Understand the author's viewpoint 

k. Understand the finer points of characterization 

1. Identify the main incidents in the story 

m. Understand the transitions of the narrative 



X 

n* Grasp the purpose of the paragraph 

o* Recognize the narrator when in first person 

p* Remember factual information* 



I. INTRODUCTION 

Little is known about the reading process, about the way in which 

persons get meaning from the literature they read. Do students use the 

general methods of interpretation taught by teachers, or do they have 

individual irethods of responding to the author's ideas? If the interpre

tation of literature is individual, how are these individual methods 

related to their proficiency in reading, their attitudes, and their 

knowledge of a certain kind of literature? The type of literature in 

which these questions will be explored in this study is the short story. 

DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

Pour important terms used in this study included high level reader, 

low level reader, short story, and interpretation. Definitions of these 

terms as they were used in this study follow: 

1. A high level reader was the better reader of the short story 

used in this research. He, one of fourteen, was chosen from a purposive 

sanple of seventy eleventh graders who read the story used in this research 

and answered the conprehension questions covering the story. His score was 

significantly higher (significant level of .01) than the score of the low 

level reader. 

2. A low level reader was one of the fourteen less able readers 

of the short story used in this research. His score on the above described 

test was significantly less (.01 level of significance) than that of the 

high level reader* 
1 
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3. A short story is a fictional narrative that is short. (This 

general definition was used to include the variety of short stories and 

the variety of definitions of the short story.) 

It. Interpret ation is "the act of exploring and construing the 

meaning of what is read."*'* The varied nature of interpretation included 

three main abilities in this study: grasping the literal meaning of the 

short story, penetrating the various levels of implied meaning, and 

responding personally or critically in the light of literary standards, 

individual belief, judgment, interest, or circumstances. 

PURPOSE 

To investigate the individual differences in the interpretive 

process of eleventh grade students in reading the short story is the 

purpose of this study. It proposes to test ten hypotheses: 

1« The interpretive process of the short story can be identified 

through students* verbal responses to both general and specific questions 

concerning the interpretive process. 

2. There are individual interpretive differences within as well 

as between the low level and the high level readers. 

3. The high level readers are familiar with more short stories 

than are the low level readers. 

li. The high level readers are familiar with more short story 

writers than are the low level readers. 

^Promoting Growth Toward Maturity in Interpreting What Is Read, 
ed. William S. Gray, Supplementary Educational Monographs, fro. 7U 
(Chicago, l?5l), p. 2$3* 
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J>« The high level readers have more favorable attitudes toward' 

reading short stories and reading in general. 

6. There are significant differences between the low and the high 

level readers in their grasp of the literal ursaning in the short story. 

7. There are significant differences between the low and the high 

level readers in their grasp of the implied meaning in the short story. 

8. The low level reader does not integrate newly acquired ideas 

with his own personal development and does not examine and modify his 

points of view and attitudes after reading the short story. 

9m The high level reader integrates newly acquired ideas with 

his own personal development and examines and modifies his points of 

view and attitudes after reading the short story. 

10. There is a significant difference between the responses, as 

described above, of the high level reader and the low level reader. 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS STUDY 

With these ten hypotheses as mariner's coup ass, the writer reviewed 

the literature pertinent to this study—the nature of reading, the nature 

of reading the short story, and the methods of teaching the short story. 

Then follows a description of the sanple and the method of study. 

Criteria for the selection of the short story, a pilot study, the deter

mination of the reliability of instruments used, the method for securing 

data, and the plan for analyzing the data obtained are discussed. 

After presenting the method of study, the findings are given. 

These findings represent interpretive processes discovered from the 



initial interview and from the follow-up of the interviewc In addition, 

factors related to the interpretive process are studied. The study of the 

data also includes comparisons of the high and the low level readers with 

respect to their familiarity with short story writers, their familiarity 

with short stories, their attitude toward reading short stories, and their 

attitude toward reading* 

To add concreteness to the more qualitative and general findings 

four illustrative.cases are described in details Subjects 2£ and 16 who 

are low level readers and Subjects 13 and 10 who are high level readers. 

The illustrative cases are followed by summaries? first, of the 

main data that reject or support the ten hypotheses; and second, the more 

specific findings which center in three related areas—characteristics 

common to the sample, characteristics identifying the low level readers, 
% 

and characteristics identifying the high level readers. At the end of 

the chapter are suggestions for related research. 

In the appendix are the questionnaires, sample transcriptions of 

interviews of the four illustrative cases, and other details necessary 

to the understanding of the methods briefly described in Chapter III. 

The list of references includes only the sources cited in this 

study. 

Such is the organization of this study, the purpose of which is 

to investigate the individual differences among eleventh grade students 

in the interpretive process of reading the short story. 



LIMITATIONS OF THIS STUDY 
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The most iiqportant limitations included the following: 

1. Selection of the Story—-The reading process studied in this 

research was influenced, among other things, by the purpose of reading 

the story, the kind of story chosen, and the level of difficulty of the 

story. Generalizations were not made to include other short stories which 

differed to a great extent from the story selected. 

2. Methods of Introspection and Retrospection—Interpretations of 

the reading process were made with realization that three weaknesses 

inherent in the methods of introspection and retrospection prevented 

the discovery of the conrolete reading process. The three weaknesses 

were the inability to'probe the subconscious involved in reading the 

short story; the difficulty, especially among the bilingual and less 

verbal subjects, of communicating the process; and the difficulty of 

distinguishing between the reading process itself and the reading product. 

References to the reading process were made with these limitations. 

3. Interpretation of Pat a—Quantities of data were collected 

from the interviews. Much of this data was qualitative and was not 

sibject to statistical analyses. Investigators with different back

grounds and insights might get different impressions from the qualitative 

analyses. However, variables limiting objectivity were held to a 

minimum. 



II• REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

As stated in the introduction, it is the purpose of this second 

chapter to review the literature directly related to this research: the 

nature of the reading process, the nature of the process of reading the 

short story, and methods of teaching the short story, 

NATURE OF THE READING PROCESS 

Reading has been variously defined, at one extreme, as a sinple 

mechanical process of word recognition; at the other extreme, as a highly 

conplex bio-psychological process. The mechanical view of reading was 

2 challenged by Huey in 1908. The relation of reading to thinking and 

3 reasoning was early described by Thorndike in 1917 and later' by Horn 

in 19U2.^ Burkhart saw the reading process as involving five abilities— 

the ability to analyze, the ability to evaluate, the ability to use 

personally what is read, the ability to compare ideas gained from reading 

with personal experiences, and the ability to synthesize reading with one's 

^Edmund Burke Huey, The Psychology and Pedagogy of Reading 
(New York, 1908), p. lU8. 

^E. L. Thorndike, "The Psychology of Thinking in the Case 
of Reading," Psychological Review, XXIV (May 1917), 220-23U* 

^Ernest Horn, "Language and Meaning," The Psychology of 
Learning, 2nd Ser., No. Ul (Chicago, 19U2), pp. 33U-41U. 

6 



personal development.-' Gates in 19l;8,^ Gray in 1958,? and Strang and 

Bracken in 1957 described this broad view of reading: 

• • .reading is much more than word pronunciation; it is more 
than word recognition; it is more than getting the meaning of indi
vidual words. It is the complex process of getting the meaning of 
words in combination and knowing what the author is trying to 
communicate—"What is the author saying to me?" Reading. . .goes 
beyond comprehension to the use or enjoyment of what is read.8 

How do we discover this conplex process? Various methods have 

been employed: factoral analysis, free response and objective-type 

questions, and the study of eye movements. None of these methods yielded 

much understanding of the reading process itself. To study the process 

I. A. Richards advocated and used the method of introspection; 

It's character is sometimes accessible to introspection. ... 
In some important respects conscious and unconscious mental events 
must differ. . . .On the other hand there are many respects in 
which they are similar. . . .' 

The contributions of Wundt, whose work was introduced in the 

United States by Titchener,"1"0 of Patrick,^ Wertheimer,"^ Buswell,^ 

*>See the unpubl. diss. (University of Pittsburgh, 19l|2) by 
Kathyrn Burkhart, "An Analysis of Reading Abilities," p. 59. 

6Arthur j# Gates, "Character and Purposes of the Yearkbook," 
Reading in the Elementary School, National Society for the Study of 
Education, 2nd Ser., No. kti (Chicago, 19h9)» p» J+. 

^William S. Gray, "New Approaches to the Study of Interpretation 
in Reading," Journal of Educational Research, LII (October 1958), 65-67. 

®Ruth Strang aid Dorothy Bracken, Making Better Readers 
(Boston, 1957), p. 50. 

^Principles of Literary Criticism (New York, 19^8), pp. 85-86. 

lOEdward B. Titchener, Lectures on the Experimental Psychology 
of the Thought Processes (New York, 1909). 

"^Catharine Patrick, "Creative Thought in Artists," Journal of 
Psychology, IV (July 1937), 35-73. 

•^Max Wertheimer, Productive Thinking (New York, 191*5). 
-^Guy Buswell, Patterns of Thinking in Solving Problems, University 

of California Publicatiohs ih Kdubatiofl, No. U (itetWey, 1956). 



and Piaget-^ in the study of processes of interpretation were summarized 

by Letton: 

These studies may be summarized with the following 
comments they have contributed to the development of the 
introspective and retrospective techniques; they have, 
except in the case of Piaget, been used with adults or 
young adults; • . .although some subjects were trained, 
untrained subjects have been used successfully. The 
trend of development has proceeded from asking the sub
ject to analyze his own thought processes to requesting 
him simply to verbalize his thoughts while doing a 
task, . . .The use of the tape recorder has undoubtedly 
contributed to a more objective analysis of such data,^> 

Most recent research used the introspective method, which was 

used in the present research. Swain at the University of Chicago 

asked twenty-nine college freshmen to read and think aloud as they 

read passages of literature, social science, and science. She 

recorded their verbalizations as to hovr they analyzed the words and 

restructured the meaning. She found that the process was an active 

one and changed for each type of reading. Particularly relevant to 

this present study was the significant difference observed between 

good and poor readers in their analysis of language and in their 

reconstructing of the meaning of the passage read,^ 

Stimulated by Swain's research, Piekarz asked twenty-six 

sixth grade subjects to read and verbalize their thoughts on certain 

•^Jean Piaget, The Language and Thought of the Child, trans. 
Marjorie Warden (New York, 1926). 

l^See the unpubl. diss. (University of Chicago, 19$8) by Mildred 
Letton, "Individual Differences in Interpretive Responses in Reading 
Poetry at the Ninth Grade Level," pp. 1j.7-1i8, 

•^See the unpubl. diss. (University of Chicago, 19^3) by Emeliza 
Swain, "Conscious Thought Processes Used in the Interpretation of 
Reading Materials," pp. U-165. 



prose selections. Her research demonstrated the utility of retrospective 

verbalization in understanding the reading process, Piekarz came to 

four conclusions: (1) that these siijects were unable to recognize 

major and supporting ideas; (2) that their failure to comprehend 

what they read was due to complex ideas, unfamiliar vocabulary, or 

difficult basic concepts; (3) that their superiority might be partly-

attributed to their use of background experiences impersonally in 

interpretation; and (1*) that they showed different capacities for 

interpreting emotional and nonemotional material.^ 

Another study that employed the technique of asking the svb ject 

to think aloud was made by Jenkinson. She concluded, among other things, 

that the "cloze" procedure, a test requiring the subject to verbalize 

as he tries to complete unfinished questions, gave results positively 

related to reading as measured by standardized reading tests. She found 

observable and classifiable differences between readers who responded best 

to the "cloze" test and lower level readers who did not. Jenkinson's 

study used a sample of twenty-two students from grades ten, eleven, 
"i O 

and twelve from the University of Chicago Laboratory School. 

The research in reading most directly influencing the present 

research was done by Letton at the University of Chicago in 1958. This 

study was concerned with the nature of reading poetry. Her subjects were 

^Josephine Piekarz, "Getting Meaning from Reading," Elementary 
School Journal, LVI (March 1956), 303-309# 

^•®See the unpubl. diss. (University of Chicago, 1957) by Marion 
Jenkinson, "Selected Processes and Difficulties of Reading Comprehension," 
p. 62 . 
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twenty-two ninth graders, students whose I.Q.'s were above 102, from 

the University training school. Letton studied the differences in 

their interpretive responses in reading poetry. The five hypotheses that 

were tested and upheld were 

1. The processes in interpretation of poetry can 
be identified through retrospective verbalization. 

2» It is possible to record oral interpretive 
responses in a systematic way. 

3. There are observable and identifiable differences 
in the introspective and retrospective verbalizations of 
higher level readers and those of poor and lower level 
readers. 

1;. Higher level readers who differ significantly from 
lower level readers in grasping the literal meaning and 
in securing the broader meanings inherent in a poem also 
differ from lower level readers in a. reacting to what 
is read, b. integrating the newly acquired ideas with 
their own experiences. 

5. Higher level readers of poetry differ significantly 
from lower level readers in that they a. are more familiar 
with poems and poets, b. have more positive attitudes 
toward poetry, c. have had more favorable experiences with 
poetry A? 

This kind of interpretive information was collected by tape 

recording. Similar methods would apply in discovering the process 

involved in reading other types of literature, such as the short story. 

From the idea of reading as a mechanical process we have come 

to the realization of reading as a conplex active process thro-ugh the 

method of introspection and retrospection# None of these introspective 

studies has been concerned with the process of reading the short story, 

which will now be briefly reviewed# 

"^Letton, pp. 22k-23k» 
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NATURE OF THE PROCESS OF READING THE SHORT STORY 

Guy de Maupassant, a master of the short story, said of his 

audience: "The public is composed of numerous groups who cry to us: 

'Console me, amuse me, make me sadj make me sympathetic} make me dream; 

20 make me laugh; make me shudder; make me weep; make me think*'« The 

literature concerning the nature of reading the short story was concerned 

with how to satisfy this audience—the process of getting reader's 

response* 

The literature on the nature of reading the short story was of 

two types: 

1* The first was the descriptive report based on experience and 

common sense by those who taught the short story* For example, Lou LaBrant, 

a recognized authority in the teaching of English, said concerning the 

nature of reading the short story: "The first step in teaching literature 

is to discover his ("the reader's} own enphasis, his own interpretation* 

21 Where did this story touch you? What will you remember?" 

2* The second type was of the kind published by textbook writers 

in teachers' manuals, such as the one printed by Scott, Foresman and 

edited by Robert pooley and others. In this type skills to be taught to 

readers of the short story were listed. Then the methods were given 

for teaching these skills*22 

20rhe Portable Maupassant, ed. lewis Galantiere (New York, 
19U7), p. 666* 

2-^lou LaBrant, "Diversifying the Matter," English Journal, XL 
(March 1951), 13U-139. 

22Guidebook for GOOD TIMES THROUGH LITERATURE, ed. Robert Pooley 
et al* (Chicago, lyw)* PP» 
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There was, however, one exception in the study by Squire, who, 

from the responses of four fifteen-year-old boys to the plot of Lucile 

Payne's "Prelude,* obtained answers to these three questions: 

1. Can you measure emotional involvement in reading a short 

story? 

2. Do the comments after reading a short story differ from the 

comments made during the reading? 

3. How does emotional reaction color the appreciation of a story? 

The conclusions from the study were the following: 

This brief analysis of the responses of four selected 
boys to a single short story can do little more than to 
suggest some of the effects which emotional factors may 
have on the reader's responses to fiction. Clearly these 
cases seem to suggest that individuals respond differently 
during the process in reading than they do at the end of 
reading a story and that the intensity of the reader's 
emotional response may shift dramatically during the 
process of reading. A reader's enjoyment of or dislike 
for a particular selection may sometimes be attributed 
to the extent to which he has been emotionally involved 
in his reading. However, the slight degree of involve
ment. . .suggests that some readers may enjoy a story 
without being moved to identify with or to reject 
characters. 

In this study an introspective procedure similar to the one 

in the present research was used. The responses of these four boys were 

recorded both during the reading of selected passages of the short 

story and at the conclusion of the reading.. At the end of each passage 

the subjects were instructed to freely discuss any ideas, feelings, or 

23 James R. Squire, "Emotional Responses to a Short Story," 
Reading Teacher, XXX (October 1955), 31* 
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inpressions of which they were conscious. This one hour interview was 

2li transcribed and the data classified into separate categories. H 

This report was a part of a larger study reported later in 1956. 

Squire used fifty-two teen-age subjects and studied their responses to 

four short stories. Selections were used which could influence personal 
* 

development. He again used the introspective procedure described above. 

The six conclusions Squire made from this study were as follows: 

1. That group taidencies are observable in the reading 
responses of adolescents with considerable individual 
variation resulting from the influence of the abilities, 
personality predispositions, and the experiential back
grounds of individuals is proved only in part. 

2. Consistently in this study the findings indicate that 
sex differences do not affect significantly the over-all 
patterns of adolescent responses but do influence reactions 
to specific situations in the literature. 

3. The percentages of literary judgment and self-
involvement responses are intricately related. 

U. The quality of individual interpretations of the 
stories seems generally unrelated to the intelligence 
and reading ability of the subjects (as measured by 
standardized tests). 

5. Pew adolescents draw upon their own experiential 
backgrounds while reading literature if the responses of 
the 52 subjects in this study are representative of this 
age group. 

6. The analysis of transcripts suggests the inadvis-
ability of attempting to establish. . .a typology of 
responses. . . .*5 

^Squire, 30-35. 
o< 
See the unpubl. diss. (University of California, Berkeley, 

1956) by Jams Squire, "The Responses of Adolescents to Literature 
involving Selected Experiences of Personal Development," pp. 309-313. 
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In addition to these major conclusions other conclusions were 

made which were of special interest in the present study of the short 

story. These concerned six areas of difficulty noted in reading the 

short stoiy. The six areas were as follows: "inadequate comprehension 
«» 

of words and the inplications of words, reliance on stock responses, 

happiness binding, predetermination of viewpoint because of critical 

predispositions, the misleading effect of erratic associations, and 

the determination to achieve absolute certainty in interpretations.11̂  

It is obvious that little work has been done in the field of 

studying the process of reading the short story, the field with which 

the present research is concerned. If any practical application 

is made to the findings in this research, it will be primarily in 

the teaching of the short stoiy. For this reason present methods of 

teaching the short story will now be studied. 

^Squire, pp. 221-2U3 



METHODS OP TEACHING THE SHORT STORY 

An examination of the literature revealed nineteen different 

suggestions for teaching the short story. These nineteen suggestions 

formed the following categories* 

1. Studying short story elements 

2. Holding discussions 

3. Seeking the historical background of the story 

iu Studying the author 

Comparing short stories 

6• Reading many stories discriminately 

f. Writing creatively 

8. Reading the story several times 

9. Studying the way words are used in the story 
10. Keeping a reading record 

11. Seeing the development of the short story 

12. Studying local color 

13. Indexing short stories in the school library 

lh. Translating the story into the student's own words 

15. Using background music to sense the mood 

16. Analyzing the title 

17. Reading orally with discussion 

18. Summarizing orally 

19. Relaxing and enjoying the story 

25 



Teaching the short story through a study of its elements was 

the most commonly mentioned method. These suggestions included notes 

such as the following: 

Setting—Setting is the time and place of the events 
in a story* 

Characters—The characters of a story are the people 
in itT There are three.kinds of fiction characters: type, 
individual, and developing. • • • 

Plot—A plot is a series of incidents increasing in 
complexity until a climax is reached and a new situation 
is evolved. The essential element of plot is conflict. ... 
There are four kinds of conflict: physical, classical, 
social, and psychological. . . .Most stories have more 
than one type of conflict, but there is one kind that 
dominates the other. ... 

Theme—The theme of a shcrt story is a universal or 
general truth of life which the author wishes to present. ... 

Atmosphere—The atmosphere of a story is the dominant 
mood it inspires in the reader. 

Classification of Short Stories—A story is classified 
according to the element emphasized in it. . . ,2' 

Similar notes were given to a junior class by another teacher: 

1. Singleness of inpression—suspense, fear, mystery, or humor—creates 

unity. 2. A dominant incident must have the story centering around this 

one action. 3* A well-defined plot consists of a cause, a series of 

events, and the outcome, i*. A climax is preceded by an introduction 

and a rising action, followed by a brief conclusion. 5* A pre-eminent 

28 
character has the action of the story revolving around him. 

27 Successful Devices in Teaching Literature, ed. J, Weston 
Walch (Portland, I960), pp. 62-63. 

H* Newell, "Teaching the Short Story,« School, XXXVI 
(Noveliber 19U7), HI. 
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Other teachers suggested that their notes be followed by 

an "investigation of the interrelationships among setting, style, 

characterization, and plot, and the effect of each of these upon 

29 
theme," and the location in stories of the mentioned literary 

qualities.^ 

Additional methods of teaching short story elements centered 

around diagraming stories according to a suggested skeleton. In Success

ful Devices in Teaching Literature and The Teaching of Literature in the 

High School similar diagrams showed plot structure in the short story: 

S.P. Starting Point Climax may be anywhere 
•EP* between or coincidental 

T.P. Turning Point with T.P. aid conclusion. 

Setting SP ^^^Triangle of Action^jj^ Conclusion^" 

Edgar Allan Poe's stories were subjected to such diagraming. 

For example, students read and diagramed the plot of "The Cask of 

32 Amontillado" and "The Masque of the Red Death," Other stories were 

used to show the narrative structural unit with its series of closely 

linked episodes, as in John Russell's "The Fourth Man" and 0, Henry's 

"A Double-Dyed Deceiver." Both diagrams followed the structure 

presented on the following page: 

^Nelle F, Kerchner, "Reading in the Secondary School," English 
Journal, XXXIV (June 19kB), 135. 

30l. h. Newell, 112-113. 

31successful Devices, p, 6k• 

32Reed Smith, The Teaching of Literature (New York, 1935), 
p, 261;, 
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1. Draw a straight line representing the time of the story# 

(Time) 

2* Ask the student for the simplest story he knows, which may 

be the following: 

(Time) 

Boy 
meets 
girl 

Boy 
win3 
girl 

Boy 
loves 
girl 

Boy 
loses 
girl 

3# Evolve the fact that these events are linked together only 

by the fact that they form action series# 

li# Have the student link these actions together by noting the 

preparation leading up to each following episode# 

5# Build this analysis until the diagram is similar to this: 

(Time) 

Boy 
loves 
girl 

Boy 
meets 
girl 

Boy 
loses 
girl 

Boy 
wins 
girl 

The diagram of single impressions in the short story may also 

take the form of an archery target where the class is told »to try to 

feather the four arrows with details drawn from one of Poe's impressionistic 
3U 

stories#* 

33 
Jo N# Hook, The Teaching of High School English (New York, 

1950), pp. 162-167• 

^Smith, p# 28U# 



1? 

(1) Plot 

(2) Characters 

(3) Setting 

(U) Style 

The inductive method of interpreting and comparing concrete 

examples was supported by Cleanth Brooks in Understanding Fiction* 

It was supported because of its value to the student in understanding 

the fusion of all the elements in fiction.^ 

This method was also utilized in a device suggested in 

Successful Devices in Teaching literature. Through choosing for 

analysis and discussion stories featuring plot, character, and atmos

phere, the student was guided in his literary study* The following 

were examples of this literary guide* 

Plot* "The Ransom of Red Chief" by O* Henry 
•The Gold Bug" by Edgar Allan Poe 
"The Triumph of Night" by Edith Wharton 

Character* "Quality" by John Galsworthy 
"The Freshman Full-Back" by Ralph Paine 
«W&e Willie Winkle" by Rudyard Kipling 

Atmospheres "The Outcasts of Poker Flat" by Bret Harte 
"Bennie the Bird Dog* by Marjorie Rawlings 
"The Fall of the House of Usher" by Edgar Allan Poe" 

3S>smith, p* 281u 

^New York, 19U3, p. 

^Sraith, p. 6l. 
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At Leavenworth High School the technique was similar. In 

addition, the students were asked to show how the purpose, "to present 

the technique of the short story inductively,0 fitted into the entire 

short story unit. After reading twelve short stories by 0. Henry, 

Poe, Maupassant, Kipling, and Stocton, they studied short story 

elements as given in Allbright's The Short Story. After a study of 

Pitkin's short story formulas in The Art and the Business of Story 

Writing, a seven day study was initiated. Here, the activities were 

directed toward creating short stories.^® 

In studying the short story, students learned that no two 

stories were absolutely alike in purpose or approach; each had its 

own center and purpose. Nevertheless, after analyzing how to read 

Maugham's "The Verger," it was possible to draw this conclusions "If 

you will ask the questions 'Why was the story written?' and 'How can I 

understand its purpose by looking closely at its structure, its characters, 

and its general tone or mood?' you will be well on the way to doubling 

your enjoyment of stories."^ 

More specifically, there were four arguments for teaching these 

short story elements: 

1* Knowing the form, the general purpose, and the devices for 

developing the theme, the reason for length and even typography can 

be assumed, and the reader's attention can be focused on the meaning. 

*>P. Caspar Harvey, "Analysis in Teaching the Short Story," 
English Journal, VIII (February 1919), 97-100. 

^"Reading the Short Story," Adventures in English Literature, 
ed. R. B. Inglish et aL. (New York, 1950), p. 566. 



2. In coraaon patterns the peaks of plots fall at expected 

points* Recognising this* the reader can devote more tine to the 

appreciation of the "valleys" between the peaks. 

3. "More immediate and fuller grasp of the thought in a 

familiar setting artistically recognized and appreciated promotes 

greater emotional response.0 

U. While realizing language limitations in conveying ideas, 

the reader learns that form is used by the author to convey mean-

, ho 
ing. 

However, all teachers of the short story did not support 

these arguments for teaching short story elements. Jesse Stuart 

summarized "the opposite position which opposed the teaching of short 

story elements. He based his position on the fact that he graduated 

from high school hating the short story. He attributed his dislike 

to the practice of dissecting the short story—finding "the climax, 

the anti-climax, and about a half dozen other things in the teacher's 

formula—a formula creaking with age.«*^ 

The second most commonly used aid mentioned for teaching the 

short story was class discussion. Discussions were conducted in various 

k2 
ways. First, discussions were conducted through panel discussions, 

k°J. e. Warren, Jr., "Teach Literary Types for Reading Skills," 
Education, LXXIII (October 1952), 101. 

^Jesse Stuart, "Teaching the Short Story," NEA Journal, 
XXXII (January 19U3), 2U. 

^Irving Halperin, "Panel Discussion in the Short-Story Class," 
English Journal, YT.T (February 1952), 97-98. 
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Discussion revolved around guide questions. These guide 

questions were aimed, not at mastery of form, technique, or plot, but 

at the illumination of the life of the students 

1» What does this story mean in my life? 

2« How does it help me to become a more mature, 
responsible person? 

3* What dangers does it reveal that I also may 
have to face? 

lu What handicap is there in my personality that 
I can overcome as the hero did? 

5. Are there people around me that this story can 
help me to understand? 

6. Can it help me to understand dqt parents, my 
friends, my school?**3 

These questions fulfilled their purpose. Other purposes rer 

quired other questions. H. Y® Moffett suggested lead questions 

directed toward a realization of Poe's literary method which he 

explained in his review of Hawthorne's Twice Told Tales. 

Still other purposes existed. When using the historical 

approach, Hook proposed to revolve the discussion around the relation

ship between writers, their works, and their background. When he 

approached the short story sociopsychologic ally, he proposed these 

thought questions, aimed at understanding the character, the character's 

relation to his environment, the interaction of characters, and general 

principles of human behaviort 

^Don M. Wolfe, Creative Ways to Teach English (New York, 1958), 
p» 271* 

M. 
"Applied Tactics in Teaching Literature: 'The Fall of the House 

of Usher/" English Journal, ITU (September 1928), 556-559* 



Understanding A Character 

1, What kind of person is ? Vtoat is your evidence? 

2* If were living today, what kind of clothes 
would he cEoose? What books, magazines, movies, and 
music would he like? 

3# What is there in »s character that makes him 
disliked (or liked, fearec[, laughed at, etc.)? 

U* What would do if he found himself in (a 
certain hypothetical situation)? How does this differ 
from what you would do? 

5>« Does usually reason out what he should do, 
or does he merely react emotionally? Your evidence? 

6. Is actually true to life, or is he only a 
stereotype? • • • 

7* How and why does change in the course of the 
story? """" 

Understanding the Character*a Relation to His Environment 

1* Why do you suppose is the kind of person he is? • • 

2« If had lived in a different century, would he 
have been TKe same kind of person? 

3. if had lived in such and such a country, hew 
would his ̂ Koughts and actions have differed? 

U* If had been of the opposite sex, how would his 
(or her) decisions and actions have varied? • • • 

S>« How does 's economic status affect his attitudes 
and his actions? 

6. How has 's occupation affected his life? 

7* Is entirely responsible for what happens to 
him, or do"outside circumstances beyond his control 
determine his fate? 

8. Could this story have happened in the same way in 
a country with a different form of government? 



9m If you were a native of another country and read this 
story, which customs would seem strange to you? 

Understanding the Interaction of Characters 

1. Which of these characters would you rather have as 
a close friend? • • • 

2« What does the selection show about family relation
ships? • • • 

3» What is 's attitude toward the opposite sex? 

li« Is it fitting that should be married to ? What 
are some of the factors tha£ determine whether a couple are 
well-matched? 

5, What is the real cause of the conflict between 
and ? Could it have been prevented? 

6. Why do and react toward one another as they 
do? How does ̂  influence ? 

Understanding General principles of Human Behavior 

1* What similar incidents have you experienced or heard 
or read about? What historical incidents are parallel? 

2. Is the ending of the story in harmony with the 
portrayal of the characters? 

3. Ten years after the end of the story what has probably 
happened to the chief characters? What makes you think so? 

I*, What evidence is presented in the story to show that 
a group of people who share a difficulty tend to cooperate 
better than they otherwise would? • • • 

5. Who are usually responsible for human progress—people 
who try to be exactly like everyone else or people who dare 
to be somewhat "different**? • • • 

6. What are some of the major problems faced by all human 
beings? What are some of the problems peculiar to people of 
the twentieth century? of twentieth-century America?^ 

^Hook, pp. llj5-lU6 
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Discussions occurred in a leisurely manner^ and also followed 

formal questioning, such as the questioning covering Poe's "The Masque 

of the Red Death": 

1. Does the title arouse curiosity? Do think it 
appropriate? 

2. Does Poe fulfill his own objective of the short story, 
namely that he interests the reader from the first sentence? 

3. Does Poe use color and sound effects to advantage? 
Discuss. 

lu Why was Poe a specialist in horror stories? 

5. What was prospero's dominant quality? Are there 
any prince prosperos living today? How do Prince prospero's 
views of life equate with those of boys and girls of your 
acquaintance? 

6, Discuss Prince prospero's method of security. 

7» How are the horrors of death reflected in the 
spectral image? 

8. Does poe achieve singleness of impression? What 
is the single impression? 

9. Does the absence of dialogue detract from the interest 
of the story? 

I n 
10. Is the conclusion of the story anticipated?^' 

The discussion was also built around one task, seeking an 

acceptable meaning of a short story. This type of discussion stemmed 

from the protocol technique Richards described in Practical Criticism. 

The short story was presented to the class. Each student read the 

story and then wrote the meaning of the story as he saw it. After 

^Stuart, 2lu 

^Sister Mary Louis, "Enjoying the Short Story," Catholic 
School Journal, 1IV (March 195k)f 96. 



the papers were collected the class discussion aimed to develop a 

standard, or acceptable, meaning of the short story read. This method 

further required that the teacher note where papers had departed from 

the accepted standard. When the papers were returned, the student 

wrote a short analysis of the reasons he missed the meaning.**® 

A third major suggestion for studying the short story was 

to read biographies of authors.^ To study the author as human, 

to realize a short story as "one the author had on his brain and in 

his heart and had to write," were aids suggested in teaching the 

short story 

A number of other specific procedures were described, such as 

to prepare a map of sections of the united States showing the chief 

5l local color stories and writers found in the section. 

learning to read the short story involved conparing the short 

52 
stories of chosen authors. This was also done as part of a unit. 

Guide questions were used to compare several stories by different 

authors. A variation of this method was described as follows: 

— • 

Neal Cross, Reading Problems in the Secondary School 
(NBW York, 19UU), p. in 

b$ 
Hook, p. 137• 

50 
Stuart, 24. 

^Smith, p. 285. 

^Stuart, 2lu 

"^Martha A. Seitz, "A Short Story in A 10-A Class," English 
Journal, XIV (October 1925), 626-627• 
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•The teacher reads with the class a story in which plot furnishes the 

main interest. . • .The class discusses this, fpplying the tests 

of the short story. . . .Then a number of short stories of different 

types are read and compared. . . 

Lou LaBrarit made this objection to reading short stories as 

a unit: "One dose is a gesture, but no.t very effective. A day or two 

each month for telling about the better stories the class has found" 

is best. The pupils made a record of the stories when they read them.^ 

How were the stories read recorded? Cpinions varied. In one 

tenth grade class short story plot and theme were recorded for each story 

56 read. Another variation was reported by a tenth grade teacher: 

I like to encourage extensive short story reading. 
For two or three weeks each student reads as many short 
stories as possible, keeping a record of title, author, 
nationality, and type of story. Each day in class each 
student names a favorite short story, and others give 
the author. Two or three short suirmaries of interesting 
stories are also given each day. At the end of the two 
or three weeks the lists are handed in with five short 
summaries. Twenty-five is usually the minimum and the 
maximum has reached 92. The average is usually 35 
to Uo.57 

More extensive reports were kept by many students. Their 

report followed these guide questions: 

1. Setting—Where does the story take place? 

^Successful Devices, p. 6k • 

^We Teach English (New York, 1951), p. 310. . . 

-^Sister M. Joselyn, "Plan for Study of the Short Stoiy,» 
English Journal, xxxiv (February 19^5), 95-97. 

57 Successful Devices, p. 65. 
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2* Diction--Is the author*s choice of words excellent or 

mediocre? Give examples. 

3. Characterization—Does the author do a creditable job of 

delineating his characters? Give examples. 

lu Climax—What is the high point or turning point of the 

story? Cite page and paragraph. 

5. Denouement—\tfiat finally happens? 

6* Foreshadowing—Give an exanjple of how the author hints of 

things to come* 

7* Defects—What do you dislike about the story? 

8. Rating—What is your opinion of the story?. Is it worth 

58 
reading? Do you reconanend it or not? Why? 

Related to some of the procedures already mentioned was that 

of fitting the story into its literary period* Students correlated 

the story with its literary period by 

1. Locating historical information from clues in the short 

story Itself 

2. Doing supplementary reading, both fiction and nonfiction 

in contemporary literary periods 

3* Studying biographies of authors and people of their period 

lu Using visual aids depicting the literary and historical period 

5. Having individual reports on the period 

6. preparing newspapers relating to the period 

7. listening to radio and television programs depicting the past 

^®Wllliam Muckleray, "Teachers' Trading Post,» NEA Journal, LI 
(March 1962), 63. 
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8. Noting tine charts that coup are literary dates with 

historical events of the period 

9. Correlating history and literature as one subject. 7 

In addition to these methods, creative writing was a most 

important aid in understanding short stories* "One of the best ways 

of helping our students to gain the appreciation of literary form and 

artistry is to enable them to engage in creative writing."^® In 

connection with a story such as Galsworthy's The Apple Tree" the 

student wrote what he would have done as the hero and why he would 

have done it.^" 

Another creative writing lesson involved stories where the 

hero was in conflict with himself* The student recalled moments in 

which two sides of his own nature struggled in conflict* 

Another aid involving creative writing required each student 

to create a germ idea, to develop it into a motif, and then to develop 

it into a short story* 

A similar project, but one on a group basis, was described* first, 

a study was made of the elements—setting, character, and plot—of 

a short story* The students wrote individual settings* These 

settings were voted on in class and the best was chosen* The 

"*^Hook, pp* 138-lUl* 

^Louise M* Rosenblatt, literature As Exploration (New York, 
1938), pp. 58-59* 

6lWolfe, p. 271* 

^Wolfe, p* 261;. 

^%arvey, pp. 97-99* 
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students then developed a major character to fit the setting. A 

committee chose the best six; the class agreed upon the one best. The 

plot came from the same writing-voting procedure. Next came the 

rephrasing and editing of sentences, clauses, and paragraphs of the 

story*^ 

Other methods of presentation required the short story to be 

first read before class and then reread in class* At times a story 

66 was read aloud in class* 

Concern with vocabulary was connected with teaching the short 

story* During all the years of secondary school adding vocabulary was 

67 one goal of teaching short stories* ' More important than merely 

knowing the definition was the stuty of words used by the author, 

words that created a certain rhythm, words that created a certain 

68 
picture, words that characterized a certain short story writer* 

Also, key words were taught for depth reading. Students had difficulty 

spotting loaded words, seeing in?*lieations, understanding satire, 

putting together the scattered fragments of characterization, con

struing plot from incidents given out of chronological order, organizing 

unusual story structure, grasping sharp contrasts, sensing under

statement and restraint, seeing cause and result combinations, noting 

^Norman Schacter, "Short Stories Are Fun,« English Journal, 
XXXI (November 19U2), 680* 

Stuart, 2U* 

^Seitz, 626-627* 

67 
Dorothy DakLn, How to Teach High School EnglisH (Boston, 191*7)» 

pp. 302-303. 
68stuart, 2U* 



author restraint in interpreting an extended series of unselected 

69 details, and feeling the mood of the author. 

If the story contained more than its surface meaning, more than 

vocabulary study was needed. It was important to teach for meaning 

on the different reading levels—the surface meaning, the symbolic 

meaning, and the personal application. The class started with a simple 

song, such as "Bali Hai" from South Pacific, and gradually advanced 

70 to the more couple x short story• 

A scale beginning with comics and cartoons was often successful 

in teaching the short story. Bringing comics to class students 

evaluated the ways in which the cartoonist secured humor and interest. 

The degrees of humor and interest appeal were evaluated. Ascent was 

71 made to short stories in current periodicals.' 

"A given landscape looks colorful and varied to the artist, 

shady and pleasant to the city dweller, but unproductive to the farmer." 

Each reader interprets from his own viewpoint. This was the reason 

given for sharing favorite short stories in class.^ 

^^Naomi B. Gill, "Depth Reading, n English Journal, XLII 
(September 1953), 311-315. 

"^Howard pease, "How to Read Fiction," English Journal, XLI 
(April 1952), 187-189. 

"^-Harriet E. Lee, "Discrimination in Reading," English Journal, 
XXXI (November 19U2), 676-679. 

72lou LaBrant, "Diversifying the Matter," English Journal, XL 
(March 1951), 136-137. 



One approach suitable to many situations was the paraphrastic 

approach to teaching the short story* This approach required "the 

translation of sentences or paragraphs or longer passages into language 

73 readily comprehensible to the student** 

Along with paraphrasing, oral precis composition was suggested* 

But this kind of summarizing did not use those literary sections which 

7 k could be better enjoyed and appreciated by being read aloud, 

Analysing the title of such a short story as 0* Henry* s "The 

Gift of the Magi* was another procedure that was mentioned* Analyzing 

•The Gift of the Magi" was one of five steps suggested for teaching 

students to read, to understand, and to enjoy a story built around the 

emotions of ordinary people and to teach the lesson "that self-sacrifice 

inspired by love is never futile or worthless•» This aid fitted in the 

entire unit as followsi 

1* Preparation and approach—analyzing the title 

2* Reading—doing silent reading, noting difficult vocabulary 

3* Understanding the story—outlining essential story elements 

lu understanding the theme—rereading the last paragraph, 

analyzing the use of the most frequent adjective "wise," and asking 

pertinent questions* 

5* Application of the theme—discussing personal self-sacrifice* 

^^Hook, p* lf>3« 

^Newell, 112. 

7? 
'^Robert C* Pooley, "Teaching A Didactic Short Story," English 

Journal, XXXIII (May 19UU), 21+6-2U7. 
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A unique aid in teaching the short story was music* Maurice 

Ravel's ballet suite, "La Valse," was played before discussing the 

mood in Poe»s "The Masque of the Red Death" as an aid in discovering 

76 
and discussing the mood created by Poe* 

Last, but not least, was the simple device of inducing enjoyment0 

Eudora Welty wished her stories to be understood "By way of delight-

by its being purely read, for the first fresh i up act and the wonder 

attached* • • Enjoyment was also eiqphasized as of great inportance 

by another writer, Jesse Stuart. Because he was the author of the short 

story, "Love," featured in this research, his suggestions for teaching 

the short story are presented in detail here: 

1. Assign the short story to be read before class. Make 

allowance for those who do not read it before class. 

2. Read the story paragraph by paragraph in class. Be in no 

hurry. Feel free to express opinions, favorable or unfavorable. 

3* Discuss the author, the type of man he is, the reasons he 

writes a short story of this type. 

U* Connect the setting and characters with the author's background. 

5. Talk about the words he has used. 

6* Discuss the story in general. 

7. Do not have a skeleton to analyze the story. Do not take it 

apart and put it together again. 

M. LaForse, "Teaching a Story with Musical Interpretations," 
English Journal, XLVI (January 1957), Ul-li2. 

77 ""The Reading and Writing of Short Stories," Atlantic, LIV 
(February 19k9), 
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8. Read several stories. Compare the short stories of certain 

authors, for example Poe and Irving, Each student makes his own choice 

of who is the greater# 

9. Get off into a discussion of Poe if the interest flows that 

way. Find all the information in the library on Poe. 

10. Bring this information to class and share it. Each student 

feels free to tell the teacher he was wrong. 

11. Realize that America is the home of the short story. 

12. Go "back to the beginning of our literature in America and 

go over the early giants." 

13. Link the writers together up to the present time, discussing 

the short story from Irving to Poe to Saroyan. 

llu Stress "That authors are human as students are and that some 

day one of my class may become a writer and that he may be a student 

to whom I have given low marks." 

15. Relax. Take it easy, laugh in class. "We read the short 

stories for enjoyment and with this enjoyment comes knowledge." 

16. Note the different kind of stories in different periods, 

the air-tight plot of 0. Henry, the loose inner plot of modern short 

stories. 

17. Go in for little details and discuss these with laughter 

and heated arguments. 

18. Sum up our adventures in reading short stories at the end 

of the school year0̂ ® 

^®Stuart, 2lu 



These methods of teaching the short story were reviewed (1) to 

guide the present writer in formulating questions for the research, 

(2) to utilixe what had been used previously in the teaching of the 

short story, and (3) to form a basis for comparison with implications 

drawn from the data as to methods of teaching the short story. It 

was a vital preparation for understanding the differences in inter

pretive responses to the short story* 



III. METHOD OF STUDY 

After recognizing the problem—The Individual Differences 

in Interpretive Responses in Reading the Short Story at the Eleventh 

Grade level—and organizing the study and reviewing the relevant 

literature, the method of study will now be described. 

The method of study included the following steps: 

1# Selecting the short story to be presented to the subjects 

2. Analyzing the story chosen 

3. Constructing the questionnaires necessary to obtain certain 

data 

Conducting and analyzing the results of a pilot study 

5. Establishing the reliability of the instruments vised 

6. Selecting the sartple 

7* Obtaining the data 

8* Analyzing the data. 

Each of these steps is discussed in the order given* 

SELECTION OF THE SHORT STORY 

The selection of the short story to be read and interpreted 

by the subjects was of crucial importance. To evoke a variety of 

interpretive responses it should meet a number of criteria. These 

criteria would then be applied to a number of possibly suitable short 

stories. 

36 
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These criteria for selecting the diort stoiy were as follows: 

1. Its subject matter was of interest to eleventh grade students. 

2. It was of high literary quality, 

3. It had both surface and inplied meaning. 

Its vocabulary was easy enough for most readers yet challeng

ing to all. 

5. It contained concepts and ideas which the reader could apply 

in his personal development. 

6. Its language pattern had a universal quality. (For example, 

the stoiy did not contain dialect which would favor a reader familiar with 

this dialect.) 

7. It was one that could be read in no longer than ten to 

fifteen minutes by an average eleventh grade reader. 

8. It was not included in high school anthologies and magazines. 

9. It was similar to short stories read by the eleventh grade 

student. 

Stories to which these criteria might be applied were selected 

from a variety of sources—Atlantic Monthly, Story Magazine, The Best 

Short Stories chosen annually by Houghton Mifflin Conpany, 0. Henry 

Awards, and collections of short stories. After reading approximately 300 

short stories, indexing each with summary and evaluation against estab

lished criteria, the investigator narrowed the choice to four stoiies: 

1. Manuel Komroff, "How Does It peel to Be Free?" The Twenty-

five EL nest Short Stories, ed. Edward J. O.Brien (New York, 1935), 

pp. 191-197. ^ 
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2 m Wolf Mankowitz, "The Batter sea Miracle," Atlantic, CCIV 

(December 1959), 111-112. 

3. Bob Van Scoyh, "Home from Camp," The Best American Short 

Stories 1958 (Boston, 1958), pp. 317-321. 

U* Jesse Stuart, "Love,* The Best Short Stories 19^1, ed. Martha 

Foley (Boston, 19^1), pp» 315-318. 

To obtain eleventh grade students' reactions to these stories, 

five fairly typical students, two boys and three girls, were asked to read 

the four stories. The five students did not agree as to the most interest

ing story. They agreed, however (,01 agreement according to the Kendall 

Coefficient of Concordance), that "Home from Camp" and "Love* required 

the least time to read. In answer to the question—-ttIf you were to 

choose one of these four stories for all the eleventh grade students 

in your school to read, to study, and to benefit from this reading and 

study, which one would you choose?"—three out of five chose "Love" 

as their first choice while the other two chose it as their second 

choice. None of these five students had read any of the stories 

previously. 

Five secondary. English teachers and a librarian who were asked 

to read the four stories agreed 100 percent that the selection by Stuart 

met the criterion established for the research. 

This story, "Love" by Jesse Stuart, was selected as a result of 

the method described as the story best for the research. 
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ANALYSIS OF THE STORY CHOSEN 

The short story by Jesse Stuart entitled "Love" was first 

published in Story Magazine in 191*0 and was chosen by Houghton MLfflin 

Coup any in 19bl as one of the best for the year. "Love" contained 

lU3 sentences and 1307 words with an average of 1.2 syllables each. 

Using the Pleach readability formula to obtain "an estimate of the 

ease with which a reader is going to read and understand what you have 

written," a reading ease score of 96.18 was obtained. This reading 

score was supposed to indicate a fifth grade level of difficulty and 

79 a style very easy for any literate person. 

DATA GATHERING DEVICES 

To obtain students* interpretations of the story selected 

questions about the content, based on the previous review of the nature 

and methods of teaching the short story and additional questions calling 

for students* introspection of the reading process, were formulated. 

The conprehension questions were made fairly exhaustive. (See Appendix 2, 

pp. 128-132.) 

To obtain and understand the process used in reading Jesse 

Stuart's short story each student, after reading the story, was asked 

questions, both structured and unstructured. The responses were tape 

recorded. The questions used were as follows: 

^Rudolf Flesch, How to Test Readability (New York, 1951), 
pp. 1-J*3« 
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1. I'm going to let you do most of the talking because the 

inqportant thing is what you think and feel as you read this story. 

Would you think back to when you read the story. Try to tell me every

thing you thought and everything you felt as you read this story. 

Just go ahead and talk about the story. 

After giving this completely unstructured response, the subjects 

were asked the following specific questions: 

2. What are the main events in this story? 

3. How did you discover these main events? 

k» What is the main point in this story? 

5. How did you arrive at this conclusion? 

6. What do you think about the boy? 

7. How do you know what kind of a person he is? 

8. What do you think about this story? 

9m How did Jesse Stuart want you to feel when you read this 

story? 

10. How did you feel as you read the story? 

11. Are there any sounds Jesse Stuart wanted you to imagine as 

you read? 

12. Are there any smells he wanted you to imagine? 

13• A person has remarked that a story is a picture painted 

in words. If this is true, what kind of pictures are painted in this 

story? 

111. In what ways could you profit from reading this story? 

15. How could this story be changed so it would be better for you? 
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16. if Jesse Stuart had written one more paragraph what do you 

think it would say? 

17* These oards contain typed selections froa the story* Would 

yxm read each aloud and tell everything you think and feel whan you 

read that paragr£$>h. You can do all the talking. Just go on to the 

next card after you ssy all you want to about each card* (For the 

selections used, see Appendix 3, pp« 133-136.) 

To test the hypothesis, "The high level readers have more 

favorable attitudes toward reading short stories and reading in 

general,'* two questionnaires were devised. These two questionnaires 

asked both direct and indirect questions to obtain these attitudes. 

(See Appendix 9f p» 1991 and Appendix 12, pp. 202-203.) 

In addition to test the hypotheses that (a) the high level 

readers are familiar with more short stories than are the low level 

readers, and (b) the high level readers are familiar with more short 

story writers than are the low level readers, two questions were asked: 

1. List in ten minutes all the short stories that you have 

read, heard, or seen on television or in a movie. Include the author of 

each story if you remember. 

2* list in ten minutes all the short story writers whose short 

stories you have read, heard, or seen on television or in a movie. 

To ascertain the persisting influences of reading this short 

story and its value to the subjects a follow-up questionnaire was given 

ten days after the interview. This instrument included the following 

questions: 



1. What part of this story have you thought about since you 

read it? 

2. What reminded you of this story since you read it? 

3. Have you read anything which reminded you of the story? 

lu Have you heard anything -which reminded you of the story? 

5. Have you seen anything which reminded you of the story? 

6. Did you try to find out the meaning of any words or concepts 

you did not understand? 

7. What were the points of view toward animals in the story? 

8. Did you compare your point of view with any point of view 

in this story? 

9* Did you change any attitudes from reading this story? 

10* What did you gain from reading this story, talking about 

it, or answering any of these questions? 

The nature of the sample that would influence the interpretive 

process was studied. Information was obtained from two sources: (1) 

school records and (2) an extensive questionnaire. (See Appendix 8, 

pp. 195-198.) 

To test the efficacy of the instruments devised the investi

gator conducted a pilot study with a small number of eleventh grade 

students similar to those that would later be included in the main 

study. 



THE PILOT STUDY 

The pilot study was designed to answer four questions: (1) Which 

seems to be the most effective interview procedure? (2) How should a 

second interview be planned? (3) What is the most effective wording 

of the questions? (U) How much time will be required for all phases 

of the study? 

Two average junior classes in a neighboring school participated 

in this pilot study. From these two classes four volunteers, two 

boys and two girls, were chosen for the interviews. 

The procedures for this pilot study were used in this ordert 

ls Two average junior classes were asked to read the short 

story, ""Love,* and answer the comprehension questions on it, 

2. Volunteers from these classes, four of whom were selected, 

participated in the interviews* 

3. Each student was interviewed individually, using the tape 

recorder to record responses0 

lu At the close of each interview, the interviewer rated the 

student on his voice and speech, appearance, alertness, self-confidence, 

and interest in conparison with other juniors. 

Each student was given the several questionnaires'—question

naire used to obtain attitude toward reading, questionnaires used to 

obtain familiarity with short stories and short story writers, and the 

questionnaire to obtain attitude toward reading short stories--to fill 

in and return at the scheduled follow-up interview# 



6* The follow-up interviews were conducted, 

7. The data from this preliminary study were evaluated, and 

inprovements in the procedure were made# 

improvements were made in the interview procedure. First, 

effective pauses by the interviewer were used to obtain better responses 

from the students. The planned interview questions, with the exception 

of the beginning and closing questions, were asked in the order that 

followed the natural course of each interview. At least one hour was 

necessary for the interview. More time than this would not be possible. 

Inprovements were made for the questionnaires. To obtain the 

best results on all questionnaires, information was given concerning the 

purpose of each questionnaire. Interest in research among the juniors 

was used as a motivation. In addition, the questionnaires were com

pleted outside of the interview room. Schedules did not allow time in 

the English class or at the interview. . 

For following up the interview a second tape recorded interview 

was originally planned. However, it was found to be more efficient to 

obtain the same information through a mailed questionnaire which was 

conpleted ten days after the initial interview. 

Inprovements were noted for the initial reading of the story 

and the conpletion of the comprehension questions. It was better to 

explain to the students the purpose of the research and the part they 

were performing in the research. One hour in the English class was 

necessary for the reading and for the completion of the comprehension 

questions. 
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These improvements suggested by the pilot study were incorporated 

into the planned procedures to be used in the major research study# 

RELIABILITY OF INSTRUMENTS USED 

Some evidence should be obtained of the reliability of the 

instruments used—whether they would yield essentially the same data 

if given a second time. Evidence on this point was obtained by 

repeating the initial comprehension questions with seventy-seven subjects 

after a lapse of twelve weeks. The reliability coefficient of »6k was 

significant at the .01 level. This was a fairly satisfactory reliability 

in view of the lapse of time between testings. 

In testing the reliability of the instrument used to obtain 

familiarity with short story writers, fifty-four students were used. 

They were retested after a time lapse of eight weeks. The reliability 

coefficient of .65 was significant at the .01 level. This reliability 

for this instrument was satisfactory. 

Similarly, the reliability of the familiarity-with-writers 

questionnaire was obtained by repeating the initial test with fifty-four 

students after a lapse of eight weeks. The highly significant relation

ship of 1.00 logically could not have resulted from chance. 

In addition to these three reliabilities, the reliability of the 

scoring of the initial comprehension questions by the investigator was 

tested. Seven judges—one reading teacher, one elementary teacher, 

and five secondary English teachers—evaluated the answers of four 

subjects. They were given a copy of the short story, a copy of the 
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initial questions, the correct responses to factual questions, and 

possible acceptable responses to interpretive questions, and asked to 

grade these papers as they would grade the junior student. They were 

asked to grade for ideas, not for spelling and sentence construction. 

To eliminate the influence of different handwriting, copies of the 

answers were typed. The seven judges applied essentially the same 

standard in ranking these four subjects. Their ranking was significant 

at .01, as analyzed by the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance. Their 

ranking was also in agreement with the ranking of the investigator# 

SELECTION OF SUBJECTS FOR THIS STUDY 

The subjects selected for this study came from a cosmopolitan 

high school of 2800. All subjects were juniors from a class of 525. 

These 525 students studied English in one of three sectioned classes: 

1. Honors sections for which students were chosen on the basis 

of four factors—student interest, teacher recommendation, grade 

earned in English, and I.Q. of approximately 115 or more 

2. Reading emphasis classes for which students were chosen who 

were 1.5 years or more behind in reading and were not able to profit 

by a regular English course 

3* Average classes for which students were chosen who did not 

enroll in the above two special classes. 

Three classes, one from each of the above described groups, 

were available for this study. These seventy students, the 

total enrollment in these three classes, read on the same day the 

short story, "Love," by Jesse Stuart, m the one hour class period 
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they answered the thirty questions on the story. On this ninety point 

test, the median score obtained was 5>7«5; the range, 60; the mean, 

55.1* From these seventy students in the three classes, twenty-eight 

students were chosen on the basis of the points they made covering the 

story. The high fourteen were designated as "high level readers'1; 

the low fourteen were designated as "low level readers.® The mean 

for the fourteen high level readers was 66.7 with a standard deviation 

of U.O and a range of 11. The mean for the low level readers was 39«3 

with a range of 33 and a standard deviation of 8.3. The difference 

between the means of the two groups was 27 and was significant at the 

.01 level. 

METHODS OF SECURING DATA 

Data for testing Hypotheses 6 and 7 were obtained from students 

in three English classes who read the short story, "Love," and answered 

the initial questions covering the story. (See Appendixes 1-2, pp. 123-132.) 

The students' reflections on the story were obtained in the 

introspective interview situation, a situation proved successful by 

the work of Squire, Letton, Jenkinson, Piekarz, and Swain. All the 

students' responses were taped as the interview unfolded. The pro

cedure was as follows. The investigator 

1. Explained the procedure and puipose of the interview 

2. Asked the students to read the short story 

3. Said "i'm going to let you do most of the talking because 

the important thing is what you think and feel as you read this story* 



Would you think back to when you read the story. Try to tell me 

everything you thought and everything you felt as you read this story. 

Just go ahead and talk about the story.n 

k» Asked specific questions after the students had given 

their free responses 

5. Followed up points to make statements specific 

6. Asked all but the. first and last question of the interview 

in the order natural for the conversation; guided the interview, yet 

kept it flexible 

7. Ended the interview with the last question requiring 

selections to be read aloud. (See Appendix 3, pp. 133-136.) 

This one hour private interview furnished data for testing 

Hypotheses 1 and 2. 

Ten days after the interview, the investigator administered 

the follow-up questionnaire to ascertain the influence of reading the 

story on the subject. (See Appendix 13, p. 20h, for the questionnaire.) 

The questionnaire furnished data for testing Hypotheses 8, 9, and 10 

concerning integration and utilization of the reading experience. 

To test the hypotheses that "The high level readers are 

familiar with more short stories than are the low level readers'* and 

that "The high level readers are familiar with more short story writers 

than are the low level readers1' questionnaires were given. They 

obtained the number of writers and stories with which the sample was 

familiar. (See Appendixes 10-11, pp. 200-201.) 



Two other questionnaires were used to secure the data for 

testing the attitude toward reading and the attitude toward reading 

the short story. (See Appendix 9S p. 199 > and Appendix 12, pp. 202-203.) 

Briefly then, the methods of securing data for the research 

consisted of one group session, one individual interview, the exami

nation of school records, and the subject*s completion of six extensive 

que stionnaire s. 

METHODS OF ANALYZING DATA 

The methods used in analyzing data from the group session, the 

individual interview, the school records, and the six questionnaires 

are presented in this order. 

The analysis of the group session data required these steps; 

1. Developed a master answer sheet for the ninety-point inter

pretation test 

2. Chose four sets of these tests as answered by the junior 

students 

3. Submitted the master sheet and the four sets of student 

tests to seven conpetent judges 

h» Tested these seven independent rankings of the four tests 

by the Kendall Coefficient of Concordance 

5>. Corp ared further their rankings with the investigator's 

6. Found agreement satisfactory for the investigator's scoring 

of all seventy junior tests 
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7. Identified fourteen high level readers and fourteen low level 

readers and found the significance of the differences between the means 

8. Found the significance of the difference between the two 

groups on all questions on the ninety point test and used either the 

test or the Fisher's Exact Probability test, depending on the nature 

of the question. 

In studying the individual one-hour interview the recorded data 

was first transcribed as spoken. Punctuation was added as the voice 

indicated. This conveyed more clearly the meaning of the spoken word. 

Then these analyses were made, first for the unstructured responses: 

1. An initial reading of the protocol identified a number of 

categories. 

2. Each unstructured response was then read and the ideas in 

it classified under the appropriate category. No preconceived categories 

were established at any time by the investigator. 

3. The number of responses in each category for the subjects 

in each group was totaled. The means and the difference between the 

means and the significance of this difference were calculated. 

Then the structured responses were analyzed: 

1*. The number of correct responses was obtained, and the 

appropriate Fisher's Exact Probability or the wt" test was applied to 

test the significance of differences between the two groups. 

5. In addition, qualitative differences between the two samples 

were noted. Qualitative data gave more insight into the subjects' 
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thought processes than did tM ouantitative data. The infinite variety 

of unique responses to the reading of a piece of literature became 

evident. 

The high and the low level readers were ranked according to 

I.Q., class rank, age, and standardized test scores. Differences 

between the means were found to see if the groups differed significantly 

in these areas. In addition, correlations between various scores were 

obtained. 

The six questionnaire responses were treated as follows: 

1. Questionnaire to Follow Up Interview—The procedures for 

analyzing this questionnaire were as follows: obtained the frequency 

of each type of response from all subjects, tested the significance 

of the differences between the two groups with the appropriate Fisher's 

Exact Probability test, examined the qualitative data for the variety of 

responses, and conpared the responses of the high level and the low 

level readers. 

2. Questionnaire to Obtain Background Data—Many questions here 

were not subject to statistical analysis but were used for the purposes 

already stated for qualitative data. On the more factual questions the 

difference between the means (Fisher's Exact Probability test) was 

used to test for the significant differences between the high level 

readers and the low level readers. 

3. Questionnaire to Obtain Familiarity with Short Story Writers— 

The means of the number of writers familiar to the low level reader and 
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the high level reader were obtained* After obtaining the difference 

between the means, the *tn test tested for this significance* Then 

evaluated were the coefficients of correlation between the scores on 

this questionnaire and the initial questions scored and then with the 

I.Q.«s. Also, the most familiar writers were noted* 

U* Questionnaire to Obtain Familiarity with Short Stories—The 

number of short stories familiar to each group was obtained* Then the 

means of the two groups, low level readers and high level readers, 

were obtained* The difference between these two means was tested 

with the »t* test* In addition the six most familiar short stories 

were found* Then the coefficients of correlation, between the number 

of familiar short stories and the initial question scores and between 

the number of familiar short stories and I* Q., were evaluated* 

5* Questionnaire to Obtain Attitude Toward Reading—The analysis 

of this questionnaire was as follows: obtained the frequency of each 

type of attitude for all subjects, tested the difference between these 

two groups with the Chi Square test, found the time spent each week by 

the two groups just reading and tested the significance of this 

difference with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample test, sought significance 

of differences between the two groups in their responses to questions 

related to the reading attitude—report of difficulty in reading and 

desire to inprove reading ability—and tested this difference with 

Fisher's Exact probability test, and compared qualitative answers not 

subject to statistical analysis* 
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6. Questionnaire to Obtain Attitude Toward Reading Short Stories-

The frequency of each type of attitude was obtained for the two groups. 

The Chi Square test was used to test the significance of the difference. 

The number of responses to two related questions—Do you profit from 

reading short stories, and do you enjoy reading them?—were totaled. 

The Fisher's Exact Probability test evaluated the significance of the 

difference between the two groups. In addition, qualitative data 

revealed the types of literature preferred by each group, the favorite 

short stories, and the disliked short stories. 

The data from the group session, the individual interview, 

the school records, and the six questionnaires were analyzed as indi

cated above. The results of the analyses are presented in the following 

chapter. 



IT. FINDINGS 

Thus far this research has presented the purpose and orgaii-

s at ion of the study of "Individual Differences in Interpretive 

Responses in Reading the Short Story at the Eleventh Grade Level." 

It has presented a review of relevant research and has described the 

method of stucty. This chapter presents the findings obtained from 

the interview with twenty-eight eleventh grade students, their answers 

to the initial comprehension questions, and the follow-up of the interview. 

This chapter also summarizes other information about the subjects and 

presents conclusions concerning their familiarity with short stories and 

short story writers and their attitudes tcward reading short stories and 

toward reading in general. 

FINDINGS FROM THE INTERVIEWS 

Fourteen high level and fourteen low level readers were inter

viewed as described. The main purpose of these interviews was to 

describe the interpretive process used by each subject as he read the 

short story entitled "Love" by Jesse Stuart. The method of retro

spective and introspective verbalization was used as one source of data 

far testing these hypotheses: 

1. The Interpretive process of the short story can be identified 

through students* verbal responses to both general and specific questions 

concerning the interpretive process. 

$k 



2S There are individual interpretive differences within as 

well as between the low level and the high level readers* 

3* There are significant differences between the low and the 

high level readers in their grasp of the literal meaning in the short 

story* 

lu There are significant differences between the lov and the 

high level readers in their grasp of the implied meaning in the short 

story. 

Each of the individual interviews was held within a period of 

three weeks* The interview was held four months after the initial 

reading of the story in the English classes* The interview began with 

the unstructured approach: "I'm going to let you do most of the talking 

because the important thing is what you think and feel as you read this 

story* Would you think back to when you read the story* Try to tell 

me everything you thought and everything you felt as you read this story. 

Just go ahead and talk about the story*<* 

The content analysis of the students' free responses to the 

unstructured question uncovered the following categories: 

1* Studied the characters with enpathy and with the facts given 

2* Formed a personal opinion of the story, ranging from negative 

to positive 

3* Evaluated the reality of facts or formed a personal opinion 

concerning the facts 

li* Noted the larger meaning 

Narrated the plot 
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6. Expressed a lack of understanding or wonder 

7. Noted the descriptions 

8* Responded with an emotion of syiqpathy, hate, or surprise 

9* Made a comparison with known events 

10. Recognized a lesson or moral 

11. Noted the main points or design of the story 

12. Analyzed the style of the author 

13* Analyzed the title 

Hi. Identified the theme 

15. Noted the author's background 

16. Made a personal comparison or saw a similarity 

17* Compared this story to other literature 

18. Sensed the mood of the story 

19* Analyzed their own reading reactions. 

The mean number of different responses given by the high level 

readers was iuO responses; the mean for the low level readers was 1.8 

responses. The difference between the means of the two groups, namely 

2.2, was significant at the .02 level. Apparently the high level reader 

used a more coiqplex interpretive process than did the low level reader. 

However, although this difference was statistically significant, 

analysis of the number of responses in each category by the low level 

reader and by the high level reader showed that the difference, according 

to Fisher's Exact Probability test, was not large enough to warrant draw

ing a conclusion. An examination of the quotations from two students' 

responses illustrated more specific differences between the first, a 
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low level reader, and second, a high level readers (Quotations, such as 

the following, were transcribed as spoken.) 

Well, I thought it was a real good story. I liked it 
a lotc I guess I got more out of it than other people would. 
I guess because I got the deeper meaning out of the story, 
Xn a way I thought it was bad, you know for the dog to kill 
the snake, but in a way he was doing what the boy's father 
told him to do* But it just, it just seemed wrong to kill 
the snake. And still she, she had her eggs, and now they 
wouldn't, they wouldn't live. And then the male came, and 
it just seemed as if he were depressed or just hurt in a way 
to know that they, humans, had killed this snake, killed his 
female. And as it said in the story it was nature for to do, 
you know, to kill. But still it just doesn't seem right. 

The high level reader was conscious of much deeper meaning: 

• . .1 thought as the story went along the symbolism 
of the snake became more clear and kind of stood for, for 
evil perhaps. Most children don't like snakes. It stands 
for something most of us don't like. . I can fee1 the revulsion 
of the boy for the father for killing the snake when there was 
absolutely no need to. And it seems to come alive, and at the 
sane time the story seemed to come together. I think it was in 
the center of the story, aid then at the end. You can take this 
just all as surface level, the snake and his mate. But it also 
symbolizes something deeper if you understand it. • . .1 think 
it stands for all bad. The snake is black, and black always 
stands for bad. And the snake does. You can trace it back 
to the Bible or to other mythology because the snake has always 
been somathing that should repel people, something evil. And 
it brings out something in man's nature to want to kill it. 
On the other hand, I think the mate symbolises that which is 
good. The mate symbolizes something which all of us would hope 
to find because, although it seems sort of strange to be talking 
about a snake, I think most people look toward--they hope to find 
love in their life, and, you know, it makes life better. 

Boethius* comment seemed to be pertinent here: "The higher 

power of understanding includes the lower, but the lower never rises 

to the higher.*®® The more subtle understanding of differences in 

interpretation evaded statistical analysis* 

SOTha Consolation of Philosophy (New York, 19li3), p. Ill* 
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Some of the individual differences that existed within as well 

as between the low level and the high level readers were noted in the 

first idea expressed by each subject in response to the first interview 

question. Some responses of high level readers will be quoted first: 

1* Wall, the story has so much description in it. It 
describes the cornfield, the squirrels eating the corn, and 
that was their way of survival. Man was really the mightiest 
one• • • • 

2. I first looked at the title, and it was "[Love." I 
thought what a strange title for a story, especially one given 
in school. The author is Jesse Stuart. ... 

3. Wall, the first thing that got me was that the father 
was very unreasonable, and the boy seemed more enlightened than 
his father. 

1;. I think the best part was when they came upon this 
lady snake, and the father commanded the dog to kill the snake. 

5. Mostly when I read stories, unless I get a real good 
picture in my mind the story really isn't good to me. So I 
wait until the picture comes in my mind. Then as I read it, 
it develops. 

6. When it first started you don't know what to think 
right off the bat. Then after you get really in it. . . . 

7. I started and I got the setting. I guess he set the 
mood in this first paragraph by telling where it was and what 
they were doing at this scene. And then I got the characters. . . . 

8. My strongest reaction was I disliked the father 
because of the things, his aversion toward the snake, in 
general the dislike of mankind because of his love of killing. ... 

9. I think that because I have read it so many times 
now it is losing its meaning. It's not the fact that the 
story itself is losing its meaning, but I know what is going 
to happen. I don't have any forefeelings because I know what 
is going to happen. ... 

10. I think, starting off noting the title, it seemed 
sort of odd. I don't think there was any love involved in 
this story at all. . . . 
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11. There was a boy and his father on a farm. They had 
a dog, and they had a farm. ... 

12. When I first started the story, it didn't seem 
very clear, and I thought it was rather boring. But as 
it got on, the metaphor got better, and it seemed like 
it had more symbolism. ... 

13. Hy first impression is that cruelty in any form 
of life or anything is just nature, and it comes out 
whether you really feel it or not. . . .Such is the father's 
feeling. ... 

lU. I noticed that there was, there were quite a 
few animals in the story. And I was, I am more interested 
in this type of story that deals with human nature. ... 

The characteristic thought patterns of the low level readers 

were, too, initially hinted in the opening words: 

15. I thought it wasn't right to kill that she, I 
mean that bullsnake because she had some eggs, and she 
didn't want to fight back the dog because, well, she 
didn't want to lose her little, her eggs that she was 
going to give birth to. . . . 

16. Well, to tell you the truth, I didn't like the 
story in the first place. And to me it was kind of 
silly. I didn't really like it because you didn't get 
too much point out of it. 

17. When I started reading, they were walking. And 
it's about the Collie, the boy telling the story. 

18. I thought it was a real good story. I liked it 
a lot. 

19. The young boy loves nature. I got that. And I 
felt that there was one, you learned more than one thing 
in the paragraph. And it was hard to remember everything 
as you went along through the story. ... 

20. Well, the meaning is that I got kind of interested 
in it for the animals, and, well, I saw most everything that 
was described. ... 

21. The main thing I got out of this story was the idea that 
even in nature and the lower animals such as the snake there is love 



22* Wall, it starts when they get up in the morning, 
and they go out into the fields* They see the corn* 

23» I thought this story was kind of warm hearted 
because of the fact that the feelings that the young boy 
had against the snake* . • • 

2ii* I think the writer was trying to show the way, 
not only the way a person or human would feel but the way 
an animal feels if he ever gets caught in this certain 
situation where the bullsnake did* . * * 

25* Mostly what I can remember is that they were on 
a farm or something. They were out planting something, 
and they saw this here coral snake, cobra, no, copperhead 
snake, and I don't think, they're not harmful, 

26* It's about a boy who is helping his father* They 
find a snake* 

27• The story had a couple of main points to it. It 
expressed what some people may have a complex against certain 
animals because maybe some of their relatives or people 
were injured by these kind of animals* * * * 

28* First of all it is kind of strange. It didn't 
give the boy's name, and I kept waiting for them to, but 
they didn't. You can tell from the story that the young 
boy must be a person who has had apparently some hard 
times in life. 

Though not subject to statistical analysis, these differences 

within as well as between the low level and the high level readers 

were evident in these portions of the responses. Practically all of 

the high level readers went beyond the factual information. Nuntoer 

11 was an exception; he merely enumerated—"There was a boy and his 

father on a farm. They had a dog. . . *•* Some found some generali

zation in the concrete description* Some were inclined to speculate 

from the title; some were interested in the contrast between the boy 

and his father. Others gave a first glimpse of their approach to a 

short stoiy. Number 12 was definitely interested in the symbolism. 
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Among the low level readers, some did nothing more than 

enumerate details. They also had a tendency to substitute their 

personal, often irrelevant, opinions for accurate appraisal of the 

story. Most missed the point of the story. Numbers 21 and 23 and 2k 

could be included among the high level readers who sought deeper 

meaning in the story. 

Further proof of the individual differences within each group 

was obtained from the last question of each interviews "These cards 

contain typed selections from the story. Would you read each aloud and 

tell everything you think and feel when you read that paragraph. You 

can do all the talking. Just go on to the next card after you say 

all you want to about each card." (See Appendix 3, PP» 133-136.) The 

responses of all subjects fell into twenty-four, overlapping categories, 

categories derived directly from the students' own statements. The 

categories were arranged in order of the frequency of mention in the 

students' responses: 

1. Studied the characters with empathy and with the facts given 

2. Narrated the plot 

3. Evaluated the reality of facts or formed a personal opinion 

concerning the facts 

Visualized the setting and descriptions 

5. Made no comment or said "Nothing" 

6. Noted the larger meaning 

7. Sensed a foreshadowing 

8. Analyzed the style of the author 



9. Saw or made a personal application or involvement 

10* Expressed a lack of understanding or wonder 

11* Hade a comparison with known events 

12 • Had a personal opinion of the story, ranging from negative 

to positive 

13* Heard the sounds suggested by the words 

lile Sensed the mood of the story 

15* Noted the main points or design of the story 

16. Made a personal coup arisen or saw a similarity 

17* Recognised a lesson or moral 

l8s Analyzed their own reading reactions 

19* Saw an aftershadowing to the story 

20* Commented on oral reading difficulty 

21* Compared the story to other literature 

22. Hissed the meaning entirely, but created a substitute plot 

23. Identified the theme 

2k• Became aware of the suggested smells. 

The mean nuxfcer of categories into which the responses of the 

high level readers fell was 6«U; the mean of the low level readers was 

lu£* The difference between the means, which was 3.9, was significant 

at the *01 level. The most popular methods reported by the low level 

readers were the summarizing or paraphrasing of the story and the 

studying of characterization. The two most frequently mentioned 

categories by the high level readers were the study of characterization 

and the study of implied meaning. Answers given to the last interview 
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question supported previous conclusions drawn from the answers given 

to the first interview question. Both questions supported the conclusion 

that individual differences in interpretation within each group and 

between the low and high level readers existed. 

A structured question, likewise, gave insight into the reading 

process. The main point of the story was recognized by only 17.8 percent 

of all subjectsj the main point of the story was not discovered by 82.2 

percent. On this item no significant difference was present between 

the high level reader and the low level reader. 

The thought processes by which the main point was recognized 

were suggested in the following quotations. The first two quotations 

were made by low level readers who knew the main point of the story. These 

were the replies made when they were asked to explain the thought processes 

they used to obtain the main point of the story: 

1. Well, for one thing I think the title shows that very 
clear and that the father was surprised to see the bullsnake 
there. . . .He was kind of surprised, too, that this goes on 
with animals as well as human s. 

2. It just seemed that in all the story this thought 
seemed to stand out in ray mind more than anything. 

These were the ways the processes were explained by the high level readers 

who knew the main point of the storys 

3. Well, it didn't exactly come right out and say this, but 
I think this story has underlying meaning and just like poetry 
usually does. . . .1 pictured myself in the boy's place. I just 
sort of felt the same feelings that he did. 

li. Well, because the father. . .saw that the snake, the bvQl-
snake, had followed the mate. . . .This showed the father's 
unwillingness to do any further harm. It shows that he had 
learned something. 



5, I don't think I discovered this# I read it very fast 
until the end, and I don't think I realized the eggs, the 
snake, and then when you. find the bull snake lying beside the 
dead snake, I think we realize it at the very end. 

6a Oh, by the way he said the bull snake would lay by 
his mate and if it, if Bob, the dog, came it said the snake 
would fight to his death or Bob's death* That shows it more 
than anything. 

Though not subject to statistical analysis, differences 

between the individual thought processes were evident. Number 2 was 

not at all aware of the thought process he used. Number 1 used clues 

from the title of the story and from the reaction of the main character 

to obtain the point of the story. Through character identification 

Number 3 saw the inplied meaning; Nuirber U found it, too, through the 

study of characterization. Numbers 5 and 6 drew conclusions from the 

facts given at the end of the story. The process by which some 

students arrived at wrong conclusions was often caused by personal 

feelings and preconceived ideas about what to expect, for example: 

"The reason that I decided that the main idea of the story was education 

is because of what I have read of Jesse Stuart before. AH of his works 

are shot through with education. ..." "Well, I'm a pessimist. You 

give me a happy story, and I'll get something horrible out of it. . . .» 

Another structured question asked for recognition of the main 

events in the story. The high level readers, with a mean score of 2.6 

of a possible 3, were mere able to recognize the main events than were 

the low level readers whose mean score was l.lt of a possible 3. This 

difference, namely 1.2, tested by the »t" test was significant at the 

.01 level. 
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The processes by which the low level readers said they identified 

the main events of the story were 

ls Recognizing the framework of the story 

2a Recognizing which part was most talked about 

3a Recognizing main events through the reactions of the main 

characters 

iu Recognizing the parts with the most action 

5a Wanting to remember certain parts 

6. Seeing that "the writer pointed out in the title why the 

snake wanted to protect her loved ones. You might say the man wanted 

to protect himself. He was afraid of these other types of snakes. I 

think it was all based on that particular subject." 

The high level reader, as usual, expressed himself more clearly 

than did the low level reader. The following examples illustrated 

many types of thought processes leading to the main events as identified 

by the high level readers 

la They're the ones that seem to have meaning. They're 
the ones that make the storyj and the rest of them, they just 
seem to describe thenu 

2a They seemed the ones that were the most inqportant. ... 
There were a lot of descriptions. I could tell these weren't 
descriptions. You could tell through them what the people 
were thinking. And that's what the events come from—from 
what the little boy was thinking. 

3a Because they are the most prominent and the ones you 
remember the longest, I think. They are the ones that lead up 
to the moral of the story. 

Ua I think I read rather fast. I sometimes read a paragrapha 
For example, in the very beginning I read and then I go back and 
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read the first paragraph two tines and then see what it is 
about. And then I will scan* That isn't very good, but 
that is the way I read* 

5* Well, usually when I read a story I picture everything 
very vividly* At least I try to. I can just see everything 
happening. * .md I think I sort of put myself in the boy1 s 
place* 

6* Well, I went back* At first he was just setting the 
scene, so I didn't think any of that occurred there of special 
importance* As I said the attitude of the man was next given* 
So I sort of had a hunch that this was an important part* 
I listed that as the first event. Then of course they meet up 
with this snake. That has to be an important event because 
that is one of the main characters in here* And the killing 
of the snake, of course, is what the story centers around. And 
then the boy finding out that the snake was bearing eggs also is 
very important because I guess that's the theme* And then I went 
back and outlined what the boy said of life. That is his theme, 
1 guess* . * * 

The interview was also concerned with the awareness of sensory 

digressions when reading a shcrt story* "Bad and loud sounds* * .like 

somebody being hurt," "lonely sounds,* crawling snake, fighting snake, 

barking dog, panting dog, blowing wind, talking people, singing birds, 

shoe-crushed vegetation, crowing rooster, running creek and its frogs, 

country farm, whistling squirrel, groaning bullsnake, crackling dryness— 

these were all imaginary sounds heard wten reading the short story. 

The difference in awareness between the high and the low level reader 

was in favor of the low level reader. The high level readers failed 

more often to report auditory impressions. This difference was 

significant at *0J> (Fisher's Exact Probability test)* 

When reading the short story 61* percent of the subjects were aware 

of imaginary smells* They were aware of danp and musty smells associated 



with the story, country air, dry grass and fire, alfalfa, oak trees, 

wildflowers, dead snake as well as a bloody snake, dust, and the farm 

atmosphere. Yet no significant difference of »0f? (Fisher's Exact 

Probability test) was noted with respect to such awarenesses between 

the two groups. 

From these interviews it appeared that the subjects' imaginations 

were active in hearing and smelling suggested scenes. This area should 

be investigated further. It was noted that no subject mentioned this 

area when discussing the first question which asked the subjects to 

report everything they thou^it and felt while reading the short story 

at the beginning of the interview. 

DATA FROM THE INITIAL QUESTIONS 

Before the interview each subject had read the short story fbr 

the first time and answered extensive questions on it. These questions 

tested the students' conprehension of this short story. The hypotheses 

to be tested here were that there would be significant differences 

between the low and the high level readers in their grasp of the 

literal and in their grasp of the implied meaning of the story. These 

hypotheses were upheld by the answers given to the conprehension 

questions* 

The conprehension questions and the statistical analyses showing 

differences between answers made by the high level and by the low level 

readers follow in Table 1 on the next three pages. 



Table 1 

The Conprehension Questions and the Statistical Analyses Showing 

Differences Between Answers of the High and the Low Level Readers 

Question 

t Score 
Favoring 
High level 

SE. Level of 
Significance 

1. Who were walking together 
in the cornfield? 1.08 

2* How did the father first 
act toward the ariake? 1*66 

3. How did the boy first act 
toward the snake? 1.80 

U. Why was the she-snake down 
in the clearing? 2.77 

5. Who does the author use to 
tell this story? 2.70 

6. What does the opening paragraph 
do for the story? 2.11 

7. How are events of this story 
tied together? 5.18 

8. What are the main incidents 
that take place in this story? iuOO 

9. Cdip are the attitudes of the 
father and his son toward animals« hel7 

10. Why does the boy think the 
death of the snake is useless? 3»h9 

11. Is there any evidence that the 
father changed his attitude toward 
snakes at any time in the story? 
If so, What? 1,37 

12# Does the author•s viewpoint agree 
with the father, the boy, or does he 
have a different viewpoint? 3.87 

13• What was the feeling that the 
author wanted to give you as you 
read this story? 3.29 

•2k 

.3l» 

.31 

.kh 

.57 

.33 

.30 

.2 9 

.la 

.37 

.37 

None at .05 

None at .05 

.05 

.02 

.02 

.05 

.01 

.01 

.01 

.01 

None at .05 

.01 

.01 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

t Score 
Favoring 

• High Level 
SEjj Level of 

Significance 

liw What is the theme of 
this story? .00 

15. In what part of our country 
does this story take place? .00 

16. What are the clues that tell 
you the part of the country in 
which it takes place? 2.93 

17. Is there anything in this story 
that tells you anything about the 
author's background? 5.16 

•00 

.00 

.la 

.10 

None 

None 

at .05 

at .05 

.01 

.01 

18. Have you had any experiences 
like any in this story? What 
were they? 

19. Can you apply anything in 
this story to your own life? Fisher's Exact Probability None 

Fisher's Exact Probability .02 

at .05 

20. Have you read or heard any 
other stories or novels a 
little like this stoxy? Fisher's Exact Probability None 

21. Why is "Love" the title 
of this stozy? 2.13 

22. What is the main struggle 
in this stozy? iwli9 

23. What have you learned from 
reading this story that might help 
you to be a better and stronger 
individual? 5.26 

2lu What kind of problem faces 
the boy? Iw07 

25. In what way does the boy find 
the solution to his problem? .1*3 

.31 

.35 

.19 

.ill 

.33 None 

at .05 

.05 

.01 

.01 

.01 

at .05 
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Table 1 (Continued) 

t Score 
Favoring SE_. Level of 

Question High Level Significance 

26. Explain the meaning of 
the underlined words as they 
are used in these sentences* 

9 • • a. "Mother aun could not incubate it. 

b. "It was an immature seed." 

c. "The male make had trailed her 
to her doom." ,31 *01 

27* Explain the meaning of 
these entire sentences. 

a. "She acted like a green weed held 
over a new ground fire.® 

b. **it was* • *a wind that makes one feel 
like he can get under the edge of a hill 
and heave the whole hill upside down.* 

c. "It &he snakej is life." 6.16 ,25 *01 
% •* 

28. What does this paragraph tell you? 

•Well, Bob, I' guess you see now why 
this snake couldn't fight," I said. "It 
is life. Weaker devour the stronger even 
among human beings. Dog kills snake* 
Snake kills birds. Birds kill the butter
flies. Man conquers all. Man, too, kills 
for sport." 2.65 *3U *02 

(For 26 df on the t scores, the *05 level is 2.06; and the .01 level 
is 2.78.) 

The significances of these data were that the high level reader 

of the short story was more able to 

1. Grasp the implied meaning 

2* Understand figurative language 

3. See the meaning of words in context 
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h» Understand the problems facing the main character 

5. Enrich his personal life by reading the story 

6. See the main conflict 

7. Understand the significance of the title 

8. Compare story with previous experiences 

9m See evidence of the author's personal experiences 

10. Grasp clues to the setting 

11. Sense the mood of the story 

12. Understand the author's viewpoint 

13. Understand finer points of characterization 

111. See the main elements of the plot 

15. Analyze the writing techniques employed 

16. Obtain the supporting facts. 

On the other hand, no statistically significant differences were 

noted between the high and the low level readers in their ability in the 

following areas: to identify the main characters, to understand the 

reactions of one main character, to notice attitude changes in the main 

character, to identify the theme, to identify the setting, to make personal 

application, to conpare the story with other known literature, and to 

understand the solution to the problem posed. 

PQLLOW-UP OF THE INTERVIEW 

Does the high level reader integrate the ideas gained from the 

story with his personal life more than does the low level reader? The 

follow-up study pursued this hypothesis. First is presented in Table 2 

the differences between high level and low level readers and the significance 

of these differences. 
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Table 2 
/ 

Comparisons of the High and the Low Level Readers' Responses to the 

FoUow-Uj? of the Interview 

Level of Significance 
Positive % Positive % Using 

Question High Level Low Level Fisher's Exact Probability 

1. What part of this story have you thought about since you read it? 

77.0 91.0 None at .05 

2. What reminded you of this story since you read it? 

69.2 63.3 None at .05 

3. Have you read anything which reminded you of the story? 

30.8 00.0 None at .05 

U. Have you heard anything which reminded you of the story? 

38.5 9.1 None at .05 

5. Have you seen anything which reminded you of the story? 

38.5 5^.5 None at .05 

6. Did you try to find out the meaning of any words or concepts you 

did not understand? 

1*6.2 00.0 .05 

7. What were the points of view toward animals in the story? (Correct 

answers) 61.5 9.1 .025 

8. Did you conpare your point of view with any point of view in this story? 

77.0 55.6 None at .05 

9. Did you change any attitudes from reading this story? 

30.8 20.0 None at .05 



As noted in Table 2 on the preceding page, ten days after reading 

the story the high level readers were significantly different in two areas 

investigated: remembering the points of view in the story and investi

gating difficult words and concepts they had found in the story. In the 

other investigated areas, no significant differences were noted# 

However, there were interesting qualitative differences. For 

example, the low level readers remembered from the story primarily the 

fight between the dog and the snake in the story. In addition, the low 

level readers referred to the return of the dead snake and the boy's 

feelings. The high level readers remembered the boy's realization of the 

cycle of life, the symbolism, the fight, the characterization, and the 

ending of the story. 

The two groups differed in their alertness to things that reminded 

them of the story. The low level readers mentioned principally incidents 

with animals; one recollected «a movie. . .where a man killed a she wolf 

and there was no one to take care of the little wolfs." (Quotations, such 

as the preceding, were taken from the students' written remarks arri were 

not changed in any way.) The replies of the high level readers were more 

diverse. Other stories were mentioned: "The Sacrifice* and "another 

story that I read.® Additional things that reminded the high level 

readers of the story were writing a theme on love, discussing the story 

wi'th a classmate, being more aware of the environment such as twilights, 

noticing the feelings of people, and relating the story to an experience 

they had, for example; "A group of mice which I have, killed and ate four 

baby mice. I got mad and threw one of them over the hedge." 
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Nothing similar to the story was read by the low level readers in 

the ten deys following the interview. The high level readers compared the 

story with such selections as "The Sacrifice," "The Kingdom of Snakes," 

The Prophet by Kahlil Gibran, and an essay on love. 

Things heard reminded only one low level reader of the story. He 

wrote: "Yes: My friend has something against all snakes." The high 

level reported these reminders: a discussion of a similar plot, a dis

cussion of the interview, the mention of a zoo—"and then I remember 

all the snakes," and my mother ^telling about killing a rattlesnake and 

knowing the mate would come around." 

Whereas no low level reader sought the meaning for unknown 

words and concepts in the stoiy, a significant number of high level 

readers did. This group sought the meaning of cornbalk, spud, the 

concept underlying the stoiy, and the meaning of the sentence, "The 

weaker devour the stronger even among human beings." 

Significant to this investigation but not subject to statistical 

analysis were replies to the question, "What did you gain from reading 

this story, talking about it, or answering any of these questions?" 

Among the values mentioned were the following: 

Knowledge of human attitudes and behavior 

Realization of "the most valuable thing in this world," love 

Knowledge of farm life 

Chaice to talk about the story and thus learn and enjoy 

Knowledge of the animal kingdom and 'respect for this kingdom 
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"Cement for my pessimism about human nature" 

Habit of analyzing short stories that "can mean more than you 

would otherwise think that it did" (noted by no low level reader but 

by six high level readers). 

The hypothesis, "The high level reader integrates the ideas 

gained from the story with his personal life more than does the low 

level reader," must be rejected on the basis of the above statistical 

evidence. However, qualitative differences did exist, as were noted# 

FACTORS RELATED TO TYPE OF INTERPRETATION 

Factors related to the type of interpretation made by the 

high and the low level readers were investigated. These factors 

included familiarity with short story writers, familiarity with short 

stories, attitudes toward reading, and attitudes toward reading the 

short story. The data supported three hypotheses tested: 

1. The high level readers are familiar with more short story 

writers than are the low level readers. 

-2. The high level readers are familiar with more short stories 

than are the low, level readers. 

3. The high level readers have more favorable attitudes toward 

reading. 

The data, however, rejected the hypothesis— 

ii. The high level readers have more favorable attitudes toward 

reading short stories. 
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The question was asked all subjects: "List in ten minutes all 

the short story writers whose short stories you have read, heard, or 

seen on television or in a movie." The high level readers listed an 

average of 9,9 writers. The low level readers listed an average of 2.1. 

The difference, namely 7.8, between the two means was significant at 

the .01 level, "t" test. 

Scores on this question correlated .67 with the scores on the 

initial questions covering the story and .72 with the I.Q. scores of 

the two groups. These correlations had significance at the .01 level. 

Altogether the subjects listed l£8 writers. Seventeen short 

story writers were listed more than twice. These were listed: Edgar 

Allan poe (21), Mark Twain (i2), 0. Henry (11), Jesse Stuart (9), 

Nathaniel Hawthorne (8), Washington Irving (7), Ernest Hemingway (6), 

James Thurber (5), Guy de Maupassant (5), Ambrose Bierce (3)> Steven 

Vincent Benet (3), Saki (3)> Jack London (3), Bret Harte (3)* Somerset 

Maughn (3), J. D. Salinger (3), and Alfred Hitchcock (3). 

It was evident that the high level readers were familiar with 

more short story writers than were the low level readers and that the 

writer most familiar to these subjects was Poe. 

Familiarity with Short Stories 

A second question asked all subjects was "List in ten minutes 

all the short stories you have read, heard, or seen on television or in 
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a movie. Include the author of each story if you remember." The mean 

for the high level readers was 12,1 with a range of 21* The mean for 

low level readers was 2.1; the range, 6. The mean difference, 10.0, 

was significant at the *01 level of confidence, *tn test. 

The scores correlated *67 with the scores on the initial 

questions covering the story and *6U with the I.Q. scores of the 

subjects* These correlations were significant at the *01 level. 

The most familiar of the 186 short stories listed by the sub

jects included the following: 

1. Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart* (12) 

2. poe's "The Pit and the Pendulum* (8) 

3* Stuart's "Love® (6) 

U* Daly's "Sixteen" (5) 

5. Benet's "The Devil and Daniel Webster" (5) 

6, Thurber's "The Secret Life of Valter Mitty" (5)* 

The above evidence supported the hypothesis that the high level 

readers were familiar with more short story writers than were the low 

level readers* "The Tell-Tale Heart" was the most familiar short story 

mentioned by these students* 

Attitudes Toward Reading 

The next question answered was *Uust what is your attitude toward 

reading?" The high level readers (77*0 percent) answered positively--

"I enjoy reading* Sometimes it is an escape from a problem* or a whole 

new world which I can belong to. Reading is a way to learn more about 
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our world and a personal means of education." Only 21,lj. percent of the 

low level readers made positive replies. A moderate attitude was voiced 

by 23.0 percent of the high level readers; "I enjoy reading if it isn't 

required at a certain time." No high level reader voiced an entirely 

negative attitude. On the other hand, the low level readers (6U.1 

percent) responded with the attitude represented by the reply—"I 

like to read sometime it all depends on what kind of storie they are," 

Some low level readers (lit.l percent) voiced completely negative 

attitudes. They made statements, such as "To tell you the truth I 

don't really like to read." Differences such as these were tested 

with 35? and found to be significant at the .01 level. Thus it was 

concluded that the high level readers had more positive attitudes toward 

reading. 

The low level readers gave the following reasons for their 

positive attitudes toward readings 

1. By reading the thing I like 

2. By reading more and more 

3» Tty English teacher, this year helped me in develop
ing this attitude for reading. 

The high level readers gave these reasons for their positive 

attitudes toward reading; 

1. From reading some excellent books 

2. I read quite a bit and I have found the benefits 
myself, not only by people telling me to read, 

3. undoubtedly my parents encouraged reading. Also, I 
have been rather dreamy as a child and used reading as one 
means of escaping reality. Some of my childhood was spent 
in a small town where recreation was scarce* 
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lu Through my family that likes to read, and just by 
living and seeing it used, 

5. From reading 

6. Everyone in ny family has enjoyed reading; although 
I've never been pushed the environment caused me to develop 
this attitude, 

7. Both ray mother and father read a lot and encouraged 
me to* 

8. Hy mother has always encouraged. • .in the direction 
of good books. She has given us a free hand. . .has always 
suggested books she enjoyed when we could find nothing that 
pleased us. 

9. Because I loved to write and through reading one 
can learn the. . .style. . .because my early teacher have 
instilled the pleasure of reading on me at a very tender age. 

10. This attitude has been stressed in school by try 
wonderful teachers. I think my mother read to my brother 
and I. I always wanted to read more than she had time 
so I learned to read and enjoyed it. 

The low level readers attributed their negative attitudes 

toward reading to these factors: 

1. By reading books with very hard understanding 

2. Probably by not having been made to read. I was 
really never made to read books until I got into high 
school and then there were very few books that interest 
me. 

3. I believe at it is because I have so much trouble 
with reading. 

U. Stop at every other ward. 

To explore the idea that we find time for what we enjoy readers 

were asked the question, "How much time, on the average, do you spend 

in a week just reading?" The high level readers reported a mean of 6 .1* 

hours each week. The low level readers reported a mean of 5.3 hours* 
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The mean difference, namely 1.1 hours, was not statistically significant 

when tested by the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sanqple test. 

Related to the attitudes toward reading were the factors which 

made reading a positive experience. The low level readers were primarily 

interested in the subject. They reported interests in Arizona, animals, 

boxing, and people. Other positive factors mentioned were "the 

adventure of it, and moving action. . . ," "the way the author wrote it,** 

"Macbeth," and "It was something I was interested in." 

The high level readers listed these factors as contributing to 

their positive reading experience: statistical facts and honest infor

mation, "cyclogical aspects," "plot and sensitivity," definite purpose in 

reading, information which is applicable, John Steinbeck, style of 

Hemingway and Michener, political subjects, "use of words," action, 

"good description," and characters with whom they could identify. 

Unlike the low level reader, the high level reader included a variety 

of positive factors. An exaitqple was this: "it was exciting and different. 

It presented new ideas, new methods, or new words. If I learn one 

fact. . . .1 feel it was worth while, and I enjoy it too." 

The low level readers gave the following reasons for their 

negative attitudes toward reading: "Most of the reson that I didn't 

like that story was because I could not read it," "boring," because of 

"the detail in American Problems," and "I couldn't get any learnings 

from the book." 
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Negative factors influencing the reading experience were 

identified by the high level readers as follows: 

1. It was dull* • • .not presented well* . • .did not give 
me a new viewpoint or situation. . • • 

2* Richer by Asia* • .1 couldn't understand a word of it* 
His Country Was the World. . .too childish, written for an 
seventh grader. ™ 

3. q? from Slavery. . . .1 find most autobiographies 
very dull for in an effort to make themselves appear humble 
autobiographers become very conceited. 

U. The hard words and the long-boring details. 

5. It was not outstanding in plot or writing style. ... 

6. Billy Budd—"Herman Melville—disliked it because 
difficulty in understanding* 

7* • • *in Androyev's the symbolism was too deep for 
me, and in Salinger's I could find no sense or sanity* * * * 

8* It was by Poe. . .no meaning. It didn't stimulate 
thought. 

9. Poems, which were to be analyzed, and studied literally 
line-by-line. I don't believe in taking literature so 
seriously and digging out the libidos, etc. 

10. Mostly the subjects didn't interest me. 

11. . . .1 cannot tolerate the over-romanticism of 
Browning's poetry. 

12. It was slow moving, weak plot. ... 

13* No identity with the main character. 

"Have you had any trouble at all with reading in high school"? 

Positive responses to the question favored the high level reader* The 

differences were significant at .01 when tested by Fisher's Exact 

Probability test* 
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Three high level readers identified reading difficulty in 

reading rate, oral reading, and concentration. The low level readers 

gave the following reasons for reading difficulty: 

1. I think that I'm daydreaming or of hard words* 

2* I don't really know I wish I could read fast and 
understand all books I read. 

3* I also read too slow and I can't understand when 
I read slow. 

U* Well only that I couldn't understand it or it was 
very difficult reading. 

5* I didn't like to read, I thought it was boring 
till this year. 

6. Ity eyes partly and too big of words* 

7» mow saying words right. 

8* I can not say what my trouble is* But I do have 
trouble and lot of it* 

9* Not reading enuft 

10* Word I don't understand 

11* I don't always under staid everything real well 
(American history particularly)* 

"Would you like to inprove your reading in any way?" In answer 

to the question 100 percent of the high level readers made positive 

responses. The low level readers (92*3 percent) desired improvement. 

The slight difference between the groups was not significant as tested 

by fisher's Exact probability test* 

The reasons why improvement was desired did not noticeably differ 

between the two groups* Answers given included 
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So I wouldn't get bore of doing nothing 

So It'd take me less tine to read 

So I would stop flunking test 

So I can understand what I am reading 

I feel that reading is one of the main channels to 
knowledge. The better I can read the more I can learn. 

Without reading you are lost in this world of today* 

The evidence presented above supported the hypothesis that 

the high level readers had more favorable attitudes toward reading. In 

addition, it was noted that (1) negative attitudes were primarily 

the result of lack of reading ability, (2) both groups spent approxi

mately the same amount of their time reading, (3) the high level .readers 

experienced a larger number of positive factors that made reading 

enjoyable, (li) more low level readers experienced reading difficulty, and 

(5) desire for reading improvement was almost unanimous in both groups. 

Attitude Toward Reading Short Stories 

Three approaches were employed to test the hypothesis that the 

high level readers had more favorable attitudes toward reading short 

stories* 

1. Attitudes toward reading short stories were classified as 

positive, negative, or indifferent. 

Low Level High Level 
positive 81 .b percent 6!i.3 percent 
negative 9.1 percent 7.1 percent 
indifferent 9*1 percent 26.6 percent 

The differences above were not significant at the .05 level when tested 

with X2. 
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2. The question was asked—"Do you enjoy reading most short 

stories that you read?" The responses of 92*3 percent of the high level 

readers were positive; 7*7 percent, negative* Positive responses were 

made by 85*7 percent of the low level readers* The difference between 

these positive responses was not significant at the *05 level (Fisher's 

Exact Probability test)* 

3* The high level readers (69*2 percent) believed they profited 

from reading short stories; 30*8 percent thought they did not* On the 

other hand, 71*1| percent of the low level readers answered positively* 

The difference here between the two groups was not significant at the 

m0$ level (Fisher's Exact probability test)* 

In view of the evidence from the three approaches as given 

above the original hypothesis was rejected. No significant differences 

between the high level and the low level readers' expressed attitudes 

toward reading short stories existed* 

Other information was obtained concerning the attitudes of 

the two groups toward short stories—first, the type of literature 

preferred: 

Type of literature 
novels 
short stories 
essays 
biographies 
nonfiction books 
comics 
poetry 
(answers insufficient 
for interpretation 

Low Level High Level 
69*2 percent 
23*1 percent 
7*7 percent 

28*6 percent 

28*6 percent 
lit *3 percent 
7*0 percent 
7*0 percent 

14*5 percent 
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Short stories were listed as being the best ever read by the 

high level readers: 

Short Story 
Poe's "The Tell-Tale Heart" 
0. Henry's "The Green Door" 
Conrad's "The Secret Sharer" 
Maupassant's "La Horla" 

Key|' "Flowers for Algernon" 
Benet's •The Devil and Daniel 
Webster" 

Saki's "Shredni Vashtar" 
Saki's "The Interlopers" 
Hunter's "Just for the Weekend" 
Bierce's "The Boarded Window" 
confession type stories 

Reason for Choice 
suspense and plot 
mystery and suspense 
character 
offering of vicarious 
experience 

novel technique . 

entertainment 
suspense and ending 
ending 
quality 
suspense and climax 
human interest 

The low level readers listed fewer stories they considered 

as the best they had ever read: 

Hawthorne's "The Birthmark" 

Poe's "The Premature Burial" 
Irving's "The Legend of Sleepy 
Hollow" 

Stuart's "Love" 
"Heartbreak Street" 

imaginary and "about 
people doing natural 
thing" 

drama 

humor 
inner meaning 
"It has everything." 

The high level readers listed a number of ways in which they 

thought they had profited from reading short stories: understanding 

human nature, learning writing techniques, being entertained, learning 

facts, being psychologically influenced, experiencing new thought, 

discovering new authors, and being stimulated to read additional stories 

of the same author. 

The low level readers said that they profited from reading short 

stories in these ways: making personal application, being entertained, 

understanding people, getting information in a brief time, learning to 

read, learning about other places, and being stimulated to take greater 

interest in reading. 
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Nature of the Two Groups 

Were there characteristics and background factors common to 

the high level readers and others common to the low level readers? 

What characteristics did the two groups share? The answers to these 

questions were important in understanding the differences between the 

two groups. The purpose of this section is to answer the above questions. 

Data subject to statistical analysis are presented in Table 3: 

Table 3 

Comparisons of the High and the Low Level Readers on 27 Variables 

Which Describe the Backgrounds and Natures of the Readers 

Mean of Mean of t Level of 
Question Low Level High Level Score Significance 

!• How many years of school 
did your father complete? 8.1; 12.3 2.29 .05 

2. How many years of school 
did your mother complete? 7.8 10.7 2.09 .05 

3. How many languages are 
spoken in your home? 1.6 . 1.2 2.35 .05 

h» How many different languages 
can you understand? 1.8 1.6 1.88 None at .05 

5. On the average, how many 
movies do you see in a week? .9 .96 None at .05 

6. On the average, how many 
hours a week do you watch 
television 8.U 6.1 .73 None at .05 

7. On the average, how many 
hours a week do you listen to 
the radio or phonograph? 8.7 7.it .86 None at .05 

8. How much do you weigh? 126 128 .25 None at .05 

9. How tall are you? 5»6» 51711 .77 None at .05 



Table 3 (Continued) 

Question 
Mean of 
Low Level 

Mean of 
High Level 

t 
Score 
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Level of 
Significance 

10. On the average how much 
time do you spend on homework 
outside of school each day? 2.1 

11. To what clubs do you be
long in school? .6 

12. What are the clubs you be
long to outside of school? .9 

13• Have you been an officer 
in any of these clubs? 

lU. Do you have a library 
card to a library other than 
the school library? 

15. Are you the youngest in 
your family? 

16. Do you like to read 
aloud in class? 

17* Are you left-
handed? 

18• Are you ambidextrous? 

19• Do you believe you have 
a reading difficulty? 

20. Do you read the news
paper every day? 

21. Do you have a personal 
subscription to any 
magazine? 

22. Have you ever had any 
special help in reading? 

23. Otis I. Q. 

2lu Age 17.8 

2.U .38 None at .0$ 

2.5 3.1*6 .01 

1.0 .27 None at .05 

None at .05 

.05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

None at .05 

.01 
r 

16.8 3.27 .01 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring High) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring High) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring Neither) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring Neither) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring Low) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring Low) 

fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring Low) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring High) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 
(Favoring High) 

Fisher's Exact Probability 

87.9 5.6U 
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Table 3 (Continued) 

Question 
Mean of 
Low Level 

Mean of 
High Level 

t 
Score 

Level of 
Significance 

25. Rank in class at the 
end of junior year 350.6 108.0 9.U8 .01 

26. ACE (Stanines) 
L 2.9 6.9 6.79 .01 

Q 3.9 6.9 3.85 .01 

Totals 2.9 6.9 6.35 .01 

27. ACE (Percentiles) 
L 28.2 70.1 6.72 .01 

Q 15.3 26.9 hmOO .01 

Totals U3.5 97.0 6.12 .01 

Significant factors distinguished the high level readers from 

the low level readers. The high level readers were juniors 

Whose parents completed more years of school 

Who belonged to more school clubs 

Who held library cards for libraries outside school 

Who had an I.Q. score above average 

Who were younger 

Who ranked in the upper twenty percent of the junior class 

Who ranked in the seventh stanine on the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination for High School Students. 

In contrast, the low level readers, in comparison to the high level, 

were juniors 

Whose parents completed fewer years of school 

Who belonged to fewer clubs 



Who were one year older 

Who ranked in the lower thirty-three percent of the junior class 

Who scored in the third stanine on the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination for High School Students 

Who had more different languages spoken at home. 

Relationships between data are presented in Table lj.: 

Table k 

Significance of Correlations in Seven Areas 

Level of 
Correlations r Significance 

Initial Story Scores-ACE Totals .79 .01 

Initial Story Scores-ACE Q .61* .01 

Initial Story Scores-ACE L .79 .01 

Initial Story Scores-Age -.57 .01 

Initial Story Scores-Rank in Junior Class .81 .01 

Initial Story Scores-I.Q. •9h .01 

I.Q.-ACE Totals .71 .01 

The above data in Table k revealed significantly substantial 

relationships in the nine areas investigated. The. high level readers 

who scored higher on the test of comprehension of the short story also 

scored higher on the standardized tests and ranked higher in their junior 

class. The low level readers scored lower in all areas. The younger 

readers made the higher scores on the short story test. 
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Comparisons of the high level and the low level readers on seven 

variables were made. Table 5 below contains the conparisons. The high 

level readers ranked higher on most variables. Exceptions, such as the 

high ranking of Subject 17, a low level reader, on the age variable, were 

rare. 

Table 5 

Ranks of High level and Low level Readers on Seven Variables 

High Level 
Interview 

Code Nuniber 
of Subjects APT 

Class 
Rank 

Otis 
IQ 

Conprehension Response Types 
Age Test #1 #2 

1 11 9 8.5 9 k 6 12.5 
2 15 12 16 20 3 1 1 
3 1 1 1 10 5 9 2 
k 16 lk 20 21 9 9 8.5 
5 3 3 3 5 1 9 8.5 
6 9 18 15 11 6 2.5 8.5 
7 7 2 5.5 1 12 k 12.5 
8 2 10 2 12 12 5 16 
9 5 U 13 lit 7 lU.5 3 
10 6 7 k 15 2 2.5 5 
11 13 16 11.5 k 12 20.5 16 
12 8 5 5.5 3 12 9 5 
13 k 8 7 8 12 ilu5 12.5 
lit lit 6 10 16 8 9 19 

low level 
15 21.5 13 22.5 23 16 25 22.5 
16 2h 19 25 26 26.5 £0.5 8.5 
17 12 11 11.5 7 18 lit .5 16 
18 25.5 23 22.5 22 „ 20 20.5 12.5 
19 17 20 18 18 22 Ui.5 25 
20 23 17 17 2k 16 25 19 
21 10 22 111 13 20 20.5 22.5 
22 19 25 21 17 23.5 27.5 22.5 
23 25.5 26 25 19 25 20.5 9 
2li 27 None 28 28 26.5 25 27.5 
25 28 2U 27 25 • 28 lit.5 22.5 
26 18 21 25 27 20 27.5 26 
27 21.5 None 19 2 23.5 ' 1U..5 27.5 
28 20 15 8.5 6 16 20.5 5 

Highest scores were assigned ranks of 1 with the exceptions of clans rank 
and age. 



In areas not subject to statistical analysis questions such as 

this were asked: "What one thing have you done in your life of which you 

are most proud?" The answers of the high level readers included being 

a delegate to Anytown, Arizona; being elected class president; 

accomplishing something "even though I'm not very smart"; being in 

second place in "MLss Pima County"; being an individual; "^putting a 

corvette in my car and making it run"; accepting Christ; learning to 

dance; being elected to honor society; helping someone; and hitting 

a double "ray first time at bat," 

The low level readers answered that they were most proud of these 

things: "the 1 on my gradecard," "the knowledge of God," "working and 

buying my own car," earning "my own money to go to school," "keeping 

my mother happy," earning athletic letters, making "All State Track," 

"thinking for myself," satving a drowning girl, and being in a fashion 

show* 

The high level readers enjoyed more than anything else to 

participate in sports, read, sew, swim, to go horseback riding, to 

listen to the radio, to tell jokes, dance, go to church, watch television, 

to race, to train dogs, travel, be with a friend, attend school, and 

eat. Similarly, the low level readers liked best going to school, 

doing chores, singing, dancing, exploring, traveling, cooking, playing 

baseball, working with other people, running track, going out with 

girls, working with cars, singing, sewing, reading, and talking on 

the phoneo 
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The question was asked: "How did you first learn to read?" The 

processes reported by the high level readers included these: 

1. • • .first by word identification and later on, by the 
sounds of the letters. 

2. In school, however, I learned the alphabet and certain 
words at home before I started school* 

3. My Mother taught me by picture-word association. 

1*. I first learned the alphabet the vowels and soon began 
reading or spelling such words out as ball, apple and so on. • • • 

The low level readers reported the processes they used in learning 

to reado They included 

1. In school, by getting a beaten if I couldn't read, 

2. First by learning how to pronounce words and knowing 
my words the teacher had given for homework. 

3. My sisters taught me because they were already in school. 

2u }ty mother taught us to read, by showing us the book 
she was reading to us. 

5. I learn to read when I started school. My teacher had lot 
of trouble with me. But I tried very hard until I started to 
understand most of the words in reading. 

By means of retrospective and introspective verbalization much 

insight was gained concerning the interpretive processes being used 

by eleventh grade students in reading a short story. High level readers 

differed from low level readers in their awareness of the reading process 

as well as in specific methods of interpreting the meaning of the story. 

Individual differences existed within as well as between the two groups 

of readers. Both the statistical and the qualitative differences in these 

students' interpretation, comprehension, application of the short story, 

and attitudes toward reading suggest methods of teaching the short story 

that may be used for readers of every level of ability. 



V. ILLUSTRATIVE CASES 

Carl Sandburg wrote that "No two persons register precisely 

the same to a work of art, • . .Of Turner's painting 'The Slave Ship,' 

Ruskin wrote it was 'perfect and immortal.' The painter Innes declared: 

'It's claptrap.' Thackeray was puzzled and neutral: 'I don't know 

whether it's sublime or ridiculous.' 

Different reactions to the short story were noted in the 

investigation. Four cases were chosen (1) to illustrate the diverse 

reactions to the story and (2) to add concreteness to the more 

quantitative and general findings which were previously presented. 

Subject 25 was the poorest reader in the sanqple. She pieced 

together from the story known words and ideas and made self-satisfying 

interpretations. 

Subject 13 was chosen to represent the typical high level reader. 

She used many different skills in reading the short story. 

Subject 16, a low level reader, was presented to demonstrate 

the value of the introspective and retrospective methods in teaching 

the short story. 

Subject 10, a high level reader, represented the critical reader# 

He was concerned with analyzing the story as he read it. 

The four illustrative cases follow. For the transcribed interviews 

used for illustrations, see Appendixes l;-7, pp. 137-19U. 

^•^TCoiqplete Poems (New York, 1950), p. xxvii. 
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SUBJECT 25 

Subject 25, a low level reader, was chosen because she had 

the lowest score on the initial short story test, because she had the 

most difficulty reading aloud the selections from the story, and because 

her interview was typical of many of the low level readers1 interviews. 

Subject 25 was 18.5 years old, scored 61* on the Otis test of 

mental ability, ranked 1*62 in a class of 525 juniors, studied in a 

reading emphasis English class, and scored in the first stanine in all 

areas tested by the American Council on Education Psychological 

Examination. 

She was a popular girl who liked school very much. She partici

pated in track and baseball. She liked English most; math least. The 

subject that was hardest was math "because I don't no what I a douning.H 

After graduation she desired to "go to sewing school." 

Her parents completed three or four years of school. She said that 

her mother liked to read "very much," and her father liked to read 

"sometimes." 

Subject 25 was most proud in her life of the time when "we had 

to model at the El Conquistador Hotel." She described herself this wayj 

"Will I like to be by my self most of the time I like nice close that why 

I make my once and I love dance very much." 

The difficulty reflected in the writing of Subject 25 was present 

in all her writing. However, she was a good speaker. 
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She spent three to four hours a day on homework; thought she 

read slowly in conparison to her classmates, but understood well; 

understood 3»5 languages: "Franch, spanish, picklatin, English"; 

watched television seven or eight hours a week; was left handed; weighed 

129 pounds and was five feet, six inches tall; had thirteen brothers 

and sisters and had this to say about their attitudes toward readings 

"Most of the boys like to read and the girls to and some of them don't 

unlest Mother makes them." 

Insight into the part reading played in the life of Subject 25 

was given. She considered this special help in reading: "I would read 

a story to mother and father and they would tell me the word I did not 

no." She read the newspaper on weekends, reading first the sports 

news and the entertainment sections and then the fashion news. Having 

learned to read by matching the "printed word with picture," she be

lieved she had reading difficulty and had believed this since the 

sixth or seventh grade. She believed the present difficulty was "not 

reading enuft." Her attitude toward reading was "bad." "I dont like 

to read very much." The attitude developed because she had to "Stop 

at every other word." Yet she spent two or three hours a week in voluntary 

reading. Reading was chosen because of subject matter. "Most of the once 

I like was about animal. I like animal story." Noted was a dislike for 

love stories, and "I don't like to read a book when I have to stop every 

to minutes." Reading improvement was desired in the area mentioned— 

"to read more faster." Her evaluation of her present reading included 

"Will it is not up to date but it ok." 
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The attitude of Subject 25 toward reading short stories was 

positive. "It dost not take a long time to read them." 

The short story in this study was read silently by Subject 25. 

She answered satisfactorily three of the questions covering the story. 

These were the questions: "Why was the she-snake down in the clearing?"* 

»Have you had any experiences like any in this story? What were they?" 

"Can you apply anything in this story to your own life?" Her conplete 

score was lh, the lowest of all subjects tested. 

In the story she found entertainment: "I enjoyed the story 

very much." She found a personal lesson: "you should read books about 

different animals and find out the ones that are not harmful and that 

are harmful. ..." She said "I'm not for sure" several times when 

reading the story. Primarily, her comments related the narrative of 

the short story. 

Her comments illustrated "that observation and what is observed 

form one coup lex situation—to observe something is to act upon and 

Op 
alter it."uc Unable to recognize the majority of the words, she pieced 

the ideas and words together she did understand. She placed them within 

her own imaginative framework. Satisfaction in reading the story was 

found in this process. 

82 
S. Giedion, Space, Time and Architecture (Cambridge, 1956), 

p. 6. 



One incident of the story was understood. She missed 

the main incident occurring at the climax of the story. The last 

incident explained the point of the story. The process reported 

to have been used in seeing the main event was "That's what it 

mostly talks about, the snates and the two boys." 

One important error made was in the identification of character. 

The Father was mistaken for just another boy. This was an ingportant 

point in understanding the characters. A second error was mistaking 

the moral for the main point. The error was characteristic of both 

high and low level readers. 

Her reading difficulty was revealed in the analysis of the 

first selected paragraph read aloud in the interview. (See Appendix It, 

pp. 137-1U7.) Words substituted in the first paragraph included the set 

Correct Substitution 

edge gate 
plan plant 
chestnut chest 
bit beak 
tips tail 
trampled chop 
stubble buds 

Repetitions in the first paragraph were *zay father and I" and "new 

ground." Omitted was the word "cliff.* 

Remarks made when she read the selected passages aloud fitted 

into four categories! 

1. Conmented on oral reading difficulty 

2. Hissed the meaning entirely, made up her own story 

3* Visualized the setting and descriptions 

li. Narrated the plot* 
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The correct ireaning of the short story was not obtained by 

Subject 25. Lack of word recognition was the main reason for missing 

the meaning. The absence of meaning was illustrated at the close of 

the interview. She accidentally picked up two selections which she had 

previously read, rereading these without noticing that they were selections 

from the first of the story. 

SUBJECT 13 

"I have realized many things in short stories I would not 

ordinarily try to understand" wrote Subject 13 ten days after her 

interview. She was chosen from the sample because she best repre

sented the majority of high level readers, both in background and.in 

responses in the interview. 

Subject 13 was 16.5 years old, weighed 120 pounds, and was five 

feet seven. Her I.Q. on the Otis test of mental ability was 118. Her 

score on the American Council on Education Psychological Examination placed 

her in the ninth stanine. On the California Reading Test in her freshman 

year her grade placement was 12.8. She ranked 93 in the junior class of 

525. 

She expressed several opinions about herselfj these opinions 

included these. She said her best subject was English because "I like it 

and it comes easily to me." She described herself: "I am very happy, I 

enjoy life and I like people. I am fairly good at conversation and have 

many friends." She said that her greatest pride was "being in second 

place for Miss Pima County." 
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She first learned to read in schoolj "however, I learned the 

alphabet and certain words at hone before I started school*" 

m school, which "is necessary to live successfully today,* she 

saw her reading speed as average and her comprehension as good as 

compared to her classmates. No special help in reading, no reading 

difficulty, a family who "all enjoy" reading, an enjoyment for reading 

aloud in class, and a personal subscription to Time and Seventeen were 

factors present. 

She read the newspaper every day, first the headlines and then 

the comics. She preferred novels with poetry the second choice. Her 

evaluation of her reading was that she read "fairly well, and I retain 

moat of what I read.o "I would like to build up my speed" because "I 

would be able to read more." 

The best short story she ever read was Bierce's "The Boarded 

Window" because of "the suspense that built up and the exciting' 

climax." Profit came from reading short stories because they "give 

you good reading in a limited period of time." She "usually enjoys 

them. . . .1 like to write them also." The attitude of Subject 13 

toward reading included "I have alweys found reading enjoyable and of 

great value to me in school as well as understanding more about every

thing I do." 

After reading the short story used in the study she wrote 

The student should be able to tinder stand this story as 
one of human nature. If a student does not find a deep meaning 
to the stoiy, he should at least note how the author used vivid 
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description to portray an emotion. The reader should be 
able to feel the same emotions as expressed in the story, 
and he should feel things in common with at least one 
of the characters. • . • 

In reading selections of the story in the interview, the 

following types of responses were made: (See Appendix 5, pp. Il*8-l62•) 

1. Saw the symbolic meaning 

2. Conpared the story to similar incidents 

3. Commented on lack of understanding 

b» Analyzed personal reactions 

f>. Evaluated the reality of the facts and formed a personal 

opinion 

6. Noted the main points and design of the story 

7. Narrated the plot 

8. Studied characterization 

9. Analyzed the style of the author 

10. Saw the significance of the title. 

The reading process used to obtain the main events was explained 

by the subject. She recognized events as tying «in together as the 

framework of the story, and the others seem to fill in." Seeking further 

how the idea was obtained she explained—"The events that I named are re

lated to each other and each is related to a single thing, to the idea 

of the cycle of life." 

In reading the story Subject 13 first read the title and 

decided why it was appropriate. Then she used the above named ten 

categories when needed for her orderly reading process* 



SUBJECT 16 
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The introspective method used in the investigation can be vised 

to teach the short story. Its value was noted in the responses of 

Subject 16. It was primarily for this reason that this low level subject 

was chosen. To witness "Well, to tell you the truth, I didn't like the 

story in the first place1* be replaced by "Gosh, this is a—this is real 

nicely put, I think® was to witness the birth of appreciation and 

understanding* 

The parents of Subject 16 completed the sixth grade and worked 

as housewife and as pipe fitter. Spanish was chiefly spoken at homej 

English, too, was spoken. There were four other children in the family. 

"They like to read a lot. Specially my mother and father." 

School, which "I like. . .very much but I have a lot of trouble," 

was desired through the twelfth grade. After school she desired to 

attend beauty school. Asked what her parents would like her to do, she 

replied? "I talked to them and they wanted me to comb.® 

In school she liked physical education beet and history least. 

She believed she was best in physical education and weakest in history. 

Homework was finished at school. Here she belonged to no clubs and used 

the library every six weeks to get *the books the teacher tells me to get. 

Subject 16 weighed 107 and was five feet two. The personal 

description she wrote was as follows: 

I have long hair—Brown 
I dress okay (I think) 
I have Brown eyes. 



She scored 78 on the Otis mental ability test, ranked 323 in 

her junior class of 52S>, studied English in a reading enphasis class, 

scored in the second and third stanines on the American Council on 

Education Psychological Examination, and placed on the 8.2 grade level 

on the California Reading Test when she was in the ninth grade. 

Her mother taught'her to read "by showing us the book she was 

reading to us,1* She had never had any special help in reading. "But 
r 

I wish I had.58 She viewed reading aloud in school as difficult "because 

I am afraid they will laugh at me. I get very nervous." Her attitude 

toward reading was explained: "I like to read to myself. Some read is 

so hard to understand that you just give up reading," The attitude 

was developed "by reading books with very hard under standing.® 

Positive aspects were seen. The question was asked: "Think of 

reading you have done this past year that you liked. What was it about 

this that made you like it?" She replied: "They let you choose your own 

books, but I have to look very hard to find a book I really like." 

Negative sides were reported. She believed she had trouble 

reading in high school but wanted to iirprove. Inprovement was desired 

for the two weaknesses she mentioned: "I wish I could read fast and 

understand all books I read." 

Subject 16 liked short stories "Like Mark Twins stories. Adam 

and Eve." 

In the first reading of the short story in the study she was 

able to correctly see the reaction of the two main characters, see the 

clues identifying the setting, and see the kind of problem facing the 



main character* The question was asked—"What did you get out of 

reading this story?* She replied in writing: 

It was almost like reading a story that you understand 
and yet you don't. I like stories that tell what happened 
to a girl not to a boy. Although I kind of got a little 
out of it. like how some fathers are. Reading this story 
was okay but I like to chose my own stories because I feel 
that I cann't understand just any story they give me. Some
times I feel like reading a book. . . .And besides get something 
out of this story is something to really sit and think about, 
maybe going back and starting to read from the beginning 
again. 

After rereading the story in the interview, Subject l6's 

appreciation and tmderstanding of the story was traced through her 

direct comments on her opinion of the story. They were given in 

the following order: 

1. Well, to tell you the truth, I didn't like the story 
in the first place. And to me it was kind of silly. I didn't 
really like it because you didn't get too much point out of 
it. . . .And when I read it the first time, I didn't like it 
either, you know. . . .So I didn't get too much out of it, and 
everytime I read it, it sounds a little more interesting to me, 
but. ... 

2. I can't say very much because I didn't like it. 

3. I liked Bob when he said he didn't want to kill the 
snake. Because you feel that way sometimes when you don't 
want to do something, and that's what I did like a lot. 

U. I think he makes the story kind of confusing to the 
person. 

f>. And it's just meant to be read slower because the 
first time I couldn't get much sense to it, but now I think 
it's a little, it's okay. 

6. And an I see it I think he is making sense. ... 

7* As I read it in parts like this out loud I am getting 
more out of it. And I think I'm beginning to like it more. 
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8. Gosh, this. • .is real nicely put. ... 

9. I think that is something nice to say in this one. 

SUBJECT 10 

"I think he is probably pretty large, pretty tall. . .with 

a pretty fair brain on him, a very practical person." Subject 10 was 

describing the narrator of the stoxy. He could well have been describ

ing himself, the last high level reader to be described. 

He was chosen in contrast to the preceding low level reader 

who also did not like the story. Another reason he was chosen was 

that he knew the background of the author of the story. He saw its 

influence. He conpared the story to other literature. He coitpared 

it to events and experiences he understood. Another reason he was 

chosen was that his was a critical mind that functioned as other hi$i 

level readers' minds, but such critical responses were seldom recognized 

in the responses of the low level readers. 

Squire, in the only other major research done on the reading 

of the short story, listed a widespread source of difficulty in 

interpreting literature. This was •^predetermination of viewpoint 

because of critical predispositions."®^ The difficulty was seen 

as a hindrance in the interpretation of Subject 10. Having read 

Stuart before, he saw all his work "shot through with education and how 

it can improve the people and hew valuable it is." 

^Squire, pp. 2ZL-2l;3. 
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Subject 10 had been reading since he was five. 

AH my family read. I read my first comic book at 
seven. When 8, I read Treasure Island, but I liked 
"Children's Digest* better. I started school at five, 
read well, but was kept back because I was physically 
small. Ity first teacher always told me, "You haven't 
got your eyes on your book!" When I made a mistake 
this flabbergasted me. 

Other insights into his reading were given. He liked to 

read aloud in class "sometimes" because "It is fun, especially with 

plays, but you can make mistakes on expression and meaning too easily, 

especially if the piece is not read silently beforehand." The 

newspaper was read every day, first the headlines followed by the 

sports news# Short stories were his favorite type of literature; 

plays rated second. He spent six or seven hours a week just reading. 

His parents and five brothers and sisters enjoyed reading and "read 

often." 

His attitude toward reading was "It is necessary and interesting 

and entertaining." The positive attitude was classified as such because 

"It is interesting, entertaining, gives ma something to be proccupied 

with." He liked John Steinbeck, especially his Grapes of Virath. A 

dislike was mentioned—"Poems, which were to be analyzed, and studied, 

literally line-by-line. I don't believe in taking literature so 

seriously and digging out the libidos, etc." He would like to improve 

his reading. "I'd like to learn the 'speed-reading technique!' It would 

help me to learn to do this, and I'd enjoy it, too." 
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In regard to short stories he replied: "I am indifferent" 

because "They don't mean much to me." But the next question was what 

type of reading he liked best. He replied "good short stories." Profit 

was recognized: "I can criticize them, thus help my own writing." 

The subject did write well. He wrote short stories often 

published in the school's literary magazine. 

Subject 10 was 17 years old, weighed lf>0, was five feet eleven 

inches, scored 121 on the Otis mental ability test, scored in the eighth 

stanine on the American Council on Education Psychological Examination, 

ranked seventy-fifth in a class of 525 juniors, and scored llu2 grade 

level in the ninth grade on the California Reading Test, 

The thing he was proudest of in his life was an athletic honor: 

first time at bat in organized baseball, I hit a double." He most 

admired Theodore Roosevelt because "He was effective" and "my grandfather" 

because "He possesses the greatest human attribute—kindness." 

"What kind of a person are you?" He revealed "Slightly cynical— 

sometimes moody, worry a lot—competent, but quite lazy in school—laugh 

a lot—get good grades—well-coordinated—a flirt and flatterer-

politician. " 

"Describe how you look in appearance." He wrote as follows: 

Ugly!—Ha Ha—Slightly bad posture long, gangling limbs-
well-formed, slender hands—gray-blue, uncompromising eyes-
some people call them "hypnotic" (Corny but true) brown hair, 
short but parted—oval face, square chin, pimples—one side 
of mouth hangs down—slim, but fairly well-built—dresses 
cheaply but neatly—very clean 

Subject 10 liked journalism best in school; he liked Spanish 

least. He thought school was "expensive and necessary, and fun if you 

have the time for it." 
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Of the story in the study, Subject 10 remarked: "All in all, 

it didn't interest me much." Then he proceeded to cleverly criticize 

it. At no time, as did Subject 16, did he change his mind about the 

story. Neither did the negative opinion cloud the meaning. 

m reading the story he was critical of the choice of words 

and the style of writing, ideas behind the writing and the author's 

purpose, the literal meaning and the implied meaning, the descriptive 

language and the facts given, the characterization and the direction 

of the plot, and even his own reactions. His favorite comment revealed 

his frame of mind: "Very logical, very practical, very honest flat 

statements, no emotion interjected." 



71. SUMMARIES AND CONCLUSIONS 

Ten hypotheses were proposed and investigated. Major conclusions 

concerning the ten hypotheses are now given, followed by more specific 

findings and suggestions for future research. 

MAJOR CONCLUSIONS 

To investigate the individual differences in the interpretive 

process of eleventh grade students in reading the short story was the 

purpose of this study. The proposed ten hypotheses were either 

rejected or retained as follows: 

Hypothesis Is The interpretive process of the short story can 

be identified through students' verbal responses to both general and 

specific questions concerning the interpretive process. 

Support of the hypothesis came from two sources—(1) evidence 

of effectiveness of the introspective method from previous research, and 

(2) internal evidence of authenticity in the data. 

Previous supporting research included that of Swain, Piekarz, 

JenkLnson, Letton, and Squire. Letton and Jenkinson based their 

conclusions on different types of literature. The short story was 

used by Squire. AH concluded that the interpretive process could 
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be identified through students* verbal responses to both general and 

, specific questions concerning the interpretive process# 

The recorded interviews and studentsFanswers to questions 

included attenpts to describe the interpretive process. For exanqple, 

in verbalizing the conscious interpretive process used in discovering 

the main point one student said, "The reason that I decided that the 

main idea of the story was education is because of what I have read of 

Jesse Stuart before*1* Another student identified the process in these 

words: "I pictured myself in the boy's place. I just sort of felt the 

same feelings that he did." 

Evidence of this kind warranted the retention of the hypothesis 

as stated* 

Hypothesis 2: There are individual interpretive differences 

within as well as between the low level and the high level readers. 

In two different instances, at the beginning and at the end of 

the interview, there were differences between the interpretations of 

the high level and the low level readers that were significant at the 

.02 level and at the ,01 level respectively. 

Data that did not lend itself to statistical analysis revealed 

more clearly and concretely interpretive differences among the readers. 

For example, these differences in students' responses to the first 

paragraph of the story were noted; 

Response of a high level: I thought fence; they are try
ing to keep something out. . . .1 was just conscious of a 
visual image. I could just hear the different objects right 
there and see them. . . .The pictures give us a clue to the 
rest of the story. 
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Response of a low level: Wall, I can feel this corn 
trampled down by the cow* That is about all I get from thato 

Response of a high level: Wall, X see a very close 
understanding between the hoy and the father in this sentence, 
sort of cooperation. • . .That to me is a symbol of 
destruction. • • • 

Hypothesis 2 was retained in view of the evidence* 

Hypothesis 3: The high level readers are familiar with more 

short stories than are the low level readers* 

The questionnaire whose reliability was significant at the 

•01 level revealed that the mean number of short stories with which 

the high level readers were familiar was 12*1 as coupared with the 

low level readers' mean of 2*1 short stories* The difference, namely 

10.0, at the *01 level of confidence supported the original hypothesis* 

Hypothesis lu The high level readers are familiar with more 

short story writers than are the low level readers* 

The questionnaire to test the hypothesis was reliable at the 

*01 level. The difference between the mean number of writers familiar 

to the high level, namely 9.9, and the mean number familiar to the low 

level reader, namely 2.1, was significantly different at the *01 level* 

The difference favored the high level reader* Thus the above hypothesis 

was retained* 

Hypothesis 5: The high level readers have more favorable 

attitudes toward reading short stories and reading in general* 

The hypothesis, as stated, referred to two related but different 

attitudes—the attitudes toward reading short stories and the attitudes 

toward reading in general* 
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The attitudes toward reading short stories were revealed in 

three ways, first by a classification of the subjects* attitudes as 

negative, positive, or indifferent* This analysis showed no difference 

between the groups at the *05 level* Second, a classification of their 

enjoyment of short stories, likewise, revealed no significant difference* 

Third, seeing profit in reading short stories, also showed no significant 

difference between the two groups* The similarities in answers were 

shown by these two quotations: 

Response of a low level: I like to read them because they 
tell the story in a short way and get to the point without 
drawing it out* 

Response of a high level: I like them. They are con
venient when my time is limited or interrupted* 

In view of the evidence, it was concluded that the attitude 

toward reading short stories was not significantly different between 

the high and the low level readers* 

Attitudes toward reading were the second part of the hypothesis* 

The high level readers most often described their attitudes toward 

reading with comments such as the following: 

Response of a high level: It is my favorite means of 
entertainment* When I read I practically live the book if 
it is merely fiction or a novel std hope for enlightment 
or something similar if it is in philosophy or something 
thought provoking* 

The low level readers most often described their attitudes 

toward reading with statements such as the following: 

Response of a low level: I must be interested in what I am 
reading or I won't read it* And there are very few books that 
interest me* 
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The differences between the two groups in attitudes toward 

reading were significant at the .01 level; the high level readers 

expressed the more positive attitudes. Thus, the second part of the 

hypothesis was retained, but the first part was rejected. 

Hypothesis 6: There are significant differences between the low 

and the high level readers in their grasp of the literal meaning in 

the short story. 

From two different sources—the initial questions covering the 

story and the follow-up to the interview—differences between the 

literal meaning obtained by the high level and the low level readers 

were demonstrated. Significant differences were obtained on numerous 

questions dealing with the literal meaning. In the follow-up to the 

interview the question concerning characterization in the story was 

answered significantly differently by the two groups. Thus, the 

hypothesis was retained. 

Hypothesis 7: There are significant differences between the 

low and the high level readers in their grasp of the implied meaning 

in the short story. 

Evidence came from the initial questions and the interview. 

The answers to the majority of initial questions concerning implied 

meaning were significantly different for the two groups at .05 and 

higher levels. The high level readers were superior in this respect. 

m reading the short story during the interview the high level 

readers studied the implied meanings and the characterization in the 
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story more frequently than did the low level readers, who were rarely 

aware of implied meaning in the short story. In the unstructured 

questions there were significant differences in favor of the high 

level readers in their ability to understand symbolism, similes and 

metaphors, to recognize the significance of the title, to sense the 

mood, and to understand the author's viewpoint. 

The first and last questions of the interview furnished 

additional evidence not subject to statistical analysis, such as the 

following quotations: 

Response of a high level: I thought as the story went along 
the symbolism of the snake became more clear and kind of 
stood for, for evil perhaps, • • .But it also symbolizes 
something deeper* • .1 think it stands for all bad* The 
snake is black, and black always stands for bad* * * . 
The mate symbolizes something which all of us would want 
to find because* * * * 

Response of a low level: I guess I got more out of it 
than other people would. T~guess because I got the deeper 
meaning out of the story. In a way, I thought it was bad, 
you know, for the dog to kill the snake, but in a way he 
was doing what the boy's father told him to do* * . . 

In view of evidence which included the above, the hypothesis 

was retained as stated. 

Hypothesis 8: The low level reader does not integrate newly-

acquired ideas with his own personal development and does not examine 

and modify his points of view and attitudes after reading the short 

story. 

Evidence of the influence of the short story was obtained ten 

days after the interview in the following areas: 
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1« Thinking about the story in the ten day interval after 

reading the story (91 percent) 

2* Being reminded of the story (6U percent) 

3. Hearing reminders of the story (9 percent) 

lie Seeing a visual reminder (5k percent) 

5. Finding meanings for words and concepts not understood in 

the reading of the story (0 percent) 

6. Comparing points of view with those in the story (56 percent) 

7. Modifying points of view (31 percent)® 

In view of the above evidence it was concluded that the low 

level readers integrated the ideas with their personal development 

and examined and modified points of view after reading the story, or 

at least this was the impression that they wished to convey. However, 

in view of the nature of the hypothesis and of the responses it was 

concluded that the areas tested here were too conpHex to be measured 

by the method used. More sensitive instruments and more detailed study 

should be used before rejecting or retaining this hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 9s The high level reader integrates newly acquired 

ideas with his own personal development and examines and modifies his 

points of view and attitudes after reading the short story. 

Evidence of the integration mentioned above was found in the 

following areas: 

1. Thinking about the story in the ten day interval after reading 

the story (77 percent) 
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2. Hearing reminders of the story (l»i+ percent) 

3. Comparing the story to other literature (31 percent) 

ll. Being aware of an auditory reminder of the story (98 percent) 

5. Seeing a visual reminder (38 percent) 

6. finding meanings for words and concepts not understood in 

the reading of the story (46 percent) 

7. Conparing points of view with those in the story (76 percent) 

8. Changing attitudes (31 percent) 

9. Modifying points of view (0 percent). 

Apparently the good readers, too, wished to convey the inpression 

that reading the short story had been integrated in some way in their 

personal lives. However, in view of the complexity of the ideas of 

personal development, points of view, and attitudes it was concluded 

that the hypothesis could not be confidently retained. 

Hypothesis 10: There is a significant difference between the 

responses, as described above, of the high level reader and the low 

level reader. 

Differences of a degree did appear between the high and the low 

level readers in regard to integration of the story into their personal 

lives. Significant' differences, present after an interval of ten days, 

were noted in two of the ten areas investigated—the follow-up of 

difficult words and concepts and the ability to recall the attitudes 

of the characters in the story. The high level readers were favored 
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in both areas. In all other eight areas no significant differences 

were present. Rejection of Hypothesis 10 was made in view of the 

evidence. 

SPECIFIC FINDINGS 

Some more specific findings are of interest. These relate to 

(1) characteristics coimion to the sample, (2) characteristics identi

fying the low level readers, and (3) characteristics identifying the 

high level readers. 

Characteristics Common to the Sample 

Both the high and the low level readers had these characteristics 

in common: 

1. They often were concerned with the description and develop

ment of the characters when reading the short story. 

2. They- often confused the main point with the moral of the 

story. 

3. They were more alike than different in these respects: 

a. Seeing so many movies in one week 

b. Watching so many hours of television each week 

c. Listening to the radio or phonograph so many hours each week 

d. Being an officer in a club 

e. Being the youngest or oldest child in the family 

f. Liking to read aloud in class 
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g. Being right handed 

h. Believing they had a reading difficulty 

i. Reading the newspaper every day 

j. Having had special help in reading 

k. Studying homework so many hours each week. 

lu Their most familiar short story writer was Poej their second 

most familiar writer was Mark Twain, 

5. Foe's (The Tell-Tale Heart** was their most familiar short 

story; his **Fit and the Pendulum** was the second best known. 

6. They sperrt a similar amount of time in "just reading." 

7. Beading inprovement was desired by 96.1 percent. 

Characteristics Identifying the Low Level Readers 

The low level readers in coiqparison to the high level readers 

were characterized as those who 

1. Most often noticed the plot and characterization when reading 

the short story 

2. Differed significantly (.01 level) in being aware of different 
v 

story elements when reading the short story 

3. Failed to recognize the main events in the story (.01 level) 

2t. Reported more sensory inpressione while reading (.05 level) 

5. Ware significantly weaker in their ability to 

a. Understand symbolism 

b. understand similes and metaphors 

c. Understand words in context 
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d. Recognise the problem 

e. Recognize the significance of the title 

f • Make coiqparisons with similar experiences 

g. See the author's background reflected in the story 

h. Notice clues to the setting 

i* Sense the mood of the story 

j. Understand the author>s viewpoint 

k« Understand the finer points of characterization 

1. Identify the main incidents 

m. Understand the transitions of the narrative 

n* Grasp the purpose of the paragraph 

o. Recognize the first person narrator 

p. Remember factual information 

6* Sought fewer meanings for misunderstood ideas and words 

from the story 

7. Remembered the attitudes of the characters after a lapse 

of ten days 

8* Ware more likely to live in more bilingual homes 

9* Raxiked lower in the junior class on the scholastic averages 

10* Had parents with less education than did the high level 

readers 

11. Had more trouble reading in high school* 
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Characteristics Identifying the High Level Readers 

The high level readers as coiqpared to the low level readers 

differed significantly in the following respectst 

1* They were most often aware of characterization and iiqplied 

meaning when reading the short story* 

2* They recognized the main events* 

3* They were less aware of sensory inpressions when reading the 

short story* 

U* They were significantly superior in their ability to 

a* Understand symbolism 

b. understand similes and metaphors 

c* understand words in context 

d. Recognize the problem 

e* Recognize the significance of the title 

f. Make comparisons with similar experiences 

g« See the author's background reflected in his work 

h* Notice clues to setting 

i. Sense the mood 

j• understand the author's viewpoint 
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k* Understand the finer points of characterization 

1. Choose the main incidents in the story 

ra, understand the transitions of the narrative 

n* Grasp the purpose of the paragraph 

o* Recognize the first person narrator 

p. Remember factual information. 

J>* They had curiosity to find Meanings for unknown words and 

concepts in the story* 

6. They remembered the attitudes of the characters in the story 

after a ten day interval. 

7. They ranked higher scholastically in the junior class* 

8* They had little reading difficulty in high school* 

9* They preferred novels to short stories in comparison 

to the low level readers who preferred short stories or biographies, 

SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

Leonardo Da Tinci said, "Before you make of a case a general 

rule, test it two or three times and observe whether all experiments 

produce identical re suits *̂  This study suggested nine areas for 

future research: 

P̂hilosophical Diary, trans* Wade Boshen (New Tork, 1959), 
p* 28* 
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1. Conduct a similar study- on all grade levels, including the 

adult reader of the short story* 

2. Study maturity patterns in reading the short story somewhat 

similar to Piaget's study of intelligence. Maturity patterns of the 

interpretive process should be traced from the fifth grade, the reading 

level of this short story, through college. 

3. Study the differences in interpretive skills between groups 

of similar abilities. 

lu Make similar studies of reading material other than the 

short story as was used in this research, for example, science fiction 

or humorous short stories, the novel, the essay, the biography or the 

autobiography. 

5. Experiment with other different methods of obtaining data on 

the process of reading the short story. 

6. Study the relationship between methods of teaching the short 

story and the skills actually employed in the process of reading the 

short story by the person so instructed. 

7. Coup are the author's intent in writing a short story with 

the critic•s consnents, teacher*s instructions, and then the reader's 

conprehension. 

8. Develop instruments and methods of testing to study the 

influence of the short story on the personal lives of the readers. 
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9• Make an interdisciplinary approach to the process of reading 

the short story as interpreted t>y the neurologist who can explain how 

the nerve centers accommodate the reading stimuli, the psychologist, 

the psychiatrist, the author himself, and the English scholar. 



appendix 1 

short story used in the research 

love 

By Jesse Stuart 

Yesterday when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted corn 

my father and I walked around the edge of the new ground to plan a 

fence. The cows kept coming through the chestnut oaks on the cliff 

and running over the young corn. They bit off the tips of the corn and 

trampled down the stubble• 

Hy father walked in the cornbalk. Bob, our Collie, walked 

in front of my father. We heard a ground squirrel whistle down over 

the bluff among the dead treetops at the clearing's edge. "Whoop, 

take him, Bob,™ said my father. He lifted up a young stalk of corn, 

with wilted dried roots, where the ground squirrel had dug it up for 

the sweet grain of corn left on its tender roots. This has been a 

dry spring and the corn has kept well iij the earth where the grain 

has sprouted. The ground squirrels love this corn. They dig up rows 

of it and eat the sweet grains. The young corn stalks are killed and 

we have to replant the corn. 

I can see my father kept sicking Bob after the ground squirrel. 

He junped over the corn rows. He started to run toward the ground 
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squirrel. I, too, started running toward the clearing's edge where Bob 

was jumping and barking. The dust flew in tiny swirls behind our feet. 

There was a cloud of dust behind us. 

"It's a big bull blacksnake," said my father. "Kill him, BobI 

Kill him, Bob!" 

Bob was jumping and snapping at the snake so as to make it 

strike and throw Itself off guard. Bob has killed twenty-eight copper

heads this spring. He knows how to kill a snake. He doesn't rush to 

do it.. He takes his time and does the job well. 

"Let's don't kill the snake," I said. "A blacksnake is a harm

less snake. It kills poison snakes. It kills the copperhead. It 

catches more mice from the fields than a cat." 

I could see the snake didn't want to fight the dog. The snake 

wanted to get away. Bob wouldn't let it. I wondered why it was crawling 

toward a heap of black loamy earth at the bench of the hill. I wondered 

why it had come from the chestnut oak sprouts and the matted greenbriars 

on the cliff. I looked as the snake lifted its pretty head in response 

to one of Bob's jumps. "It's not a bull blacksnake," I said. "It's a 

she-snake. Look at the white on her throat." 

"A snake is an enemy to me," my father snapped. "I hate a snake. 

Kill it, Bob. Go on in there and get that snake and quit playing with 

it!" 

Bob obeyed my father. I hated to see him take this snake by 

the throat. She was so beautifully poised in the sunlight. Bob grabbed 
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the white patch on her throat. He cracked her long body like an ox 

whip in the wind. He cracked it against the wind only. The blood 

spurted from her fine-curved throat. Something hit against ray legs 

like pellets. Bob threw the snake down. I looked to see what had 

struck my legs. It was snake eggs. Bob had slung them from her body. 

She was going to the sand heap to lay her eggs, where the sun is the 

setting-hen that warms them and hatches them. 

Bob grabbed her body there on the earth where the red blood 

was running down on the gray-piled loam. Her body was still writhing 

in pain. She acted like a green weed held over a new-ground fire. 

Bob slung her viciously many tiroes. He cracked her limp body against 

the wind. She was now limber as a shoestring in the wind. Bob threw 

her riddled body back on the sand. She quivered like a leaf in a lazy 

wind, then her riddled body lay perfectly still. The blood colored 

the loamy earth around the snake. 

"Look at the eggs, won't you?" said my father. We counted 

thirty-seven eggs. I picked an egg up and held it in my hand. Only 

a minute ago there was life in it. It was an immature seed. It would 

not hatch. Mother Sun could not incubate it on the warm earth. The 

egg I held in my hand was almost the size of a quail*s egg. The shell 

on it was thin and tough and the egg appeared under the surface to 

be a watery egg. 

"Well, Bob, I guess you see now why this snake couldn't fight," 

I said. "It is life. Weaker devour the stronger even among human 
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beings. Dog kills snake. Snake kills birds. Birds kill the butterflies. 

Man conquers all, Man, too, kills for sport.» 

Bob was panting. He walked ahead of us back to the house. His 

tongue was out of his mouth. He was tired. He was hot under his 

shaggy coat of hair. His tongue nearly touched the dry dirt and white 

flecks of foam dripped from it. We walked toward the house. Neither 

my father nor I spoke. I still thought about the dead snake. The 

sun was going down over the chestnut ridge. A lark was singing. It 

was late for a lark to sing. The red evening clouds floated above the 

pine trees on our pasture hill. My father stood beside the path. His 

black hair was moved by the wind. His face was red in the blue wind 

of day. His eyes looked toward the sinking sun. 

"And my father hates a snake,» I thought. 

I thought about the agony women know of giving birth. I thought 

about how they will fight to save their children. Then, I thought of 

the snake. I thought it was silly for me to think such thoughts. 

This morning my father and I got up with the chickens. He says 

one has to get up with the chickens to do a day's work. We got the 

posthole digger, ax, spud, measuring pole and the mattock. We started 

for the clearing's edge. Bob didn't go along. 

The dew was on the corn. My father walked behind with the post-

hole digger across his shoulder. I walked in front. The wind was 

blowing. It was a good morning wind to breathe and a wind that makes 

one feel like he can get under the edge of a hill and heave the whole 

hill upside down. 
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I walked out the corn row where we had come yesterday afternoon. 

I looked in front of me. I saw something. I saw it moved. It was 

moving like a huge black rope winds around a windlass. "Steady," I says 

to my father. "Here is the bull blacksnake •'* He took one step up 

beside me and stood. His eyes grew wide apart. 

"What do you know about this?" he said. 

"You have seen the bull blacksnake now," I said. "Take a good 
* 

look at hiral He is lying beside his dead mate. He has come to her. 

He, perhaps, was on her trail yesterday." 

The male snake had trailed her to her doom. He had come in 

the night, under the roof of stars, as the moon shed rays of light on 

the quivering clouds of green. He had found his lover dead. He was 

coiled beside her, and she was dead* 

The bull blacksnake lifted his head and followed us as we 

walked around the dead snake. He would have fought us to his death. 

He would have fought Bob to his death. "Take a stick," said my father, 

"and throw him over the hill so Bob won't find him. Did you ever see 

anything to beat that? I've heard they'd do that. But this is my first 

time to see it." I took a stick and threw him over the bank into the 

dewy sprouts on the cliff. 



APPENDIX 2 

initial questions, correct answers, and grading scale used for scoring 

Question Possible Points 
1« What do you think an eleventh grade student should get out of a 
story of this kind? 0 categories s 0 

1-3 categories s 1 
author's purpose maxims and moralsU-6 categories - 2 
author's style meaning of title 7+ categories s 3 
comparison with other stories nature appreciation 
character comparisons 
character identification 
characteriz ation 
descriptions 
emotional involvement 
entertainment 
facts 
knowledge of humanity 

personal meaning 
plot 
setting 
solution to problems 
surface meaning 
symbolism 
theme 
vocabulary study 

2» What did you get out of reading this story? 

(Use the same grading scale as in question 1.) 

3» Who were walking together in the cornfield? 

Father, Boy, Bob the Collie 

1 part jl 
2 parts m 2 
3 parts s 3 

h» How did the father first act toward the snake? partly right s 1 
almost right - 2 

Wanted it killed 

5, How did the boy first act toward the snake? 

Wanted it to live 

6» Why was the she-snake down in the clearing? 

Going to lay her eggs 

7. Who does "the author use to tell this story? 

Told by the boy, first person 

perfect s 3 

partly right = 1 
almost right * 2 
perfect s 3 

partly right - 1 
almost right p 2 
perfect - 3 

perfect • 3 

8. What does the opening paragraph do for the story? partly right & 1 
• ~ almost right m 2 

Gives the setting perfect s 3 
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Question 
9m How are events of this story tied together? 

Narrated in sequence of chronological events 

10. What are the main incidents that take place 
in this story7 

Stumble upon the she-snake, kill the she-snake, 
save the bull snake 

Possible Points 
partly right * 1 
almost right = 2 
perfect « 3 

partly right • l 
almost right - 2 
perfect = 3 

11a Compare the attitudes of the father and of 
his son toward animals. 

Father: a blind hate and stereotyped opinion 
Boy: an understanding and love of nature 

12. Why does the boy think the death of the 
snake is useless? ~ 

Is harmless, kills poison snakes, catches 
mice from the fields 

13• Is there any evidence that the father 
changed his attitude toward snakes at any time 
in the story? If so, what evidence? 

Saving the bullsnake (The father said, "Take a 
stick and throw him over the cliff so Bob won't 
find him.") 

llu Does the author's viewpoint agree with' the 
father, the boy, or does he have a different 
viewpoint? 

Agrees with the boy 

15. What was the feeling that the author wanted 
to give you as you read this story? " 

Have empathy with the boy and conpassion 
for nature 

16. What jg the theme of this story? 

Various degrees of love 

partly right = 1 
almost right = 2 
perfect • 3 

1 answer - 1 
2 answers • 2 
perfect = 3 

correct = 3 

correct 

partly right - 1 
almost right z 2 
perfect - 3 

partly right s 1 
almost right = 2 
perfect a 3 
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Question 
17. In what part of our country does this 
story take place? ' 

Kentucky 

18. What are the clues that tell you the part 
of the country in which it takes place? 

Author1 s background, com growing, bright 
sun, chestnut oak trees, ground squirrels, 
copperheads, matted green briars, pine 
trees, dialogue 

19. is there anything in this story that tells 
you anything about the author1s background? 

Knowledge revealed, environment of story, 
attitude toward nature 

20. Have you had any experiences like any in 
this story? What were they? 

(Any comparable experience is acceptable.) 

21. Can you apply anything in this story 
to your own life? 

(Any reasonable application is acceptable.) 

22. Have you read or heard any other stories 
or novels a little like tnis story? What 
were they? 

Possible Points 

partly right » 1 
almost right = 2 
perfect c 3 

1 clue » 1 
2 clues - 2 
3 clues s 3 

1 clue z 1 
2 clues s 2 
3 clues - 3 

"no" answer = 1 
"yes" answer s 2 

"yes" + experiences s 3 

"no" answer = 1 
•yes0 answer = 2 

"yes" + application - 3 

(Any reasonable comparison is 
acceptable.) 

"no" answer = 1 
"yes" answer - 2 

"yes" + story identification s 3 

23. Why is "love" the title of this story? 

Because of the presentation of various degrees 
of love 

21).. What is the main struggle in this story? 

Between the father's hate, the boy's love 

partly right - 1 
almost right - 2 
perfect - 3 

partly right = 1 
almost right - 2 
perfect - 3 
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Question 
25. What have you learned from reading this 
story that might help you to be a better and 
stronger individual? 

(Any reasonable answer is acceptable.) 

26. What kind of problem faces the boy? 

To reconcile his father's attitude toward 
snakes with his own 

27* In what way does the boy find the solution 
to his problem? 

Showing his father the bullsnake 

28. Explain the meaning of the underlined words 
as they are used in these sentences: 

a. "Mother sun could not incubate it. . . 

Possible Points 

1 thing learned = 1 
2 things = 2 
3+ things s 3 

partly right s 1 
almost right s 2 
perfect s 3 

partly right = 1 
almost right - 2 
perfect = 3 

1 correct = 1 
2 correct r 2 
3 correct s 3 

Furnish the snake eggs a warm favorable 
environment for hatching 

b. "It was an immature seed.* 

Not completely developed 

c. "The male snake had trailed her to her doom." 

Tragic fate or death 

29. Explain the meaning of these entire sentences: i correct s 1 
2 correct - 2 

a. "She acted like a green weed held over a new 3 correct * 3 
ground fire." 

Using simile, the dying snake is compared to a green 
burning weed which refuses to burn immediately but 
writhes and sputters as its sap dries. 

b. "It was. . .a wind that makes one feel like he can get under 
the edge of a hill and heave the whole hill upside down." 

The setting is described as cooled by an invigorating breeze 
which also lifts the spirit. 



Question Possible Points 
c. "It the snake is life," 

This snake symbolizes all life whatever its evolutionary stage. 

30» What does this paragraph tell you? 

*Wb11« Bob, I guess you see now why 
this snake couldn't fight," I said. wIt 
is life. Weaker devour the stronger even 
among human beings. Dog kills snake. Snake 
kills birds. Birds kill the butterfliesT 
Man conquers all. Man, too, kills for sport." 

The struggle far survival is portrayed. The victor, in 
attaining this status, is portrayed as the weaker. 

partly right z 1 
almost right z 2 
perfect b 3 



APPENDIX 3 

QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE INTERVIEW 

1. I'm going to let you do most of the talking because the important 

thing is what you think and feel as you read this story. Would you 

think back to when you read the story. Try to tell me everything 

you thought and everything you felt as you read this story. Just 

go ahead and talk about the..story. 

2. What are the main events in this story? 

3. How did you discover these main events? 

I;. What is the main point in this story? 
%  • •  

5. How did you arrive at this conclusion? 

6. What do you think about the boy? 

7. How do you know what kind of a person he is? 

8. What do you think about this story? 

9. How did Jesse Stuart want you to feel when you read this story? 

10. How did you feel as you read the story? 

11. Are there any sounds Jesse Stuart wanted you to imagine as you read? 

12. Are there any smells he wanted you to imagine? 

13. A person has remarked that a story is a picture painted in words. 

If this is true, what kind of pictures are painted in this story? 
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Hi. In what ways could you profit from reading this story? 

15. How could this story be changed so it would be better for you? 

16. If Jesse Stuart had written one more paragraph what do you think 

it would say? 

17. These cards contain typed selections from the story. Would you 

read each aloud and tell everything you think and feel when you read 

that paragraph. You can do all the talking. Just go on to the next 

card after you say all you want to about each card. 

Card 1: 
LOVE 

By Jesse Stuart 

Yesterday when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted corn 
irjy father and I walked around the edge of the new ground to plan 
a fence. The cows kept coming through the chestnut oaks on the 
cliff and running over the young corn. They bit off the tips of 
the corn and trampled down the stubble. 

' Card 2s 

My father walked in the cornbalk. Bob, our Collie, walked in 
front of my father. We heard a ground squirrel whistle down over 
.the bluff among the dead treetops at the clearing's edge. •'Whoop, 
take him, Bob," said my father. He lifted up a young stalk of 
corn, with wilted dried roots, where the ground squirrel had dug 
it up for the sweet grain of corn left on its tender roots. This 
has been a dry spring and the corn has kept well in the earth where 
the grain has sprouted. The ground squirrels love this corn. They 
dig up rows of* it and eat the sweet grains. The young corn stalks are 
killed and we have to replant the corn. 

I can see my father kept sicking Bob after the ground squirrel. 
He jumped over the corn rows. He started to run toward the ground 
squirrel. I, too, started running toward the clearing's edge 
where Bob was jumping and barking. The dust flew in tiny swirls 
behind our feet. There was a cloud of dust behind us. 

"It's a big bull blacksnake," said my father. "Kill him, Bob! 
Kill him, Bob!" 



Card 3s 

"Let's don't kill the snake," I said. "A blacksnake is a harm
less snake. It kills poison snakes. It kills the copperhead. It 
catches more mice from the fields than a cat." 

Card !<.: 

I could see the snake didn't want to fight the dog. The snake 
wanted to get away. Bob wouldn't let it. I wondered why it was 
crawling toward a heap of black loamy earth at the bench of the 
hill# I wondered why it had come from the chestnut oak sprouts 
and the matted greenbriars on the cliff. I looked as the snake 
lifted its pretty head in response to one of Bob's jumps. "It's 
not a bull blacksnake," I said. "It's a she-snake, look at the 
white on her throat.«* 

"A snake is an enemy to me,n my father snapped. »I hate a snake. 
Kill it, Bob. Go on in there and get that snake and quit playing 
with it." 

Card 5: 

Bob. obeyed my father. I hated to see him take this snake by 
the throat. She was so beautifully poised in the sunlight. Bob 
grabbed the white patch on her throat. He cracked her long body 
like an ox whip in the wind. He cracked it against the wind only. 
The blood spurted from her fine-curved throat. Something hit 
against my legs like pellets. Bob threw the snake down. I 
looked to see what had struck my J-egs. It was snake eggs. Bob 
had slung them from her body. She was going to the sand heap to 
lay her eggs, where the sun is the setting-hen that warms them • 
and hatches them. 

Card 6j 

"Wfell, Bob, I guess you see now why this snake couldn't fight," 
I said. "It is life, lfeaker devour the stronger even among human 
beings. Dog kills snake. Snake kills birds. Birds kill the 
butterflies. Man conquers all. Man, too, kills for sport." 

Card 7: 

Bob was panting. He walked ahead of us back to the house. His 
tongue was out of Ms mouth. He was tired. He was hot under his 
shaggy coat of hair. His tongue nearly touched the dry dirt and 
white flecks of foam dripped from it. Vfe walked toward the house. 
Neither my father nor I spoke. ' I still thought about the dead 
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snake# The sun was going down over the chestnut ridge. A lark was 
singing. It was late for a lark to sing. The red evening clouds floated 
above the pine trees on our pasture hill. I{y father stood beside the 
path. His black hair was moved by the wind. His face was red in the 
blue wind of day. His eyes looked toward the sinking sun. 

"And my father hates a snake," I thought. 

I thought about the agony women know of giving birth. I thought 
about how they will fight to save their children. Then, I thought 
of the snake. I thought it was silly for me to think such thoughts. 

Card 8: 

The dew was on the corn. My father walked behind with the post-
hole digger across his shoulder. I walked in front. The wind was 
blowing. It was a good morning wind to breathe and a wind that 
makes one feel like he can get under the edge of a hill and heave the 
whole hill iqpside down. 

Card 9: 

• . ."Steady," I says to my father. "Here is the bull blacksnake." 
He took one step up beside me and stood. His eyes grew wide apart. 

"What do you know about this?" he said. 

"You have seen the bull blacksnake now," I said. "Take a good 
look at him! He is lying beside his dead mate. He has come to her. 
He, perhaps, was on her trail yesterday." 

Card 10j 

The male snake had trailed her to her doom. He had come in 
the night, under the roof of stars, as the moon shed rays of light 
on the quivering clouds of green. He had found his lover dead. He 
was coiled beside her, and she was dead. 

The bull blacksnake lifted his head and followed us as we walked 
around the dead snake. He would have fought us to his death. He 
would have fought Bob to his death. "Take a stick," said my father, 
"and throw him over the hill so Bob won't find him. Did you ever 
see anything to beat that? I've heard they'd do that. But this is 
my first time to see it." I took a stick and threw him over the 
bank into the dewy sprouts on the cliff# 
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• TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT 25 

••Subject 25 
,,Interviewer 

,,Would you think back over the story that you just read and try to 

tell, without me interrupting you, everything you thought, felt, when 

you read the story. Just go ahead and talk about the story, telling 

everything that you got from it until you have nothing else to say 

about it. 

..Mostly what I can remember is that they were on a farm or something. 

They were out planting something and they saw this here coral snake, 

cobra, no copperhead snake, and I don't think, they're not harmful. 

But it was this boy that was with this other one enjoyed killing 

snakes and the other one, from what I got out of the story, was raised 

not to kill animals that don't harm you, you know, not to bother them. 

And his father taught him, you know, not to kill them. This other boy 

seemed to enjoy doing it. He tried to keep the boy from killing the 

snake, but he did it anyhow. He got pleasure out of doing it. There's 

not too much I remember except I think the boy's father was kinda mad 

when he found out that he had killed it. I think that week he had 

killed something like twenty-eight snakes, the one that was killing 

them. I think they were planting corn. I'm not for sure. And they 

said that squirrels ate them, as soon as they planted the seeds the 
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squirrels would go and eat them, which was kindly hard on the patch 

because they had to go back and replant. And what I got out of the story 

is that you should read books about different animals and find out the 

ones that are not harmful and that are harmful, so you'd know whether 

or not to kill them because the ones that are not harmful, they usually 

help us controlling.. I don't know how to say it, but anyhow, some 

snakes, they, kill ground squirrels that different things like that, 

that might harm plants and crops. They keep the limit or something 

like that. .They eat one another in order to survive. I enjoyed this 

story, but I just can't remember it, some of it, some of the things 

that are there. That is the only thing that stuck with me about 

killing harmful snakes and stuff. And you should know the color in 

order to tell the difference. I enjoyed the story very much. 

,,Okay, what are the main things that happen in this story? 

..When he kills the squirrel, chipmunk, or whatever it was in the 

fields eating. Then they had to go back and replant them. Then these 

two boys out in the field and the other one killing the snake that he 

saw. I think mostly it was about the snakes and killing them because 

they were harmful towards them. 

,,How did you discover that these were the main events in the story? 

..That's what it mostly talks about, the snakes and the two boys. 

,,Okay, well, what about this boy? What do you think about him? 

..Well, maybe his parents didn't tell him. I mean didn't try to teach 

him the harmful animals from the ones that don't harm you, you know. 

Wall maybe he thought the snake would just bite and kill him. The 
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first thing that comes to his mind is to kill it if he sees it. And 

this other boy was taught different, 

,,VJfell, what kind of person do you think this boy is? 

..The one that kills snakes or the other one? 

,,The other one, 

..Well, he seemed to like animals very much, I guess it was because 

he lived on a farm, And maybe this other one doesn't live on a farm, 

or maybe he does. He is just entirely different from the other one. 

, ,What do you think the main idea is in this story, the main point of 

the whole story? 

..Well, don't kill animals if you see them if you are far enough away 

from them not to bother them, let them along, even if they are poisonous 

or not. 

,,How did you arrive at your conclusion that this is the main idea? 

..About the snakes and the boy killing it? 

,,Un huh. About not killing animals unless they are poisonous, 

..Because most of the time if you don't bother them, they won't bother 

you. But if you are going to annoy them, then they are going to bite 

you. Just like that because you probably deserve it because you were 

meddling them or something, and it could be that you accidentally 

came upon it and scared it, and it bit you. It could be that way. Most 

of the time people kill it just to be doing it because they see it first, 

and they think it's going to bite them or something. Just like the Gila 

monster. It won't bite you, not unless you annoy it or something, it 

just won't. 



,,What do you think about this story? 

..I think more students should read it because it sorter makes you 

start thinking," 

,,What do you think you could get out of reading a story like this? 

..Well, myself, you know, I like animals and stories on animals, and 

this here story just made me want to find out more about them. I've 

been going to the library and looking at more books. 

,,Do you think of any way you would change this story to make it better? 

..Wall, I don't know if this is the story or not, but I would tell more 

about this other boy, the one that killed the snakes all the time. I'd 

tell more about where he stayed or how he was raised and things like that. 

You could tell whether or not he was raised, you know, he was raised to 

like animals or not. I don't remBmber if it told that or not. 

,,The story ends with saying they took a stick and threw him over the hill. 

Had they added one more paragraph, what do you think they would have said? 

..What—about when they took the stick and threw the snake over the hill? 

,,Uh huh. If they had just added one more paragraph to the end of the 

story— 

..WbII, maybe this other boy's father would have explained to the boy 

that killed the snake that the snake, that the snake wasn't harmful and 

and probably if he had left it along the snake would go on about its 

business, and maybe he would appreciate animals more. 

,,Okay. How did the author want you to feel liien you read that story? 

..Sorry for the snake, I guess. 
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,,Okay. How did you feel when you read this story? 

..I not only felt sorry for the snake, but I felt the same for any 

kind of animal. It didn't just say that he killed snakes all the time. 

He could have killed squirrels or something like that. It didn't make 

me feel sorry for. . . .Yeah, it did in a way because maybe he wasn't 

raised to appreciate the animals. But I did sorter feel sorry for 

the snake, too. 

,,Can you think of any way the story could be changed to make it better 

for you? 

..For me? 

, ,Un huh, 

..I liked it the way it is except that it didn't tell enough about the 

boy and why he enjoyed killing the snake or something. 

,,When you read that story, in your imagination did you hear any 

sounds? And if so, what were they? 

..Maybe the other boy telling the boy that was killing the snake to 

stop it or something. 

,,Well, while you're thinking about sounds you might have heard, in 

your imagination were there smells you associate with the story? 

..Well, if they were in the corn, it would have smelied fresh and all. 

Smells like that. You know how it is. It is kinda fresh, smelled 

wild flowers of some kind. 

,,If you took that story and instead of using words you were going to 

use photographs or pictures, what kind of pictures would you have to 

use to tell that story? 
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•.Pictures of trees, flowers, the barn, and then of fields, you know, 

that has already been plowed up, and maybe some parts, you know, there 

they just had wheat, maybe ready to harvest. And cows down in the 

pasture and everything. 

,,Are there other pictures that you might use to tell the story? 

..Maybe pictures of the boy's father's work, his mother in the kitchen 

cooking, you know, cleaning house, and the other two boys out playing 

at—or something. 

,,I hare a stack of cards here. I took thart story and typed off 

paragraphs. And would you read each aloud, without ay saying anything. 

As you read, try to tell everything you're thinking when you're reading 

it. Read and talk about what you're thinking. Then when you finish 

one card, tell everything you thought and felt about this card. Then 

when you finish it, just turn it over and go on to the next one. 

..You want me to read that paragraph and then tell what I read? 

,,Yes, and thought as you read it* And if you want to talk about what 

you are reading before you get to the end of the first paragraph, say 

to the end of the first sentence, that's okay, too. And when you 

finish one card, just lay it down and go on to the next one. 

,,£a long pause} Would you prefer to read it without me in here, or can 

you talk better to a person present? 

..It doesn't make any difference. 

,,Okay, go ahead. If you'll read it aloud— 

,.I know. I was trying to think of soma of the words. 
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.. Yesterday when the bright sun wastburstingj down on the 
[wilter, on the wet3 

,,wilted 

.. corn ray father and I father and 13 walked around the cgate 1 
of the new ground [new groundJ to [plant, to plants a fence. The 
cows kept coming through the CchestJ oak on the® • .and running 
over the young corn. They bit Qthey beakj off the ttaill of the 
corn and C&hqpJ down the rbudsj# 

Well, from this here paragraph that I have read I get out of it 

that this boy's father is standing up there watching, trying to 

figure out where they should put this fence to keep the cows out, 

from walking on the young corn that is coming up. And to keep the cows 

from eating it and trampling it down, they were trying to figure out 

how and where to put the fence at. That's just about the first paragraph 

that 1 read. And here's the second paragraph. 

My father walked in the [corn, cornpatchD. Bob, our TcollegeJ, 
walked in front of my father. Wa heard [a round! a ground £a roundj 
squirrel whistle down over the E bush 3 among the dead Ctriptaj at 
the [clear, clearing gate]. . . .Take tmej, Bob, take me, Bob, 
[Something like that. YesJ ray father. He Clift, he liftj up a young 
CbailJ of corn, [a young earj. . . .This has been a dry spring. . . 
the corn has kept well in the earth where the grain [where the grainj 
has sprouted. The ground Csquirrels love this corn. They dig up 
[rootsjof it and. eat the fseeds, grainj. The young com C&proutsj 
are killed and we have to replant the corn. 

I can see my father [I can see ray father keeping still, 
keeping study, keeping studying! Bob after the ground squirrel. 
He Che] jumped over the corn rows Crows J. He fhej started to run 
toward the ground squirrel. I [too, ground squirrelj I [tookj 
started running toward the Cclearingj where Bob was jumping and 
LbendingJ. . . .There was a cloud of dust behind us. **It's Cit'sJ 
a big bull blacksnake," [hetf said ray father. "fKeepJ him, CkickJ 
him. Bob rkicked, kick him, Bob. KickJ him, Bobl<* 

Well, this here paragraph, it says that the squirrel keeps—every time 

they plant corn, well, the squirrel comes and come and dig up the seed 

and eat it. Then that makes them have to replant it. Bob took off 

running after the squirrel, but he didn't catch it. Then he started 

talking about the bullsnake. 
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"Let's don't kill the snake," I said. A blacksnake is (harless] 
harmless snake. It kills &t kills poisonous?snakes. It kills the 
copperhead. It catches more (mouse than a field of} than a cat. 

This little short paragraph just tells about a, I guess it's Bob, 

I forgot, his father or one of them doesn't want them to kill the snake 

because the black snake is not harmful. It won't bother you. It 

won't bite you. It's kinda useful because it kills copperhead which 

I think is harmful. It catches more rats than a cat does and eats 

them, I reckon. Here's the fourth paragraph. 

I could see the snake (cfon't] want to (find] the dog. The 
snake (wan€Jto get away. [Bob couldn't, couldn't let it^ Bob 
wouldn't let it. I. . .why it was crawling toward (|he hidden/ 
of black. • .earth at the jJencT] of the hill. I (wonder) why it 
had 0ame] from the (peanuts, peanuts] oak. . .and (the mattefj 
green (mattei^. . . .1 looked (J looked atj the snake (leavening 
its pretty head and in response to one of Bob's jumps. 

"It's not a bull blacksnake fit 's not a bull blacksnake," 
hej said. "It's a she-snake. Look at (Its] white on her (nose, 
on its] throat (on its throat, I guessj. "The snake is an £en 
to me/ enemy to me," my father [spokej . hiij I hate a snake. 
Kill it, Bob. Go on (go on) in there and get that snake and quit 
playing with it." 

This other paragraph just tells about the mostly about the snake, 

and it says that he still wanted to kill it, but Bob didn't want him 

to. He said it wasn't a bull blacksnake. It was a her snake, but they 

still want to kill it. He told Bob to quit playing with it. 

Bob obeyed my father. I hated (J hated] to see him take [the] 
snake by the throat. CM was so (beautiful stretched in the 
sunlight. Bob (Breathe^) grabbed CAJ white Sirtl . . . .He. . . 
body like an ox (vfhamj in the wind. He (struck] it (again] the wind 
only. The blood (spurQ from her (Frin§J throat. Something hit 
again my (leg Something hit against my]legs like (splinters] • 
Bob (pour the snake down] threw the snake down. I looked to see 
what had (Sicked] my leg. It was fit was) snake eggs. Bob had 
Jghook] them from her body. She was going to the (she was going 
to the) sand. . .to lay her eggs. . . Qlfrey] the sun (t}ie sun) is 
the setting-hen that warms them and (Tjenrtched) them. 
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This paragraph just tells about the snake and Bob killing it. He 

was shaking it or something and the eggs fell from her bodyj and he 

didn't know what it was until he looked down. And when he looked down 

he saw them, and he said that she was going to the sands where she 

could lay her eggs in the sun which he called a mother hen, the eggs 

warm like the hen keeps the eggs warm when she sits on her nest, 

"Well, Bob, I guess you see now jwhat] this snake (couldj," 
I said. »It is life. Qihether, de, the stone alongj. . .(Dogs] 
kills snake. Snake kills birds. Birds kill the butterflies. Man 
conquers all. Man, too, (kill thej sport. Qlan, too, kill for sporty. 

All this other parts says is just about, about the birds that kills 

the butterflies in order to survive and the snakes kill the birds 

and Bob, the dog, kills the snake and man conquers all by killing all 

for game. We won't get over-populated with birds, snakes, or butter

flies, or any other animal. 

Bob was (planting] He walked ahead of us back to the house. 
(He] tongue was out of his mouth (mouth]. He was tired. (He was 
tirecQ. He was hot under his (shallow] coat (of fur] of hair 
(fur of air. Is that the bell? Oh, we have assemblies today JJ 
He (touched] nearly [Oh, I'm stuck already. He touched nearly. 
He touched nearly tongue] the dry [SrijiJ white. . .foam. . . 
from. . » (I'll skip that line . He]walked toward the house. 
Neither my father nor I(smoke I stood, I stood toward) I still 
\Ehrew] about the (snake's head]. The sun was going down over the 
(pea chrimnut, crimsonnut robe}. A (limb] was singing. It was late 
for (the] lark dark] to [sang]. The red evening clouds floated 
above the (gink, pale] trees on our [person on our pertured] hill. 
My father stood beside the (Tence, pen]. His (Sack hisj black hair 
was (Tnovingl moved by the wind. His face was red in the blue (ped 
red in the T)lue] wind of day. His eyes looked toward the |£inkening 
skjfJ sun (no skjrJ. And my father (has] a (smoke] I (1]thought. 
I thought (j thoughfj about the. . .(mother notQ of giving birth. 
I thought about how they foil finj to save their children. Then 
I thought of. . .snake. (It througKJ it was (real for) silly for 
me to think such thoughts. 

This other paragraph just tells about the father and him walking 

back home and his father's face was red and his hair was blowing; 
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and he started to walk up thinking about the snake and how the mother 

would protect the young. Eighth paragraph— 

[The drunk was on the corn!. The dew was on the com. My 
father walked behind with the posthole. . .across his shoulder. 
I walked in front. The wind was blowing. It was a good morning 
wind to breathe and a wind that makes one feel like he can get [can 
get] under the. . .of a hill and (faavej . . .whole hill upside down. 

This just tells about the father carrying, I guess, some wood and 

stuff to make the fence to keep the animals out of his field. 

«^bandy3,w I {sai^J to ray father. "Here is the bull black snake." 
He took one step up (Behind beside me and stood. m his eyes 
grew giig wide apart (grew wind apart]. "What do you know about 
this? (gow do you know aBout this^J " he said. «(£ou have been] you 
have seen the bull blacksnake now," I daid. "Take a good look 
at him. He is (Beside his dead mat£] lying beside his dead mate. 
He has come to her. He was on her (laiifl yesterday. 

It told about the bullsnake. The mate of the other snake they had 

killed came to, had come again to see her. I guess it was soma kind 

of instinct or something. She was dead, and he was, you might say, 

he was grieving over her. 

The (mate] snake had (bailed] hereto her doom. He had come 
in the night under the roof of stars (stars, stars, stars] as the 
moon. . .of light on the (guiven] clouds of green. He had found 
his lover dead. He was coiled grawling) beside her, and she was 
dead. 

The bull blacksnake (left lift] his head and (Jell! as we 
walked around the dead (HeacQ snake. He would have fought us 
to his death. He would have (JollowecQ Bob to his death. "(Jell] 
take a stick," said my father, "and throw him over the hill so 
Bob (youldn'10 find him. Did you ever (3id you eve£J see anything 
to beat that. I've heard Q.hem] they'd do that. But (thaf] is 
my first time to see it.» I took Qihe] stick and threw him over 
the bank into the (youngfj sprouts on the (smokej. 

That paragraph just tell about the snake's mate, the male snake, how 

he was following him and everything, how he followed him to his death 
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until he died or something. They didn't want him to fight, so they 

threw him over the hill so he couldn't follow him. 

VSy father walked in the cornbalko Bob. . .walked in front of 
my father. (HeJ heard (he heard] a ground squirrel whistling down 
over (Jhe bank]. . .He (liflO VP Q?0 a young (stem] of corn 
ftalk, stem of corn tha€J roots (when] the ground squirrel had 
ug it 15) (and see<fj. • .grain of corn left on its (strawnyj tender 
roots. (Then) This has been a dry spring and the corn QiadJ kept 
ire 11 in the earth (when] the (pien the, and ate the sweet grains, 
sweet grain, seed grain]. The young corn (stems] are [like] and 
we have to replant the corn. 

I can see my father keep sicking sticking Bob after the 
ground squirrel. He jumped over the corn rows. He started to run 
toward the ground squirrel. I, too, started p, too, started] 
running toward the (clearing] edge where Bob was jumping and [Bark] 
barking. The [ciumjj] flew in. . .behind our feet. There was a 
cloud of. dust behind us. "It's a bull QjuIIJ blacksnake," said my 
father. "Kill him, Bob. Kill him, Bob!" 

They were running after the squirrel, and I guess they discovered 

the snake again." Bob's father, I guess it was Bob's father", but whoever 

it was, the man told Bob to kill the snake. 

The male snake had trailed her (Jroiijher doom. (and] had 
(came] in the night under the. . . .(The reader realized here that 
she was beginning the series of cards again after having finidied 
them.) 



APPENDIX S 

TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT 13 

..Subject 13 
,,Interviewer 

,,You can do most of the talking because I want to know what you thought 

and felt when you read this short story, everything that you got from 

it. So you can just start talking and continue until you tell every

thing you have to say about it. 

..•Well, my first inpression is that cruelty in any form of life or 

anything is just nature, and it cones out whether you really feel it 

or not. I think it is going to come out anyway. Such is the father's 

feeling about his attitude for the snake, just any snake in general 

whether it was doing him any good or not. He just wanted to destroy 

it. I feel that this is a useless killing, and this may happen in 

all forms of life. In one part of the story the boy states that "Man 

conquers all. Man too kills for sports. Dog kills snakes. Snakes 

kill birds. Birds kill butterflies." In a sense it is just a weaker 

devoured by the stronger. This is the force of nature, and it will 

always come out. I feel like there is a lot of symbolism in the fact 

that the snake is a she-snake and was about to lay her eggs and that 

the bullsnake was following herj and the boy says he thinks about the 

agony women know of giving birth and the idea that the snake was trying 

to create life and not able to. I think there is symbolism a lot in 
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the over-all picture of nature. In the last part of the story he 

saves the bullsnake finally. He throws him over the hill where the 

dog won't find him. I feel like this little bit of humanity that he 

definitely feels is natural. It is natural to come out in any human 

being that is normal. One cannot go on being cruel- to something that 

helps us, especially when he sees he happens to be wrong about something. 

I can't think of anything else. 

,,Okay. What are the main events in this story? 

..The first--! think.the first important thing that happens is that 

they are, I don't remember exactly whether they are reaping the harvest 

or planting the crop, but I get the idea of providing food for life. 

Then they see the snake and the father immediately has the dog kill 

it, and the boy tries to talk him out of it because it is a bullsnake. 

And finally he sees that it is a she-snake, but neither would harm 

anything. Both just take care of a menace to the farm. And next the, 

that the dog kills the snake and then some time passes, and they see 

the bullsnake coming back to lie by its mate, and the father decides 

not to kill it. And that is the end of it, the climax. 

,,How did you discover that these were the main events in the story? 

..They just seem to be the main ones in my mind. They seem to tie 

in together as the framework of the story, and the others seem to fill 

in. 

,,Can you discover the way that you came to the conclusion that those 

are the most important things that stand out in your mind? 
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••Wall, I feel like it's, the events that I named are related to each 

other and each is related to a single thing to the idea of the cycle 

of life. I feel that the story shows that it is all a cycle, a vicious 

circle maybe. In the beginning I got the feeling of planting, reaping, 

killing a menace. And delving a little bit deeper into it proves it 

isn't a menace after all. There is the idea of life and death as it 

goes through the plants, the animals, and through the human being, too. 

,,What is the one main point in this story? 

..Well, you mean the one main event? 

,,Not so much event, perhaps you would think of it as theme. 

..I think it would be man versus nature, perhaps. Or maybe man as in 

nature or in respect to nature. I feel like it is human action and how 

that effects nature and hew nature effects them. 

,,How did you discover that this was the main idea? 

..From all the other events that happen, the incident with the snake 

and the man's feelings toward him. I feel that the snake represents 

all the weaker forms of life, and man is the stronger force. And as 

the law of nature demands the weaker kill the stronger. I mean the 

stronger will get the weaker. 

,,Hhat do you think about the boy in this story? 

..Xifell, I feel like the boy sort of symbolizes from the mouth of babes 

will come wisdom. I feel like he sees without all the cover of bitter

ness in the world that his father might have known. He can see the 

simple things in life and the important things, such as the snake's 

benefit to man, but the father doesn't see this. 
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,,How do you picture the boy? What kind of boy is he? 

..You mean physical description of him? 

,,Yes, physical and personality, and so forth, 

..•Well, I would say he is probably not very well learned because living 

oh a farm he wouldn't have, he might have access to a schoo], but he 

wouldn't have time to go and really study academic fields and stuff 

like that. But I feel that he has subsisity and feeling for humanity. 

Because of this he feels he wants to give some of himself and what 

he feels to the rest of the world, and he tries to through his father. 

And I feel like he succeeds in the end. 

,,What do you think about this story? 

..•Wall, it isn't a kind of story I would like to read for entertainment. 

I think it has a great deal of symbolism in it. On the outside it is 

just a—I feel like every event in the story points to one basic moral 

or theme as you said. But I think the basic idea of it would have to 

have something to do with life and nature. I think that would come to 

anyone in the meaning of it. I enjoyed it very much. It is the kind 

of story that makes you think quite a bit and makes you draw your own 

conclusions. 

,,VJho is your favorite author? 

..I think James Michener is right now. 

,,Uh huh. How did Jesse Stuart want you to feel when you read this 

story? 

..Wall, I think he wanted you to feel a little bad, being a little bit 

shocked at the beginning of the stoiy. It ireally doesn't tell you what 

it would be like at all if you just read it for the surface value. 
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But then again if when you see the first sentence which says "Yesterday 

when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted corn. • . right there 

it doesn't present a very beautiful picture to anyone. I think he 

wants to try to shock you a little bit, to see how inhumanity to life 

and nature and everything else in life goes on and how everyone sort of 

doesn't think about it. They Just do it. like in one part of the story 

the boy says "Man, too, kills for sport.•* And I feel that Jesse was 

probably a littls bit bitter about this, and I am sure he isn't the type 

that goes deer hunting every year. He probably looks down on anyone 

who does. Then again he might not. I think he wants, I don't exactly 

think he wants the reader to forget all feelings of how the stronger 

does conquer the weaker, to feel that this is terribly wrong. But I 

think he wants the unnecessary action to be realized, and these events 

prevented a lot of time. I feel like, well I get the impression that, 

say people that hunt for sport and in many instances this is a help 

to nature and is necessary. For without it animals would probably die 

because of disease or lack of food or run over all the other animals 

and take them over. I feel like he doesn't bring any of these feelings 

into it, but the unnecessary part that he is very bitter about. 

,,You say this is the way he wanted you to feel. Did you feel like this 

when you read it? 

.'.Yes. I didn't get all the meaning. The main thing that I got about 

it was that I couldn't stand the father. And I felt like, I mean a 

snake to me I never much cared for, but it made me be on his sidej and 

I wanted to uphold his chance for life and everything. But the second 

time I read it, I think I got the feeling that the author wanted me to 

get. 
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,,These questions are aimed at discovering if we really use our sensory-

faculties in our imagination as we read a short story. Are there any 

sounds that Jesse Stuart wanted you to hear as you read this short 

story? 

••Sounds? 

,,Yes. 

••Yes, definitely. I think I heard a lot of sounds at the beginning 

of the story. I seemed to hear the dry whistling, maybe a crackling 

like it was the summer and everything was so hot it was just burning up. 

And then when the snake was cracking like a whip in the wind, I could 

hear that sound. And I could hear the dog barking, and when (jmmbledl. 

,,When you were hearing these sounds did you imagine any smells? 

..•Well, as I think about it now I could when I am thinking of it. But 

when I was reading the story, I don't think I could. 

,,When you read any kind of short story, do you think that you use 

your imagination and do imagine these smells that they describe? 

..If smells are described I usually do imagine it. And the type 

of weather described I usually do put myself in that place, tike when 

reading a story about fried chicken, well then I get hungry for fried 

chicken. 

,,But he has to really describe it? 

,.I think so. As far as smells go, I didn't notice any when I went 

through it. If I went back over it and tried to pick out some, I 

might. But while I was reading it, I don't think I got any. 

,,Qne definition I found of a short story (I am not saying it is 

valid or anything.), but it was a definition and something to think 
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about* It was that a short story is pictures painted in words* If 

you were not allowed words but you were going to portray this story, 

what kind of pictures would you have to have? 

•.You mean what type of art? 

j ,Ye s* 

a.Well, I feel this picture would have to be extremely abstract* I 

don't at all see a painting of a farm house and a boy and a collie* 

I would see, perhaps, one of the modern art forms. It would have to be 

something to represent the farm house, something to represent the evil 

force, perhaps the father, perhaps the snake* That would be up to the 

person looking at it* And the good force would be the boy, and the 

instrument would have to be the dog* £11 of these things would have 

to be represented* The farm house, I feel, would have to be very 

important, too, because it would describe the setting a bit, and it is 

necessary to show—I mean it just couldn't happen in a big city, I don't 

think* Well, I would say something very abstract, brilliant colors. It 

would be a large painting* It wouldn't be anything small* I don't see 

exactly any existing forms. It would just have to be obvious which are 

in relationship to each other* 

,,Are you interested in art? 

**Yes, a little bit* 

,,In what ways could you profit from reading this story? 

..Well, I think I might think a little bit more about how silly it is 

to dislike something because it appears that it would be disliked or 

because everybody else disliked it. I think everybody should make up 
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their own mind. And well since snakes, insects usually aren't too 

pleasant to think about, and you don't usually like them, but again 

there are people who study them, spend their whole life and realize 

the benefit they are to man. And I feel like everyone should—I guess 

this is hard to say because I don't do it nyself, I don't think. 

Everyone can't study every single form of life and decide whether it is 

good or bad. But I feel like in their own mind they can decide for 

themselves and not take other people's points of view. 

,,A good point. How could_.this story be changed to be better for you? 

..Wall, to be better for me or anyone I don't think it could be changed 

at all because I feel that if you want it to be changed you can change 

it in your own mind as you read it. . Two different people can read it, 

the story, and it could be about two entirely different things. I 

think this is true of any story. I don't think anyone can change 

something that has been written unless they do it in their own mind. 

I don't, I don't feel like a rearranging or adding or leaving anything 

out can really help it, especially for me. I feel like I can find my 

own meaning in this story by just reading it, perhaps over and over 

again. And every time I read it I would probably discover a new thing. 

But to change it I don't think it would help it any. I think it is 

what it is and should be taken for that. 

,,Okay. Had Stuart continued writing instead of stopping at the point 

he did and added one more paragraph, what do you think he wu]d have said? 

.•Well, I know what I would have said. I am not sure I would have said— 

from the way he was writing, I think he would probably have to go on 
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a little bit with what the boy said he had heard that would do that# 

In other words the man would suddenly change his point of view. In 

this instance the father decided to save the snake. I don't think there 

would bf another incident happening between the father, the snake, and 

the boy. I think there would probably have to be something just about 

life and how isn't it strange that this can happen and think about it 

a little yourself. I think it would be something more like that. It 

would be something tangible to the story# 

,,If you were writing another paragraph what would you say? 

..Tnfell, I think I would say that this is an enactment. I don't say it 

in these words, but I would try to say this is a play of life, and 

you are the character. Everyone is the character, and I would kind of 

try to make the reader figure out what role he would play if he were 

in the story# It would take me a while to figure it out. I am just 

telling you what I would say. I am not telling it in the exact words. 

I feel like every person that reads this would have to take a part in 

it. And I would try to make the reader figure out the part he would 

play. 

,,These are the cards that are taken directly from the story. Would 

you read each one aloud and try to project any thought or feeling that 

you have when you read it and any meaning that you get from each card. 

And you may interrupt yourself when you get at the end of a sentence 

or even at the first wordo But the thing is to try to project your 

thoughts and feelings as well as what you get from this card. 

..Okay. "Love" by Jesse Stuart. Well right here the title "Love" 

is significant of life and the important roll that love plays in life. 
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It takes on such a different aspect in the story that it completely 

throws the reader off guard. I think this is another thing to think 

about that I haven't mentioned before, that this type of love does 

exist, and it is very important in life. I feel that love does play 

an important part in this story and is an appropriate title. 

Yesterday when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted 
corn my father and I walked around the edge of the new ground 
to plan a fence. The cows kept coming through the chestnut oaks 
on the cliff and running over the young corn. They bit off the 
tips of the corn and trampled down the stubble. 

This is where I first got the feeling that it was sort of a use

less cycle. Here the corn has just been planted, and the cows are 

running over the corn that hasn't even matured yet, and they are 

trampling it and eating it. 

My father walked in the corribalk. Bob, our Collie, walked 
in front of my father. We heard a ground squirrel whistle down 
over the bluff among the dead treetops at the clearing's edge. 
"Whoop, take him, Bob," said my father. He lifted tip a young 
stalk of corn with wilted dried roots where the ground squirrel 
had dug it up for the sweet grain of corn left on its tender 
roots. This has been a dry spring and the corn has kept well in 
the earth where the grain has sprouted. The ground squirrels love 
this corn. They dig up rows of it and eat the sweet grains. The 
young corn stalks are killed and we have to replant the corn. 

I can see my father I can see njy father kept sicking Bob 
after the ground squirrel. He jumped over the corn rows. He 
started to run toward the ground squirrel. I, too, started 
running toward the clearing's edge where Bob was jumping and barking. 
The dust flew in tiny swirls behind our feet. There was a cloud 
of dust behind us. 

Now right here the author gives you an image. You don't see anything 

exactly bad in it, anything distasteful. It is just a ground squirrel. 

Yet the dog is chasing it just like a dog would chase a rabbit or any 

kind of little animal. It seems to be all in sport. I don't feel 

that the dog is going to grab him and kill him or anything like that. 
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Hi the next sentence suddenly changes the reader's reaction. It sort 

of takes you by surprise. 

"It's a big bull blacksnake," said my father. "Kill him, Bob! 
Kill, him, Bob!» 

This is where I think is sort of the turning point inthe story. 

"Let's don't kill the snake,™ I said. "A blacksnake is a 
harmless snake. It kills poison snakes. It kills the copperhead. 
It catches more mice from the fields than a cat.* 

And this is where he, the boy is trying to show the father all he 

knows about the snake and make him realize that it is not all bad and 

that it is senseless in killing it. It is really going to help the 

farm. 

I could see the snake didn't want to fight the dog. The snake 
.wanted to get away. Bob wouldn't let it. I wondered why it was 
crawling toward a heap of black loamy earth at the bench of the 
hill. I wondered why it had come from the chestnut oak sprouts and 
the matted greenbriars on the cliff. I looked as the snake lifted 
its pretty head in response to one of Bob's jumps. 

Right here when he refers to the snake as having a pretty head, 

you don't exactly think of the snake as pretty in any sense. Many 

people don't. But then when you stop and think about it, many snakes 

are beautifully colored and everything that they really are beautiful, 

but the fact that they slither around and everything gives a different 

image. 

"It's not a bull blacksnake," I said. "It's a she-snake, took 
at the white on her throat."1 

I think the white is a little bit, I that, that sort of symbolizes 

good. Of course that may be going into it a little too far, but I 

think you canj I think the author might have put that white there 
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just as another sort of flag to go by, just another thing that make s 

it harder for the father to do what he is doing. I mean it makes it 

harder for the reader to conceive what he is doing, 

"A snake is an enemy to me,* my father snapped. "I hate a 
snake. Kill it, Bob. Go on in there and get that snake and 
quit playing with it." 

Right there you see the father numbed by his bitterness. He doesn't 

care to hear anything about it. A snake is a snake. 

Bob obeyed my father. I hated to see him take this snake by 
the throat. She was so beautifully poised in the sunlight. Bob 
grabbed the white patch on her throat. He cracked her long body 
like an ox whip in the wind. He cracked it against the wind only. 
The blood spurted from her fine-curved throat. Something hit against 
my legs like pellets. Bob threw the snake down. I looked to see 
what had struck my legs. It was snake eggs. Bob had slung them 
from her body. She was going to the sand heap to lay her eggs, 
where the sun is the setting-hen that warms them and hatches them. 

And here I see that she was going to be continuing life and something 

that shouldn't have been tampered with, and he felt that the father 

was tampering with nature and not only the snake. 

"Well, Bob, I guess you see now why this snake couldn't 
fight," I said. "It is life. Weaker devour the stronger even 
among human beings. Dog kills snake. Snake kills birds. Birds 
kill the butterflies. Man conquers all. Man, too, kills for 
sport." 

Now right here I don't exactly feel like the boy should be saying 

this because it just doesn't seem fitting for him. A farm boy that he 

is having all these intellectual viewpoints about life, but it is very 

true. And I feel that he is extremely bitter here about man and about 

.the unnecessary killing of nature. 

Bob was panting. He walked ahead of us back to the house. 
His tongue was out of his mouth. He was tired. He was hot under 
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his shaggy coat of hair. His tongue nearly touched the dry dirt 
and white flecks of foam dripped from it, We walked toward the 
house. Neither my father nor I spoke. I still thought about the 
dead snake. The sun was going down over the chestnut ridge. A 
lark was singing. It was late for a lark to sing. The red evening 
clouds floated above the pine trees on our pasture hill. My 
father stood beside the path. His black hair was moved by the 
wind. His face was red in the blue wind of day. His eyes looked 
toward the sinking sun. 

. "And my father hates a snake," I thought. 

Like about here I feel that Jesse Stuart is showing the reader how 

you can take life and see all the horrible things that happen and 

everything, and you can still go on and just see only good things if 

you really want to* If you want to overlook all the dirty parts aid 

everything. Like right here, a lark is singing. There are pine trees, 

red evening clouds, and the sun is shining, and his black hair was 

moved by the wind. This creates a very lovely, serene, well, pretty 

picture. And then the last sentence sort of wakes you up:'»»And my 

father hates a snake,* I thought.# 

I thought about the agony women know of giving birth. I 
thought about, how they will fight to save their children. Then, 
I thought of the snake. I thought it was silly for me to think 
such thoughts. 

The dew was on the corn. My father walked behind with the 
posthole digger across his shoulder. I walked in front. The 
wind was blowing. It was a good morning wind to breathe and a 
wind that makes one feel like he can get under the edge of a 
hill and heave the whole ^holqj hill upside down. 

Right about here I think these feelings seem to be more like the 

boy, the boy in question in the story here. The simple feelings that 

one gets from nature, from being out in the open. It was a good 

morning. You just felt good because there was life outside. 
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• . ."Steady," I says to my father. "Here is the bull black-
snake." He took one step up beside me and stood. His eyes grew 
wide apart. 

»What do you know about this?" he said. 

"You have seen the bull blacksnake now,1* I said. "Take a 
good look at him! He is lying beside his dead mate. He has come 
to her. He, perhaps, was on her trail yesterday." 

Well, the old bitterness is coming back to the boy now. He just 

practically wants to rub his father's nose in it. He is real angry 

about it. 

The male snake had trailed her to her doom. He had come in 
the night, under the roof of stars, as the moon shed rays of light 
on the quivering clouds of green. He had found his lover dead. He 
was coiled beside her, and she was dead. 

The bull blacksnake lifted his head and followed us as we 
walked around the dead snake. He would have fought us to his death. 
He would have fought Bob to his death. "Take a stick," said my 
father, "and throw him over the hill so Bob won't find him. Did 
you ever see anything to beat that? I've heard they'd do that. 
But this is my first time to see it." I took a stick and threw 
him over the bank into the dewy sprouts on the cliff. 

In the first paragraph on this page the, the snake had come to his 

mate in the moonlight, and the quivering clouds of green and the grass 

were there. I sort of wonder at the romantic touch even among snakes.. 

And he finds his mate dead, and then the bullsnake is, he is almost 

given human intelligence right here. He realizes somehow that these 

are the people or dog who have killed his mate, and at least from the 

boy's point of view, he would have given his life for her for his 

revenge. I can't quite understand this part right here. I think this 

is one reason why this story has to be symbolic because anyone reading 

this story, I don't think would, unless they found some hidden meaning, 

see in it. I don't think they would accept the fact of a snake being 
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given this much intelligence, or this much—oh, I just—a snake to 

most people just doesn't have the right of sharing the moonlight with 

his lover, and I think that this is one of the things that Jesse Stuart' 

is trying to bring out. A lot of things I am not sure he was trying 

to bring out* But to me I feel like he thinks a lot of people feel 

that this isn't fair. And because of this people try to get rid of 

those that infringe on their sacred rights. 



APPENDIX 6 

TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT 16 -

..Subject 16 
,,Interviewer . 

,,I'm going to let you do most of the talking because the inqaortant 

thing is what you think and feel as you read this story. Would you 

think back to when you read the story. Try to tell everything you 

learned. Just go ahead and talk about the story, and I won't 

interrupt until you get everything you remember about the story said. 

..Well, to tell you the truth I didn't like the story in the first 

place. And to me it was kind of silly. I didn't really like it because 

you didn't get too much point out of it. Of course it brings out the 

different things like he kills a snake and then he feels bad about it. 

I mean I don't se£ why he should feel bad about it. And his father 

tells him what to do, you know, when he sees the snake carrying eggs, 

and he picks it up and he sees the eggs, and I don't know. Pretty 

soon they start walking back. And he says a lark is singing, you know. 

And then he says it's kind of late for a lark to be singing. I don't 

see any point to it, you know. And when I read it the first time, I 

didn't like it either, you know. I wrote that on my paper you know. 

So I didn't get too much out of it, and everytime I read it it sounds 

a little more interesting to me, but still it's not what I like in a 
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story, you know, especially one like this one. 1 mean—I don't know 

what else to say, but just that I didn't like it. And I didn't get 

any sense out of it. 

,,Okay. How do you think he could have changed the story so you would 

like it better? 

••Wall gee, it is kind of hard to answer that question. I guess if he 

had made it more interesting he would have said something else about 

the snake and eggs and what they found when they were walking back. And 

when they cane, the ending "of it, you know. If he would have made that 

acre, more interesting, you know, to a person because most of the 

kids in our class when you left, you know, they said that story didn't 

make sense, especially two of the seniors in there. And I think if he 

wrote that story more specific, specific, that it would have made more 

sense to all of us, and he would have made the wording a little better 

than that, I guess. 

,,Is there anything else about the story that you can think of that you 

didn't particularly like? 

..1 didn't like the ending. 

,,How would you have liked for it to end? 

. .Well— 

,,You answered that partly, but would you be more specific? 

••I would say that I guess that it would have ended something like what 

happened when they went back, the two of them, and what they did and 

when the father told Bob—is that his name?---not to kill him. He should 

have said why and also what their feelings were ami that Bob should 
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not know. And maybe they just brought that out so at the beginning 

when they said Bob didn't want to kill the snake. At the end they could 

have said that or something like that. 

,,Okay. Well, let's say we take this story just as it is, and had 

Jesse Stuart added one more paragraph to it, in line with the other 

that he said, what do you think he would have said? 

..•Well, I guess he would have said the same thing or another ending to 

it like why they did not want the dog to know. I guess they killed 

the other snake. I don't even know if they did or not, you know. 

And they threw a rock down. Why would they throw a rock down? 

He would add another paragraph telling all those points. 

,,Okay. Let's go on another direction by talking about the main events. 

What are the main events in this story? 

..Main things? 

,,Yes, the main things that happen. 

..Well, when they saw the snake and saw the color, he said something 

about white in there. And then when he picked up the egg and he said 

it looked like a shell or snell I think it was. And when the father and 

the other boy went over and threw a rock, and they saw that bullsnake. 

And when the snake came back to the lovers or something like that. 

That's the main points I got out of it. 

,,Okay. This question is "Why do you think these are the main points?" 

..Okay, I guess it's the main points because I guess it's just leading 

up to it, to the whole story. The main points come out in the story, 

what really happened, you know. But not all of it. You can partially 

tell what happened. 
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,,Okay. Next questions (I have all sorts of questions here.) What 

do you think about the boy in this story? 

••Bob? 

,,Wfell, no, the boy that was telling this story. Bob was his collie* 

I don't think they ever give his name; they just say boy* 

••What do I think of him? 

,,Un huh* What kind of a person is he? 

• •I thick he's the kind of person that enjoys telling about these 

other boys and what happened to them, what they do and how they feel 

doing things that they don't want to do* I guess he—I don't know* 

,,How would you describe his personality? 

• .Personality? 

,,Uh huh. 

•.Well, I think he—I don't know very much about his personality, 

you know, but 1 think that he maybe he's got a pretty good one. If 

he's got that much to tell about, you know that he has a very fine 

personality. 

,,What do you think are some of his traits that he has? 

••He likes to write about other people and likes to know what they 

experience, I guess. 

,,Okay. You have said quite a bit about this story. Do you want to 

say anything else about this story? 

*.I can't say very much because I didn't like it. 

,,Was there anything about this story that you liked? 
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..Yeah, I liked Bob when he said he didn't want to kill the snake 

because you feel that way sometimes when you don't want to do something. 

You just don't want to do it. And that's what I did like a lot. He, he 

didn't go and do what his father wanted to do, you know, right away. He 

thought about it. Then he felt kinda bad because he didn't want to do it. 

,,How do you think the author wanted you to feel—I mean what kind of 

mood did he want you to get in when you read this story? 

«.I think the author didn't want us to—in a wa$ you know, he made 

this story a little uninteresting so you would feel kind of, you know, 

usually when you find a story interesting you dig more into it to see 

if you can find points to it, and that's what he was trying to do. He 

was trying to teach us something by what he wrote about picking up the 

points of the snake and the eggs and all those points. I think he makes 

the story kind of confusing to the person. Maybe he just wanted us to 

get mixed up or something and go back and read it over again. 

,,Okay, I'll ask a few other little questions to get at the senses that 

were impressed when you read it. Were there any sounds that you f.hiwir 

he wanted you to hear in your imagination when you read this story? 

••Yes, I think it was because when he saw the snake and when he turned. 

I can't remember very well,' ^Indistinct muttering} when the snake came 

out, those noises like that, I guess. 

,,£re there any other sounds that you can think of? 

..The lark. 

,,Okaye Any more? 

••I guess that's all* 
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,,Do you think there are any smells he wanted you to smell in your 

imagination? 

••No, I don't think soc . 

,, Ckay. Someone has said he wanted to define a story as pictures 

painted in words# If wb take that definition as true, i-jhat sort of 

pictures are painted here? 

..I guess the picture of where the father and the boy are standing 

over and Bob picks up, what was it he picked up, a stick, a stick to 

kill the snake. That wDuld be a good picture, I think# And when they 

went back home and the father and boy coming back they saw, they saw 

the bullsnake. That would be a nice picture, a scenery one. And what 

the boy did when the father said to do away with, I think that's, 

that would probably show you everything, you know, to make the story 

more interesting. Because pictures always make the story interesting, 

to me anyway. 

,,Well, are there any more pictures that you can thirk of? 

• •No, that's- all, 

,,Okay, We've read this story two times. Do you think you can profit 

from reading it again? 

•.Profit? 

,,0r gain anything from reading it? 

•.It's Just like I said before$ you know, an author, he kind of, I 

guess, he wanted to make the story a little hard, you know, to 

understand, but I only read it two times. The second time I read it, 



I got a little more out of it because I read it slower than I did before 

And it's just meant to be read slower because the first time I couldn't 

get much sense to it, but now I think it's a little, it's okay. 

,,Those are my specific questions. Now I have one that is both 

specific and general. What I did was take sections of the short 

story, and I typed them on here. To give jou a basis for thought, 

what to say and everything, would you read these aloud, and we'll 

record the way you read and so forth. And then tell me anything 

that is here for you, any meaning you get out of each paragraph# 

Say everything that you think of and everything you got out of each 

paragraph; and then just turn the card orer and go on to the next one. 

..AH? 

,,Uh huh. 

.. yesterday when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted 
ftri-lted] corn my father and I walked around the edge of the new 
ground to plan a fence. The cows kept coming "through the chest
nut oaks on the cliff and running over the young com. They 
bit B)it3 off the tips of the corn and ££pranged, spranged, is that 
spranged? down toj down the [stalk} • 

,,Then you want to say everything that paragraph means to you, all 

the meaning that is there for you and all the thoughts you have about 

it. 

..What my thoughts are. . . .Well as I read it I think it means it 

was kind of in the morning, and they walked around the edge of the new 

ground. You.know they felt it was really to belong there on the 

ground. And, and the cows kept coming. I don't know about that. I 

don't really make any thought of that one. And maybe they have said 
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to the grass or something like that that would make it feel, have more 

feeling in it, as something. • . . 

,,0kay. Fine. 

..Let's see. I don't read very well right now. 

My father walked in the corn Cbolk] balk. Bob {or our coler?J 

,,Collie. 

.. collie walked in (the frontJ in front of my father. We heard a 
ground squirrel (whistlingj down over the [buflj among the dead 
treetops at the (blearing} edge. "Whoop, [took himj him, Bob," said 
my father. He D-iftJ up a jroung stalk of corn with [wdlty dried, 
fUead] roots, where the ground squirrel had dug it up (pnJ the sweet 
grain of corn left on its tender (rootj. This QiadJ been a dry 
spring and the corn Chad] kept well in the earth where the grain 

[had sprout3. The ground squirrels love this corn. He dig down, 
he dug up rows of it and ate the sweet grain. The young corn stalk 
were killed and we had to replant the corn. 

I can see my father kept sicking Bob after the ground squirrel, 
fitjhe jumped over the corn rows. He started to run toward the 
ground squirrel. I, too, started running toward the [clfi aringj 
edge where Bob was jumping and barking. The dust blew in tiny 
swirls fewirlsj behind (my behind] our feet. There was a cloud 
of dust ObeQ behind us. 

"It's a big bull blacksnake," said my father. "Kill him, 
Bob! Kill him, Bob!«* 

That sounds like the story I just finished reading about Bob and 

kind of the same anyway, except for a little different changss I guess. 

,,It's just sections from the story. I took sections so you could tell 

what each paragraph means to you. 

..Oh, X see. 

,,So just tell everything this paragraph says. 

•.It says a lot. It explains everything, you know, makes you feel 

like you were there, especially on this one, this sentence right here. 
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And it sounds to me like Bob's father likes to pick on him you know and 

tell him what to do. And in this paragraph I think that it gives you 

the main point of the whole thing. It tells you about the ground 

squirrel and the bullsnake and what the father told him to do and to 

kill it. And he shouted "Kill it, Bob! Kill it." 

"Let's don't kill the snake," I said. "A blacksnake is a 
[harm] harmless snake. It kills poison snakes. It kills the copper
head. It catches more mice from the fields than a cat." 

This one I would say that he's trying to give the father a main 

point, why he doesn't want to kill the snake. And as I see it I think 

he is making sense because there are some snakes that kill mice that 

eat the corn and things like that, so I would say that this kind of 

makes sense, too. 

I could see the snake didn't want to fight the dog. The snake 
wanted to get away. Bob wouldn't let it. I wondered Ct wonderedj 
why it was [crawling? I wond, I wondered why it was crawling?7 

,,Un huh# 

.. crawling toward a heap of black floomyj earth at the bench of the 
hill. I wondered why it had come from the chestnut oak sprouts 
|sproutsJ and Cb°3 "the (mat] matted green. . .(green. . .briars?J 
briars on the cliff. I looked (as I lookedj as the snake D-iftJ 
its pretty head in response to one of Bob's junqps. "It's not a 
bullsnake," I said. "It's a she-snake. Look at the white on her 
throat." 

"A snake is an enemy to me,™ my father snapped. "I hate a snake. 
Kill it, Bob. Go on in there and get that snake and quit playing 
with it." 

As I read it in parts like this out loud I am getting more out of it. 

And I think I'm beginning to like it more. And I think in this para

graph he, the snake doesn't want to fight because, I think, it said 

she laid eggs, you know. And when snakes are somewhere like that they 
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don't want to do anything but hatch their eggs. I think or something 

like that. "And a snake is an enemy to me. . . I would say that 

this snake is what Bob is trying to tell his dad. 

Bob obeyed my father. I QiateJ to see him take this snake 
by the throat. She was so [beautiful, beautiful] poised in the 
sunlight. Bob [grabs] the white patch on Chiq] throat. He [creep? 
Is that. . 

,,Cracked. 

•• cracked her long body like an ox whip in the wind. He cracked it 
against the wind frhe wind]only. The blood (spouted] from Cfrom] 
her fine curved throat. Something hit against my legs like [peanuts] . 
Dob threw the snake down. I looked to see what had [Stuck] my 
legs. It. was £a3 snake [egg]• Bob had slung slung them from her 
body. She was going to the sand heap ["heap] to lay her eggs, where 
the sun QLn] the setting hen Qiad warmed] them and [hatched) them. 

In this one I don't think the snake wanted to hurt anybody. It 

was just going on its way to lay her eggs. I don't think they should 

have stopped and done anything to her because I don't think she wanted -

to harm anybody. If they would have looked more closely at her they 

could have seen that. 

"Wfell, Bob, I guess you see now why this snake couldn't 
fight," I said. "It QLtJ is life. Weaker Olestroys] the stronger 
even among human beings. JJlogsJ kills [pnakesj. Qjnakes] kills 
birds. Birds kill the butterflies. Man conquers all. Man, too 
QciliQ for sport. 

Gosh, this is a, this is a real nicely put I think. And I think 

his father realized what he really had done. And when he says "I 

guess you see now why this snake couldn't fight," he knew what he had 

done wrong. 

Bob was [plant, planting?] He walked ahead of us back to the 
house. His tongue was out of his mouth. He was (Sry]0 He was hot 
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under his (strong strangy} coat of hair. His tongue nearly torched 
the dry dirt and white ffleckj of [Yoanj foan? drippingj from it. 
Wb walked toward the house. Neither my father nor I spoke. I 
still thought about the dead snake. The sun was going down over 
the chestnut ridge. A lark was singing. It was late for a lark 
to sing. The red evening clouds (JlooredJ above the pine trees 
on our pasture hill. My father stood beside the path. [His hair) 
his black hair was (moving] by the wind. His face was red in the 
blue wind of day. His eyes looked toward the sinking sun. 

"And my father [fratecQ a snake," I thought. 

"I thought about the [agedone] agony women know QcnowJ of 
giving birth. I thought about how they will fight to save their 
[phildJ • Then I thought of the snake. I thought it was silly for 
me to think such thoughts. 

I thought in this one that his father, I mean Bob wanted to blame 

his father for what he had made him do. But as he saw his face he 

thought back again and it was silly for him to think what he was 

thinking, and he says the woman giving birth. I think that is some

thing nice to say in this one. But they shouldn't put those in a 

story like this, to me anyway. And Bob saw what his father was really 

thinking, and he didn't want to go any further oh this. 

The dew was on the corn. My father walked behind with the 
posthole digger across his shoulder. I walked in front. The 
wind was blowing. It was a good morning wind (j/indj to breathe 
and a wind that |5iakeJ one feel like he can get under the edge 
of a hill and Qiee|] the whole hill upside down. 

Right here, I guess, they walked over. I guess the father was 

going to bury it, I guess, the snake or something. That's what I can 

see, you know. And as they walked, I guess, it was real early in 

the morning, and they wanted to get this over soon I guess. 

"fgteadj«* I [sajJ to my father. "Here is the bull [the bullj 
blacksnake." He took one step up beside me and stood. His eyes 
grew wide apart. 

"What do you know about this?" he said. 

"You have seen the bull (the bull] blacksnake now," I said. 
"Take a good look at him. He is lying beside his dead mate. He 
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has come [covxaj to her. He, fperj perhaps, was on ChisJ trail 
yesterday pier trail yesterdayj.tt 

I think, let's see, that he was—the bull blacksnake was looking 

for her, and he told her father to look and see what she had on her. 

It kind of showed anger in this one. And he's trying to make him see 

what he did, I guess, his father and his of his own. 

The male snake had CtraveledU trailed her to her doom. He 
had come in the night, under the Crootl of stars, as the moon 
(phoot rayecty of light on the £)herokee?J 

,, Quivering 

•.EquitteringJ clouds of green. He had found his lover dead. He 
was coiled beside her, and she was dead. 

The bull blacksnake lifted therj head and followed us as we 
walked around the dead snake. He would have CfoughtenJ us [to 
her deadj to his death. He CcouldJ have £he could have foughten? 
Bob to his £deadJ. "Take a stick," said my father, "and throw 
him over the hill so Bob ([wouldn't] find him. Did you ever see 
QanyJ anything to beat that? [Evenl I've heard Cthey'reJ do that. 
But this is ray first time to see it." I took a stick and threw 
him over the bank into the QiewJ dewy sprouts on the cliff. 

Wall, I think right here, I don't see why his father would do that, 

you know. But I guess he didn't want the Bob to see this, and I 

guess to hurt him more or something he just threw the snake over the 

cliff. And to get rid of anything that Bob would see and not to hurt 

him any more by his foolishness. The father did, I think. I don't 

explain very well. 
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• TRANSCRIBED INTERVIEW OF SUBJECT 10 

..Subject 10 
,,Interviewer 

,,I'm going to let you do most of the talking because I want to know 

what you thought, felt, and everything that you got from this short 

story. So just start talking to reveal what you thought, felt, or 

got from this short story. 

..Well, I think, starting off noting the title it seemed sort of odd. 

I don't think there was any love involved in this story at all. I 

don't know how to say this. He writes this in a very dry form. He 

doesn't try to reveal Ms emotions. He just sort of gives a summary. 

I don't like this story much. I don't care much for Jesse Stuart's 

writing because it seems that he tries to put too much emphasis on 

his education. You can tell it was written by a country boy. He 

was educated as a country boy. I don't know why. I can't understand 

why his father wouldn't know this about black snakes killing other 

snakes because most people back home, I mean where I came from in the 

country, seemed to know that, and they don't usually bother the black 

snake. It's pretty accurate. I've seen dogs kill snakes like that, 

too. His description of the eggs and everything—that's pretty 

accurate. It's pretty honest. I didn't know this about the female 
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snake having white on their throat. That is the way dogs kill snakes. 

It's real interesting to watch. It was a surprise to me that the bull 

blacksnake would come. I didn't know they did that either. All in 

all, it didn't interest me very much. 

, ,0kay. What improvements would you like to see made in this short 

story? 

• .I'd like to see more emotion in it. Well, that's about all. I'd 

like to see more elaboration on the point in this story. 

,,Would you mention a few of the points that you might elaborate# 

•.For instance, I don't know whether or not he just does this for the 

mood, but he mentions right here "The sun was going down over the 

chestnut ridge. A lark was singing. It was late for a lark to sing." 

He merely—-most of the time something like this happens you feel 

strange. But he doesn't say he feels strange. "It was late for a 

lark to sing." As I said, he doesn't carry this out. He's very dry, 

sort of summarizes. 

,,0kay. If you were to add just one more paragraph to the story, what 

would you say? 

#.If he would have done it? Well, judging by his previous style, I'd 
t 

say that since he's so dry and everything, he probably would have said " 

after he threw the snake over to the other side, he probably looked 

at the eggs a minute or disposed of the carcass. Then they went ahead 

and dug the hole and at lunch time they went home. And that's how 

it would have ended, I believe. 
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,,What do you think was the main event of this story? 

..The main event? I think the main event in the story itself, in the 

action it would be the conflict between the boy and his father. That's 

very important. Of course the killing of the blacksnake is very 

important. And especially this description and of course the discovery 

of the eggs and then the finding of the snake the next morning and 

tossing the snake away so it won't get hurt, 

, ,How did you arrive at this conclusion that these were the main 

events? 

..Well, it just seems to me that these are the events he centers his 

story around. Mostly the other things are just fill-ins and explanations, 

and he doesn't use many of those. Those are the main points. 

,,I think you mentioned this a moment ago, but would you repeat what 

the main idea of the story is. 

..The main point? 

,,Yes. 

..Oh well, as far as I can tell—I guess I'm prejudiced. In Jesse 

Stuart's stories it's education and how education helps and prevents 

waste. For instance, I don't know, it seems to me this boy learned 

this in school. It would appear to me. And so it doesn't come out 

and state that, but I believe his point is education. That's about 

it. 

,,What other works by Jesse Stuart have you read? 

..I read The Thread That Runs So True. I started to read one of his 

books, The Tear of My Rebirth, but I didn't read much of that. I think 
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there's been one other story I've read by him, "The Split Cherry 

Tree." The Thread That Runs So True we've had in one or two of our 

reading books. I've read those, and I don't think they were the same 

excerpts. 

,,How did you arrive at your conclusion that this was the main point 

of the story? 

•.The reason that I decided that the main idea of the story was 

education is because of what I have read of Jesse Stuart before. 

All of his works are shot through with education and how it can improve 

the people and how valuable it is. And I believe this showed the 

education of the older man to a degree. And I think that was just the 

idea of it. There was just no sense in killing the snake, and he 

finally found out about it after his son told him. He would listen 

to his son, but after he saw the, after he was shown what happened he 

became a little' bit, I suppose he was a little bit embarrassed about 

the whole situation. It was suddenly brought home to him that he was 

wrong and his son was right. 

, ,VJhat do you think about this story? 

..What do I think about this story? 

,,Yes, 

..I, it is written drily. It's written sort of, and very man, it 

doesn't appear to me that he has written it in very complicated style.. 

Just straight out flat sentences, very little emotion in it. As a 

matter of fact I don't remember any emotion in the whole thing except 
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when his father got angry, except when he seemed to be mad at his 

father after watching his father's face after he had the snake killed. 

It is sort of, weli written. There is nothing really wrong with it. 

It's pretty honest. I don't like it very much. I don't particularly 

go for his style. It really had no great effect on me. 

, ,Who is your favorite author? 

..Oh, favorite author. Well, I really don't have one. I enjoy different 

works by different people for what they have got in them. I like, 

Steinbeck I don't like, but the Grapes of Wrath I think was one of the 

greatest books I ever read. And there are a number of others like that. 

,,Okay. 

..Did I answer that okay? 

,,Yes. In what ways could you profit from reading this story? 

..You mean in what ways I profited? 

,,Yes, or could you? 

..Well, I would know not to, well I gained some education actually. I 

know not to kill any kind of black snake. I would know not to, especially 

not to kill one with a white throat, but I don't think that is going 

to do me much good because I don't go around killing snakes. And 

I. . . .You understand a little bit from this about the type of person 

Bob, I mean this boy's father was a farmer. He has probably had a very 

hard life. He is out there trying to make money, trying to make a 

decent living. Anything he thinks is an enemy he will jump on it, 

and you can understand more about his personality. And the boy appears 
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to me he has had some education, maybe high school and maybe a little 

college. It shows how this would help him to understand things a little 

more and not to make as many mistakes. 

,,Could you expand your impression of the boy? What do you think of 

him? 

..Oh, the boy. Of course this wasn't written out, but I picture 

looking at Jesse Stuart how this would probably be. By the farm boys 

I know lie could be almost any size or shape. I think he is probably 

pretty large, pretty tall* He could be heavy or skinny or, you know, 

just, big, strong. And he has got & little education* He works hard* 

Old beat-up overalls and work shoes, maybe an old faded blue shirt and 

from the conditions back there and the people I know, he probably 

doesn't have—well, this kind of guy doesn't have the chance to take 

a shower every day, you know. He would probably be a big, sweaty, 

strong, old boy with a little, with a pretty fair brain on him, a very 

practical person. That is what I figure him for right away* 

,,Going to a different area—how do you think Jesse Stuart wanted you 

to feel when you read this story? 

©.WbII, I think he maybe he wants us to—he writes it, gee, I don't 

know what you would call this* It's a~it's not an allegory* I don't 

guess* It could be an allegory. It shows us that—well, he tries to 

put up education maybe as, you know, have dLl these things these 

people are doing that cause the bitterness* What he was, was trying 

to show me—what he was trying to show me? Well, he is just 
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bit about character, about an incident that happened. He is just 

showing a little bit about character, about ways of thinking and about 

emotions felt by this young fellow. Of course he does it rather 

indirectly, especially where the emotions are concerned. 

,,These are aimed at the sensory organs you use when you read a short 

story. Are there any sounds that Jesse Stuart wanted you to imagine 

when you read this short story? 

..Oh, I think, I think when, sounds that he wanted us to imagine— 

whistle of the squirrel. It would be hard for most people to imagine. 

They wouldn't know what it sounded like. Ab6ut the dog's panting. 

You can imagine that. You can see it in your mind's eye when you 

think about it. The way the dog would be, the way it sounded when he 

cracked the snake's body, I suppose he wanted to give that impression 

You would have to sort of concentrate on it when you go back over it 

to get it0 

,,Are you really conscious of these sounds when you are reading it? 

• .No, I am not. You can go back over it and you can say, "Ah, this 

is it.' It would have been this way. It would have been that wayj 

it wouldn't have been like this or the other.1* But when you read it, 

jou, it just more or less condenses in your brain, and you don't . 

consider all these things, not unless you really weigh.. Some people 

can sit and, I guess, they have such vivid imaginations. Only I 

don't think it is that. If you are reading to get the message you 
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don't hear these things when you read. You just get the impression, 

and you can't really imagine what they sound like. Take the ground 

squirrel. I have probably heard them before, but I don't know exactly 

how they sound. You just know one whistled, and that is all you 

know about it. 

,,Un huh. What about smells he wanted you to imagine? 

..Well, there were no smells at all in this, although you could go 

back and interject them into it. I didn't find any smells in it. If 

you go back you can look over it. You can smell the corn, and you can 

smell the dog, and you can smell the dust as you plough along walking 

through it. But it is not there unless you consider it and concentrate 

on it. 

,,Okay. A person has said that a story is a picture painted in words. 

And going from this definition—if you were to paint this story what 

type of pictures and what type scenes would you have to have to 

portray it? 

..What kind of pictures and scenes? 

, , Ye s . 

..Well, I would have a scene of a, I would have this scene. This is 

one thing I would certainly have there. I would have the boy and the 

man standing there while they are standing there, not movingj just 

watching quietly, unfeelingly as the struggle was going on there, 

while the struggle of life and death going on, you know just standing 

there calmly watching it, no visible emotions, not even greatly 
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interested, you know just mildly watching what is going on, probably 

with their thoughts some place else, especially with the father. If 

I could portray his face then. His mind is somewhere way off the track. 

He doesn't give a darn about this particular thing, about the dog 

killing it. This is an outlet or something, some sort of bitterness, 

I believe, that he harbors within himself * There is something here. 

He believes all snakes are enemies. All snakes have been giving him 

trouble, and he is just venomous about it. He knows just to kill it, 

okay. He is just sort of cold and detached about it. The boy, well, 

the boy he—it may bother him a little bit; well, I don't think this 

seriously disturbs the boy. It may disturb him a little bit. He 

thinks it's a terrible waste, and he is a very practical boy. He 

probably would not get all shook about it. He would just probably 

watch it and think so what. That is what his father is doing, and that's 

it. Especially those people now that I know back there, when your 

father says something, well then it's law. He may think it's wrong, 

but he won't say anything. So it just probably disturbs him very 

little. He might even think it was stupid, but it wouldn't show. 

He would respect his father's opinion. And the dog, of course, you 

can see the dog fighting the snake and the snake trying to give a big 

struggle here of great importance, and then on the other side you have 

these people who think it is nothing at all. They are thinking of 

something else. The boy is probably thinking about his father here. 

He does everything this way. He wastes here, this, and that and the 
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other because of his bitterness. But it doesn't really seem to 

concern either the boy—they aren't concerned with the battle, either 

the father or the boy, not greatly concerned. And none of the other 

things that it relates to, they are not greatly concerned about. They 

are concerned with the passing moment. They are, well, they are 

really impervious about the whole darn thing. They are just, you 

know—and that is one of the scenes I would paint. The important 

thing there would be to show the great amount of action and the 

importance of the battle and the detachment of these two people. I 

think that would be the most important thing you could paint about 

or that you could show about the whole darn thing. I guess that shows 

I hate imperversity, and even though I accept—well, I shouldn't 

get into that. That is about the only scene I can think of right off 

to paint. Of course if you could show it would be very nice to show 

this man's face. He mentions his face against the wind and that his 

face is red with wind of blue. I think he meant sky. To paint a 

profile of this man standing there, his hair blowing in the breeze, aid 

his face, you know, all weather-beaten showing all his adventures, 

standing there watching the sun, the late rays, I think that would be 

a very good picture to paint. I don't know what it would portray, 

exactly. But it would probably show man against the elements. It's 

bound to bring a lot of bitterness in one place or another. Even in 

spite of that I think it would show a little bit of god in the m an, 

you know, to show him unmoved and a little bit twisted maybe In his 
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thoughts, but still he keeps on trying and working away. But still 

there is something you have to admire, noble, you know something. 

I think that is a nice picture to paint. That is about all I can 

think of right away. 

,,These are cards from the story that are typed. Would you read each 

of them aloud and just everything that you can project that you are 

thinking as you read it and as you think back over it also. Would 

you talk about ii until you exhaust the cards Then turn it, and do 

the next one. 

•• Yesterday when the bright sun blazed down on the wilted 
corn my father and I walked around the edge of the new ground 
to plan a fence. The cows kept coming through the chestnut oaks 
on the cliff and running over the young corn. They bit off the 
tips of the corn and trampled down the stubble. 

Very logical, very practical, very honest flat statements, no 

emotion interjected. Of course what is interjected there is a trade

mark of his writing. It just says something is going wrong, and we 

are going out to correct it. It gives a little bit of description— 

chestnut oaks, cliff and running over the young corn and trampling down 

the stubble. He is trying to avoid destruction here which is the basic 

job of the farmer. 

My father walked in the cornbalk. Bob, our Collie, walked in 
front of ry father. We heard a ground squirrel whistle down over 
the bluff among the dead treetops at the clearing's edge. 

Now there is something. I think a ground squirrel's whistle is a 

high pitched sort of a squeel. Who knows what it is. Very few 

people who read this story in my class or around here knew what this 
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was, what it sounded like, and I don't believe would be interjected 

right into their reading what it would be. 

"Whoop, take him, 'Bob," said my father. He lifted up a young 
stalk of corn, with wilted dried roots, where the ground squirrel 
had dug it up for the sweet grain of corn left on its tender roots. 
This has been a dry spring and the corn has kept well in the earth 
where the grain has sprouted. 

Now he just yelled at Bob to go take the ground squirrel, and he 

lifted up the corn where the ground squirrel had destroyed it, and I 

think this disturbs him deeply. It is no wonder that he wants the 

ground squirrel killed because they seem to be tearing him down. They 

are destroying everything he tries to create. So instead of going with 

Bob to watch it, he just sort of fortified his anger, I guess, by 

looking at what happened to his corn. 

The ground squirrels love this corn. They dig up rows of it and 
eat the sweet grains. The young corn stalks are killed and we 
have to replant the corn. 

Again practicality. He hates waste and probably they don't have the 

money to buy new seeds. 

I can see my father kept sicking Bob after the ground squirrel. 
He jumped over the corn rows. He started to run toward the ground 
squirrel. I, too, started running toward the clearing's edge where 
Bob was jumping and barking. The dust flew in tiny swirls behind 
our feet. There was a cloud of dust behind us. 

"It's a big bull blacksnake," said my father. "Kill him, Bob! 
Kill him, Bob!" 

They, the thing that I get out of this is that he wanted, this 

father, he looked at his corn. Maybe he is a little bit twisted 

because the elements seem to fight him so much. Everything seems 

to fight him so muchj nature does. And he doesn't like snakes, and 
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he doesn't like ground squirrels. He looked at that corn, and it 

disturbed him deeply. He wants Bob to kill the ground squirrel, but 

he considers snakes enemies, too, and right now he would be ready.to 

tell the dog to kill just about anything. The corn is disturbing him 

deeply. And he is venting his anger. He can't get the ground squirrel 

and just anything that comes up that he doesn't like he will tell the 

dog to kill it right away. I think, you know, fighting nature all 

this time sort of set him against it. 

"Let's don't kill the snake," I said. "A blacksnake is a 
harmless snake. It kills poison snakes. -It kills the copperhead. 
It catches more mice from the fields than a cat." 

Now it shows the practicality of the boy, and because he is a youth 

his thinking has not yet been distorted by bitterness. And he uses 

good common sense. Of course he probably had an education to show 

him this. Or maybe he didn't. Maybe it is something he just found 

out by himself. But at any rate, he doesn't like the bitterness 

expressed by his father. But of course he has too much respect to show 

that he is distasteful about it, or not just distasteful. He respected 

everything his father does, and he doesn't consider it bad or anything. 

He just thinks it doesn't make much sense. He is a very simple, 

practical sort of fellow, maybe bothered, or sinple. His sentences 

are sort of simple. He might just think his father is out to kill 

everything. 

I could see the snake didn't want to fight the dog. The 
snake wanted to get away. Bob wouldn't let it. I wondered why-
it was crawling toward a heap of black loamy earth at the bench 
of the hill. I wondered why it had come from the chestnut oak 
sprouts and the matted greenbriars on the cliff. I looked as the 
snake lifted its pretty head in response to one of Bob's junps. 
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"It's not a bull blacksnake," I said. "It's a she-snake, liook 
at the white on her throat.1* 

That is something I hadn't heard of. I don't know if that is an 

actual biological fact or not or if that is one of those old myths 

that people stick with. According to this story it is true. The 

boy might have just found it out one way or another. He might have 

just, you know, taken the old folk talk that it is, you know white 

on her throat, or he may have had an extensive education about snakes 

to do it. And again the statements, very flat and very simple and very 

uncomplicated, not terribly descriptive. Although every once in a while 

you have a flare-up of chestnut sprouts and matted greenbriars, and 

it shows that the boy is practical, and he has got a comprehensive 

mind. He is not just there to kill, kill, kill. He is thinking about 

wonder what it is doing here. 

aA snake is an enemy to me," my father snapped. • "I hate a 
snake. Kill it, Bob, Go on in there and get that snake and quit 
playing with it." 

The father, I think, anything, the impression he is conveying here, 

although of course he wouldn't be so inclined to say it. The father 

has been fighting, like I say, he has been fighting snakes, ground 

squirrels and all forms of nature whether they hurt him or not. He 

is embittered against them all. And he just wants to kill the doggone 

snake because he is bitter about it. He probably believes there is 

something about this snake that is evil, too. That is an old folklore, 

you know the idea of the serpent being the devil and allj and a lot of 
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people hate all forms of snakes whether they are evil or not, especially 

the ignorant people in the backwoods. And it is very understandable 

what this man is doing although he is wrong. I don't agree with him 

although he is bitter and superstitious. 

Bob obeyed my father. I hated to see him take this snake by 
the throat, she was so beautifully poised in the sunlight. 

Now Mr. Stuart keeps referring to the fact that the snake is 

beautiful. I believe that the idea he has in mind is his will to live 

was beautiful. Some people believe snakes are beautiful. I am not 

attracted to them too much myself. Although you can just accept them 

as another animal. Very few people would call a snake beautiful. 

There is something about them that is repulsive to most of us. I don't 

know if it is something in our religion where they get the idea that 

a snake is evil. We don't like the way it moves. I don't think the 

snake is a very beautiful thing, and I don't think most people would. 

Bob grabbed the white patch on her throat. He cracked her long 
body like an ox whip in the wind. He cracked it against the wind 
only. The blood spurted from her fine-curved throat. Something 
hit against my legs like pellets. Bob threw the snake down. I 
looked to see what had struck my legs. It was snake eggs. Bob 
had slung them from her body. She was going to the sand heap to 
lay her eggs, where the sun is the setting-hen that warms them and 
hatches them. 

Well, he is watching all this death and destruction, and he sees 

that all would continue here is new life. And he thinks it is something 

beautiful and something noble about her coming out into the open like 

that to have her to lay, well maybe not noble, but there is something 

about her gimmick risking her life. He must think it is pretty 
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commendable. Description, imagery here—cracking the snake against 

the wind and the blood spurting from her throat, fine-curved throat 

which he considers beautiful* And again though there is a little 

description here, the ideas are very siraple and the sentences are 

very simple. 

"Well, Bob, I guess you see now why this snake couldn't 
fight," I said* »It is life. Weaker devour the stronger even 
among human beings. Dog kills snake. Snake kills birds. Birds 
kill the butterflies. Man conquers all. Han, too, kills for 
sport." 

Well, this is simple enough. There is nothing to it. I believe 

everybody understood this before, and I know darn well that this boy 

sure isn't going to educate this dog too much by telling him this. 

Maybe this is sort of directed to his father, but I believe these 

people, you know these people would have too much respect to say to 

his father, "You are wrong old man. You have done wrong in killing 

this.* No, he wouldn't say that. Saying this indirectly might be 

all right, rt might be just siraple musing. I don't really think he is 

out to prove anything to anybody. He is just going over something he 

has seen illustrated. 

Bob was panting. He walked ahead of us back to the house. 
His tongue was out of his mouth. He was tired. He was hot under 
his shaggy coat of hair. His tongue nearly touched the dry dirt and 
white flecks of foam dripped from it. We walked toward the house. 
Neither hqt father nor I spoke. I still thought about the dead snake. 
The sun was going down over the chestnut ridge. A lark was singing. 
It was late for a lark to sing. The red evening clouds floated 
above the pine trees on our pasture hill. Vj father stood beside 
the path. His black hair was moved by the wind. His face was red 
in the blue wind of day. His eyes looked toward the sinking sun. 

A good picture here, a lot of imagery. The man standing there looking 

into the sun. He is weather-beaten. Nature has beaten him around a lot* 
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Yet he stands there unbowed before it. Maybe he has been distorted 

by all that he has fought it with and all the bitterness he holds 

toward it. There is something in the quality of a god, I believe, in 

the man who will stand up to this. 

"And my father hates a snake," I thought. 

Well, he, this shows that the boy thinks that this is the greatest 

distraction from his father's nobility that he could be so petty as 

to hate something like a defenseless snake. I don't think this 

really upsets him so much. I think he just accepts it. I think it 

is pretty natural for him to hate snakes, and I don't think this 

really upsets him and the part about the dog—good description about 

the dog going back to the house, very sound and very true. It is good 

description. 

I thought about the agony women know of giving birth. I 
thought about how they will fight to save their children. Then, 
I thought of the snake. I thought it was silly for me to think 
such thoughts. 

He is just combining a parallel, how much snakes are like people. 

It is pretty darn repulsive. Although it is time they are alike in 

a lot of ways. Although he thinks they are killing part of nature which 

is unnecessary, the snake was only trying to protect its young. What 

do you call it? The mother instinct, yes. And he is just sort of 

correlating this and being so darn practical like he is, he thinks 

that it is ridiculous, a very practical kid here. 

The dew was on the corn. My father walked behind with the 
posthole digger across his shoulder. I walked in front. The wind 
was blowing. It was a good morning wind to breathe and a wind that 
makes one feel like he can get under the edge of a hill and heave the 
whole hill upside down. 
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Well, it is the top of the morning, and they are up and ready to go 

to workj and it is probably the most beautiful time of day. Two working 

men going out and the beauty of the morning. The thing here is if you 

get up that early in the morning strictly for the sake of the morning, 

just to look at it and so forth, there is not much beauty in it the 

way I look at it. The idea is the dew was on the corn, the wind was 

blowing, and the father walked with a posthole digger across his 

shoulder. And the boy walked in front, and the wind was wonderful. 

You know it feels like it is pouring strength into your veins. The 

thing of the matter is if you get up and you stand out there in the 

wind and look at the sky and everything, everything seems purposeless 

unless you are out there with an objective in life, like they are out 

there to dig post holes, trying to preserve themselves. Now if you go 

out there, you look at the wind and sky and so forth, and the dew on the 

corn and it is all wonderful and you just stand there and look at it, 

it doesn't mean a darn thing. The purpose in life is what makes it 

great. 

• . ."Steady,1* I says to my father. "Here is the bull black-
snake." He took one step up beside me and stood. His eyes grew 
wide apart. 

Wall, I am glad he has such noble eyes because I have never seen 

anyone's eyes grow wide apart that quick. I am sorry I am so sarcastic. 

No, I see what he means. His father was very, very surprised. His 

eyes seemed to open up, I think. I don't think they seemed to grow 

wide apart. It's just that all of a sudden he was so shocked. You 
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know he seemed to be really changed by observing this. Let's see, 

going back to this last card, Card 8, the dew was on the corn, working 

in the morning, feeling wonderfulj I just thought of one "thing. it 

makes it unpleasant to have to get up and work on a morning like that, 

and yet ^.f you don't work the entire purpose in life seems to be gone 

so that is a really good thing. It seems sort of a paradox because this 

morning would be absolutely spoiled if they weren't going to work. 

"What do you know about this?" he said. 

"You have seen the bull blacksnake now," I said. "Take a good 
look at himl He is lying beside his dead mate. He has come to 
her. He, perhaps, was on her trail yesterday.™ 

Now the father is really shook up about this. He is really surprised. 

He never thought that snakes would do this. He obviously doesn't have 

as much education as the son so he asks about it. He asks his son 

about it. His son explains very well exactly what happened, and I 

think the father was really bothered by it. 

The male snake had trailed her to her doom. He had come in 
the night, under the roof of stars, as the moon shed rays of light 
on the quivering clouds of green. 

Now this is where Jesse Stuart gets most prolific. I don't know 

why all of a sudden he starts bringing in all these figures of speech— 

•frthe moon shed rays of light on the quivering clouds of green"—meaning 

of course the leaves of corn and the roof of the stars and so forth. 

Very beautiful descriptive writing and all these dry, dry, dry, things 

that he has in here, flat statements, little description, and all of 

a sudden he brings this out. I guess he is trying to bring in beauty 
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here all of a sudden, and he certainly did. He managed it even with 

snakes. He did something here that was unusual. 

He had found his lover dead. He was coiled beside her, and she 
was dead. 

This brings you right, I don't know what you would call it, but it 

reminds me —"The male snake had trailed her to her doom,»' the entire 

paragraph here, the whole thing sounds like the poem, "Annabel Lee." 

The bull blacksnake lifted his head and followed us as we 
walked around the dead snake. He would have fought us to his death. 
He would have fought Bob to his death. "Take a stick," said my 
father, "and throw him oyer the hill so Bob won't find him. Did 
you ever see anything to beat that? I've heard they'd do that. 
But this is my first time to see it.™ I took a stick and threw 
him ever the bank into the dewy sprouts on the cliff. 

This snake, I don't know why he would fight, just possessing bitter

ness or what, but he was fighting to save even the body of his dead mate. 

It is like a human being, and that is, the analogy is what you would 

call it. That we are supposed to draw from this that this is love or 

what is it? Or how do snakes feel about these things? Or how do 

snakes conpare to human beings, or how do they parallel us? Are we 

almost alike or are we different? His father was really surprised, 

and he hardly believed it. He didn't want to see this snake killed 

after he had done that. So he told him to throw the siake over the 

cliff so it won't be killed. And I think this had lasting effects on 

the father. He probably never did kill a blacksnake again, and it 

ended on the dry note. He took a stick and threw him over the dewy 

sprouts on the cliff. Very little elaboration and so forth, just flat 

statements of fact. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN BACKGROUND DATA 

1. What one thing have you done in your life of which you are most proud? 

2. How far would you like to go in school? 

3. What kind of work would you like to do after finishing school? 

k» What would your parents like for you to do? 

5. What work does your father do? 

6. What job does your mother hold? 

7. How many years of school did your father complete? 

8. How many years of school did your mother complete? 

9. What do you think about school? 

10. To what clubs do you belong in school? 

11. What are the clubs you belong to outside of school? 

12. Have you been an officer in any of these clubs? What? 

13. What subject do you like best in school? 

lit. What subject do you like least in school? 

15• In what subject are you best? 

16. Why are you best in this subject? 

17. In what subject do you do your poorest work? 

18. Why do you do poorly in this subject? 

19. On the average, how much time do you spend on homework outside of 

school each day? 
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20. Have you ever had any special help in reading? 

21. When did you have special help? 

22* What kind of help did you have? 

23. Did this special help aid you in reading better? 

2h» IT. comparison to your classmates, how do you understand what you 

read? well; sorer age; poorly 

25* m comparison to your classmates, how do you understand what you 

read? well; average; poorly 

26* When you have spare tirae, what do you like to do? 

27* What are the two things you like to do more than anything else? 

28* How many different languages can you understand? 

29* What languages are they? 

30. How many languages are spoken in your home? 

31* What languages are they? 

32* How many sisters do you have? 

33* How many brothers do you have? 

3lu Are you the youngest in your family? 

35* Are you the oldest child in your family? 

36* Do you have brothers or sisters both younger and older than you? 

37* On the average, how many movies do you see in a week? 

36* On the average, how many hours a week do you watch television? 

39• On the average, how many hours a week do you listen to the radio 

or phonograph? 

hO. Do you have a personal subscription to any magazine? 

Ip., Hast is the name of this magazine? 
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1;2, What are your two favorite magazines? 

h3* What do the other members of your family thimc about reading? 

Uiu Does your father like to read? 

Does your mother like to read? 

it6. Do your brothers and sisters like to read? 

h7» Do you have a library card to a library other than the school library? 

lj.8. How often do you use this library card? 

k9» How often do you use the school library for checking out books? 

50. What kind of books do you get from your school library? 

51. What are the last two books you checked out from a library? 

52. Why did you check these two books from the library? 

53» Do you read the newspaper every day? 

5U. If not, how often? 

55. Make a nltt in front of the part of the newspaper that you usually 

read first. Make a "2N in front of the part you usually read second. 

Now make an «tX'» in front of any other part that you sometimes read. 

sports news movies and theaters headlines 

comic strips political news fashion news 

editorials columnists crime news 

store advertisements financial news news pictures 

56. Do you believe you have a reading difficulty? 

57. If so, what do you believe your difficulty is? 

58. When did you first believe you had this difficulty? 

59. Who are the two people you most admire? 
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60. Why do you admire these two people? 

61. Are you left-handed? 

62. Have you ever been left-handed? 

63. Can you use your left hand as well as your right hand doing most 

things? 

6km How much do you weigh? 

65. How tall are you? 

66. Describe how you look in appearance. 

67. What kind of a person are you? 

68. How many different schools have you attended? 

69. How many days of school have you missed this semester? 

70. Why did jou miss these days? 

71. Bo you like to read aloud in class? 

72. Why? 

73. 'Which seems harder, reading aloud or reading silently? 

7l|. When did you start to read? Approximately what age? 

75. What are some of your earliest memories of reading? Be definite 

by telling some of the books you remember reading as a child. 

76. How did you first learn to read? 



APPENDIX 9 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN ATTITUDE TOWARD HEADING 

1* Just what is your attitude toward reading? 

2. How do you think you developed this, attitude? 

3. How much time, on the average, do you spend in a week just reading? 

km Think of reading you have done this past year that you liked, 

What was it about this reading that made you like it? 

5>. Think of reading you have done this past year that you did not 

like. What was it about this reading that you did not like? 

6. Would you say the way you feel about reading most of the time is 

positive, negative, or indifferent? 

7» Why do you classify the way you feel about reading in this way? 

8. Have you had any trouble at all with reading in high school? 

yes no 

9« What do you think the trouble was? 

10» What about your reading in high school now? 

11. Would you. like to improve your reading in any way? yes no 

12. What would you like to improve about your reading? 

13• Why would you like to. inprove your reading? 
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APPENDIX 10 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN FAMILIARITY WITH SHOUT STORIES 

List in ten ninutes all the short stories that you have read, 

heard, or seen on television or in a movie* Include the author of 

each story if you remeaber* 
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APPENDIX 11 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN FAMILIARITY WITH SHCRT STORI WRITERS 

Xd.8t in ten minutes all the short story writers whose short 

stories yon have read, heard, or seen on television or in a movie• 
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APPENDIX 12 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO OBTAIN ATTITUDE TOWARD READING SHORT STORIES 

1. What do you think about reading short stories? 

2. What was the best short story you ever read? (Include author if 

you remember.) 

3. What was it you liked about this short story? 

iu What was the worst short story you ever read? (Include author if 

you remember.) 

5. What was it you did not like about this short story? 

6. How many short stories have you read in the past seven days? 

7. On the average, how many short stories do you read in seven days? 

8. Do you enjoy reading most short stories that you read? yes no 

9• Do you profit from reading most of the short stories that you read? 

yes no 

10. How do you profit from'reading short stories? 

11. Would you say that the way you feel about reading most short stories 

is positive, negative, or indifferent? 

12. Why do you classify your feeling about short stories in this way? 

13. What kind of reading do you like best? 

lii. If you were going to read, which of the types below would be your 

first choice to read? Put a "1" by the one you would rather read. 

Put a °2B by the one that would be your second choice. 
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poems novels 

short stories biographies 

nonfiction books comics 

essays 

nonfiction articles 

plays 



APPENDIX 13 

QUESTIONNAIRE TO FOLLOW UP THE INTERVIEW 

1. What part of this story have you thought about since you read it? 

2 .  What reminded you of this story since you read it? 

3. Have you read anything which reminded you of the story? 

h» Have you heard anything which reminded you of the story? 

5. Have you seen anything which reminded you of the story? 

6. Did you try to find out the meaning of any words or concepts you 

did not understand? 

7. What were the points of view toward animals in the story? 

8. Did you conpare your point of view with any point of view in this 

story? 

9. Did you change any attitudes from reading this story? 

10. What did you gain from reading this story, talking about it, or 

answering any of these questions? 
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APPENDIX Ik 

CRITERIA WHICH THE CHOSEN STORY MUST CONTAIN 

Attached is a short story. Also attached is a list of criteria 

which the short story must contain. Place a check mark (x) to the left 

of any ci'iterion listed below that you believe the attached short story 

does not fulfill® 

1, It is one whose subject matter is of interest to eleventh grade 

students. 

2. It is one high in literary quality. 

3. It is one with surface meaning as well as implied meaning. 

lu it is one whose vocabulary content is easy enough for most 

readers yet challenging to all. 

5>» It is one that contains concepts and ideas which the reader 

can use in his personal development. 

6. It is one whose language pattern is equally common to all. 

7» It is one that a 2f>0 w.p.m. reader would take'no longer than 

10-15 minutes to read. 

8. It is one not included in high school anthologies and magazines. 

9« It is one similar to those short stories read by eleventh grade 

students. 

The study will examine the interpretive differences in the read

ing process of the good and poor eleventh grade reader when reading the 

story. Does the story meet enough of the requiremntB.-to be appropriate 

for the study to be undertaken? yes no 
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